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ABSTRACT

Schizophrenia is one of the most severe mental diseases. Prevalence is estimated with about

five per thousand in the population [1]. The disease is often associated with severe symptoms

such as delusions, disorganised speech and thought, and social withdrawal. Despite the efforts of

numerous studies to investigate the causes of the disease, the underlying mechanisms are still

unknown. Still it has be shown that genetics plays a central role in etiology, with heritability

estimates of about 80%. In this thesis, the analysis of whole-exome sequencing data from 37 trios

and 210 other patients will be used to find evidence for known and novel candidate genes that

might help to explain this complex phenotype.

I used a unique combination of bioinformatic methods, including the study of de novo, loss-of-

function and compound heterozygous variants to carry out this work. In addition, new approaches

such as the Edgetics method were applied to find a comprehensive, high quality set of candidate

genes. This strategy made it possible to jointly analyse different aspects of the genetic spectrum

and obtain a picture of the mutational load.

In the ensuing discussion, I show that the detected genetic variations particularly disrupt parts

of the neuronal cytoskeleton which is essential for a variety of neuronal processes. Foremost

this is shown by damaging genetic mutations found in genes related to microtubules and the

actin cytoskeleton. Functionally, the variants can be assigned to certain neuronal processes

such as stability control, transport or cell migration. Taken together, these results indicate that

dysregulations and disruptions within these central mechanisms might play an important role in

the pathogenesis of schizophrenia.

In the last part of my work, I discuss important technical aspects that are essential for the

evaluation of the obtained results. This includes basic strategies such as the removal of PCR

duplicates and the determination of haplotypes.

In summary, my thesis provides a detailed genetic analysis of a large cohort of schizophrenia

patients. With the implementation of an unique analysis strategy that combines various com-

putational methods, I was able to detect an accumulation of deleterious events, particularly

affecting the neuronal cytoskeleton. Finally, I conduct a critical discussion, that allows to assess

the presented results on a biological and technical level.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Schizophrenie ist eine der schwersten psychischen Erkrankungen. Die Prävalenz wird auf

etwa fünf Betroffene pro 1000 Personen geschätzt [1]. Die Erkrankung ist häufig mit schweren

Symptomen wie Wahnvorstellungen, unorganisiertem Sprechen und Denken sowie sozialem

Rückzug verbunden. Trotz der Bemühungen zahlreicher Studien, die die Ursachen der Krankheit

untersuchten, sind die zugrunde liegenden Mechanismen noch immer unklar. Es ist dennoch

akzeptiert, dass die Genetik eine zentrale Rolle in der Ätiologie der Schizophrenie spielt, da

Schätzungen der Erblichkeit von etwa 80% ausgehen. In dieser Arbeit soll nun durch die Analyse

von Whole-Exome Sequenzierungsdaten von 37 Trios sowie 210 weiteren Patienten Hinweise für

bekannte und neuartige Kandidatengene gefunden werden, die helfen könnten, diesen komplexen

Phänotyp zu erklären.

Zur Durchführung dieser Arbeit wurde eine einzigartige Kombination von bioinformatischen

Methoden, einschließlich der Untersuchung von de novo, Loss-of-Function und compound het-

erozygoten Varianten verwendet. Zusätzlich wurden neue Ansätze wie die Edgetics-Methode

verwendet um einen umfassenden, qualitativ hochwertigen Satz von Kandidatengenen zu finden.

Diese Strategie ermöglichte es, verschiedene Aspekte des genetischen Spektrums gemeinsam zu

analysieren und ein Bild der gesamten Mutationslast zu erhalten.

In der anschließenden Diskussion zeige ich, dass die gefundenen genetischen Variationen Teile

des neuronalen Zytoskeletts zerstören, das für eine Vielzahl von neuronalen Prozessen uner-

lässlich ist. Hierbei waren vorallem Mikrotubuli und das Aktin-Zytoskelett betroffen. Funktionell

können die Varianen bestimmten neuronalen Prozessen wie der Stabilitätskontrolle, Transport

oder Zell-Migration zugeordnet werden. Zusammenfassend, deuten diese Ergebnisse darauf hin,

dass Dysregulationen und Störungen innerhalb dieser zentralen Mechanismen eine wichtige

Rolle bei der Pathogenese der Schizophrenie spielen.

Im letzten Teil meiner Arbeit diskutiere ich weitere wichtige technische Aspekte, die für die

Bewertung der erzielten Ergebnisse unerlässlich sind. Dazu gehören grundlegende Strategien

wie die Entfernung von PCR-Duplikaten und die Bestimmung von Haplotypen.

Zusammenfassend liefert die vorliegende Arbeit eine detaillierte genetische Analyse und Diskus-

sion einer Kohorte von Schizophreniepatienten. Mit der Implementierung einer einzigartigen

Analysestrategie, die verschiedene bioinformatische Methoden kombiniert, konnte ich eine An-

reicherung von schädlichen Mutationen im neuronale Zytoskelett feststellen. Abschließend

führe ich eine kritische Diskussion, die es ermöglicht, die präsentierten Ergebnisse auf einer
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biologischen und technischen Ebene zu bewerten.
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1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

In 2015, Ralph Adolphs published an article about 23 unsolved problems of neuroscience [2]. His

list includes several distinct groups of problems that are ordered by their solvabilty. Some, like

the questions how single neurons compute or how sensory transduction works, might be solved

within few years. Others, like how learning and memory works or how the brain represents

abstract ideas, will most likely take a much longer time, if ever solved. Within the same category,

Adolphs also lists the causes of psychiatric and neurological illnesses like schizophrenia. Until

this day, complex mental diseases remain an enormous challenge for affected individuals as well

as researchers. This does not only include the causes of the disease, but also related aspects such

as individualised treatment or even the definition if the disease itself. Adolphs lists the question

about how we could cure psychiatric and neurological diseases as a goal that might not even be

solved within the next 50 years.

The situation requires a joint effort by researchers and physicians as, according to the World

Health Organization, schizophrenia affects more than 21 million people worldwide with approxi-

mately only half of them receiving care for their condition.

The main reason for this situation, and the most prominent challenge that remains in the field

of schizophrenia, is the incomplete understanding of the underlying mechanisms and causes of

this disorder. Especially for an intended individualized and effective treatment, it is inevitable to

understand the exact biological processes that lead to this specific phenotype.

Epidemiological studies showed a high pathogenetic relevance of genetic factors [3] in schizophre-

nia and more recent twin studies estimated the heritability of schizophrenia to be almost at 80%

[4]. Although these findings as well as a certain degree of environmental influences are well

established, most of the genetic factors remain to be discovered.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

While in the recent years much insight could be gathered by Genome-wide association stud-

ies (GWAS) studies, they are still limited to associations with no direct link towards causation.

Due to the nature of GWAS studies, the association between a genetic marker and a disease

can result from a causal variant in Linkage Disequilibrium (LD). In this case, the marker is a

biological indicator that is not necessarily mechanistically linked to the studied phenotype.

The currently most promising approaches are the large scale sequencing efforts that have become

feasible during recent advances in sequencing technologies. Unlike GWAS studies, sequencing

allows to reveal functional disease relevant genetic variants and move on from association or

statistical correlation towards causation.

In this dissertation, I will examine the presence and impact of functional genetic variants with

clear disease-related context using a data set of well-selected schizophrenia trios and addi-

tional individual patients. By applying state-of-the-art software and a unique combination of

computational methods that cover various aspects of the mutational spectrum like de novo,

Loss-of-Function (LoF) and compound heterozygous variants, I aim to discover a comprehensive,

high quality set of candidate genes. Throughout manual curation, I will investigate the potential

genetic candidates and put them into the context of current schizophrenia research. Based on the

gained insights, I will discuss the findings that will potentially contribute to the understanding

of this complex disease.

1.2 Mental diseases, a global burden

The term "mental disease", also called "mental illness" or "psychiatric disorder", describes a

condition that comprises a broad range of different symptoms and typically has an impact on

cognition, emotion, and behaviour of affected individuals. Such disorders include diseases like

depression, bipolar affective disorder, schizophrenia and other psychoses, dementia, intellectual

disabilities and developmental disorders including autism [5]. Taken together, these diseases

present a major burden for global health.

In 2014, there were an estimated number of 43.6 million adults aged 18 or older in the United

States with any mental illness [6]. This number represents around 18.1% of the total U.S. adult

population. This also includes 9.8 million adults with any serious mental illness, that is defined

as any mental, behavioural, or emotional disorder that substantially interferes with or limits one

or more major life activities [6]. The true global burden of mental diseases might still be underes-

timated due to various reasons like the overlap between psychiatric and neurological disorders

[7]. Mood disorders, including major depression, dysthymic disorder and bipolar disorder, are

also the third most common cause of hospitalization in the U.S. for both youth and adults aged

18-44 [6]. Individuals living with such serious mental diseases typically face an increased risk of

having chronic medical conditions as well as a reduced life expectancy by 25 years [6].

A recent review and meta-analysis about the prevalence of common mental disorders showed

2



1.2. MENTAL DISEASES, A GLOBAL BURDEN

that about one in five adults experienced a common mental disorder within the past 12 months

[8]. Although such prevalence estimates vary widely, it is assumed that the large spectrum of

diverse diseases affects over a third of the population in most countries during their lifetime [8].

Despite these high rates, the pathogenic mechanisms of psychiatric disorders are largely un-

known. Still, it is commonly accepted that they are caused by various contributing factors. This

includes mostly neurochemistry, brain structure, and genetics but also environmental effects like

lifestyle and the interaction between these.

Although mental diseases are commonly seen as distinct disorders, an analysis of the five

disorders in the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium (autism spectrum disorder, attention deficit-

hyperactivity disorder, bipolar disorder, major depressive disorder, and schizophrenia) revealed

genetic risk loci with shared effects on all of those five major psychiatric disorders [9]. The

authors analysed data for the five disorders in 33,332 cases and 27,888 controls of European

ancestry. Especially calcium-channel activity genes were proposed to have pleiotropic effects on

psychopathology, loci which were also previously associated with bipolar disorder and schizophre-

nia [9]. Although findings of such cross-disorder effects are especially helpful for investigating

the common co-occurrences of clinical phenotypes in individual patients, they are inherently

based on the assumption that mental disorders can be distinguished diagnostically from one

another without or with few errors. However this, in fact, is a common and well-known prob-

lem [10]. A 10-year longitudinal study of 470 first admission patients with psychotic disorders

indicated a high risk of misclassification at early disease stages [11]. About 50% of the diag-

noses changed at some point during the study. The largest proportion of diagnostic shifts was

observed for schizophrenia. Out of 306 individuals with a non-schizophrenia diagnosis, 98 were

later on diagnosed with schizophrenia. 89.2% of participants that were initially diagnosed with

schizophrenia retained the diagnosis at year 10. In most cases, the change of the clinical picture

explained the shift of diagnoses. While poorer functioning and greater negative and psychotic

symptoms predicted a subsequent shift to schizophrenia, better functioning and lower negative

and depressive symptoms predicted the shift to bipolar disorder [11]. Overall, these findings draw

a concerning picture of misclassification in mental disorders with serious implications for patient

treatment as well as research [11].

Although the situation for people suffering from mental health problems undeniably has improved

during the last decades, there are still attitudes within most societies that view symptoms of

psychopathology as threatening and uncomfortable. These attitudes frequently foster stigma

and discrimination towards affected people. Further work is necessary to uncover the remaining

missing pieces in genetics, pathophysiology and pharmacology and to ultimately lift the global

burden of mental diseases.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.3 Schizophrenia

"Those who are afflicted act bizarrely, say strange things, with-

draw from us, and may even try to hurt us. They are no longer

the same person—they are mad! We don’t understand why they

say what they say and do what they do. We don’t understand the

disease process. Rather than a steadily growing tumor, which we

can understand, it is as if the person has lost control of his/her

brain. How can we sympathize with a person who is possessed

by unknown and unforeseen forces? How can we sympathize

with a madman or a madwoman?" [12]

Schizophrenia is a severe common mental illnesses with an estimated lifetime prevalence of

about 1% [13]. According to the World Health Organization, schizophrenia affects more than 21

million people worldwide whereas one in two people living with schizophrenia does not receive

adequate medical treatment [14].

Life expectancy is decreased by about 12-15 years due to physical causes, decreased access to

medical care and increased frequency of routine risk factors (poor diet, little exercise, obesity, and

smoking) [15]. Typically, the onset of symptoms occurs in young adulthood between the ages of

15 and 25, with onset peaking in the late teens for males, and slightly later for females [16, 17].

These symptoms may include delusions, disorganised speech and thinking or social withdrawal

depending on the specific manifestation of the disease.

Genetics is known to play a major role in the etiology schizophrenia with a heritability of about

80% [4, 18]. Other contributing factors include early environment, neurobiology, and psychological

and social processes. In the following sections, I will present several core aspects of this disease

with a focus on the classification, pathophysiological mechanisms and genetics.

1.3.1 The definition of the term "schizophrenia"

Before introducing and discussing the various aspects of schizophrenia, it is important to clarify

the term "schizophrenia" itself and how it is used in this thesis.

Typically, schizophrenia was, and still is, seen as a discrete entity, a defined disease, with a clear

set of symptoms and causes [19]. However, in recent years it has become evident that the term

"schizophrenia" describes a spectrum of symptoms and includes a collection of phenotypes sum-

marised under the common term "schizophrenia" [20]. Robin Murray, one of the most influential

researchers in psychiatry and especially schizophrenia expects "to see the end of the concept of

schizophrenia soon. Already the evidence that it is a discrete entity rather than just the severe

end of psychosis has been fatally undermined. Furthermore, the syndrome is already beginning to

breakdown, for example, into those cases caused by copy number variations, drug abuse, social
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1.3. SCHIZOPHRENIA

adversity, etc. Presumably this process will accelerate, and the term schizophrenia will be confined

to history, like "dropsy"". [19].

As a consequence the "definition" of schizophrenia that is used during my work refers to concept

of a psychosis spectrum disorder instead of a clearly defined and distinct disease.

1.3.2 Classification, symptoms and subtypes

Unsurprisingly, the classification of schizophrenia is, so far, an unsolved problem. Although

multiple methods and ideas exist, the complex manner and different phenotypes of the disease

lead to inevitable misclassifications. Typically schizophrenia is diagnosed and classified using a

set of occurring symptoms that, to a certain extent, define this mental disorder.

1.3.2.1 Positive, negative, and cognitive symptoms.

According to the National Institute of Mental Health (NIH), schizophrenia symptoms are divided

into three main categories; positive, negative, and cognitive symptoms. Each category includes

sets of specific types of symptoms that each affect different parts of everyday life.

Positive symptoms are generally not observed in healthy people and may have different

forms depending on the individual phases of the disease and medication. Most common positive

symptoms include but are not limited to the following:

• Hallucinations are typically defined as sensory experiences (vision, hearing, smell, taste,

or touch) that occur in the absence of a specific stimulus. They occur in many psychotic

disorders, bipolar disorder and major depression with auditory hallucinations being the

most common type in schizophrenia [21].

• Delusions are false personal beliefs that are not related to a reason or contradictory

evidence and are not explained by a person’s usual cultural and religious concepts. Delusions

may include thoughts about external mind/behaviour control or cause seeing supposedly

hidden messages in television and newspapers [21].

• Thought disorder describes incomprehensible written and spoken language and can be

illustrated as the so called "thought blocking", where patients suddenly interrupt sentences

while talking before completion. Affected patients may experience this as if their thoughts

have been taken out of his or her head [21].

• Movement disorders is characterized by extreme body behaviour in a sense that patients

might repeat certain motions several times or, otherwise, become catatonic, that is defined

as a state in which the individual wont respond to others and stay motionless. It should also

be noted that there is still an ongoing debate about to which extent observed movement

abnormalities are reflecting the disease process of schizophrenia or are rather a result of

the antipsychotic treatment [22].
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Negative symptoms, in contrast to positive symptoms, are deficits of normal behaviour like a

lack of emotion or social withdrawal which can also be caused by other reasons than schizophrenia.

As a result of this, it is not always possible to assign those conditions to schizophrenia. People

suffering from such negative symptoms might appear lazy or unwilling to help themselves and

typically require help with everyday tasks and routines. Negative symptoms can include reduced

expression of emotions, reduced feelings of pleasure in life, difficulty beginning and sustaining

activities or reduced speaking [21].

Cognitive symptoms, like negative symptoms, tend to be difficult to be recognised as part of

the disorder. Such symptoms include poor "executive functioning", which is the ability to use and

process information, or trouble with focusing attention. Consequences of such effects can cause

great limitations in normal life for affected patients as they are also related to worse employment

and social outcomes [23].

1.3.2.2 The schizophrenia spectrum

In the latest version of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) (DSM5),

the term "Schizophrenia Spectrum" was introduced [24]. This term, as well as the proposed

classification scheme, show that schizophrenia is rather understood as a collection of several

symptoms than a strictly defined phenotype (See also Section 1.3.1). Although the separation into

distinct subtypes was dropped in this newest version due to their limited clinical utility, scientific

validity and reliability [25], it is clear that the disorder ’schizophrenia’ includes phenotypes of

different forms [20]. An intuitive visualization is shown in Figure 1.1. It depicts the range of

several mental disorders starting from mental retardation up to bipolar disorder, that differ by

their manifestation of certain symptoms. Consequently it is assumed that the disorders, to a

certain extend, share a common genetic background [20].

Figure 1.1: Spectrum of mental disorders. Various clinical syndromes are closely related by the
degree of manifestation of certain symptoms. A common genetic background is shared by all
syndromes. Figure taken from [20]
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1.3. SCHIZOPHRENIA

1.3.2.3 Schizophrenia Subtypes

Even though schizophrenia subtypes have been excluded from the latest DSM version [24], they

have been used for extended period of time and can still be found in recent literature [26–28].

Therefore I will briefly describe the most commonly used classifications of schizophrenia, which

are typically referred as schizophrenia subtypes, in the following sections.

Catatonic schizophrenia describes a clinical picture mainly characterised by difficulties in

movement. Affected individuals may be unable to speak or move and resist instructions or at-

tempts to be moved. In contrast, patients suffering from catatonic schizophrenia may also behave

in extreme and hyperactive ways, known as catatonic excitement. Today, the manifestation of

catatonic schizophrenia has become rare due to improved pharmacological treatment methods

[29, 30].

Paranoid Schizophrenia may be the best known and most common subtype of schizophrenia.

Affected individuals mainly suffer from delusions and auditory hallucinations. Delusions are

often related to increased aggressiveness and violence. Hallucinations are mostly characterised by

hearing voices criticising the individuals faults. As a result, patients may lose touch with reality

but in comparison to other subtypes of schizophrenia, this subtype may be a less severe one, as

the ability to lead an almost normal life can still be given, depending on the symptoms intensity.

However paranoid schizophrenia is still a serious illness which causes lifelong complications.

Like catatonic schizophrenia, the possibility for improvement through antipsychotic treatment is

given [29, 30].

Disorganized schizophrenia typically describes individuals that suffer from disorganizated

thinking. The term disorganized behaviour can include unstructured thinking and previously

mentioned "thought blocking". Also a lack of emotion is common for disorganized schizophrenia.

Symptoms can be so severe for the affected individuals that they are unable to perform normal

life activities. This type of schizophrenia usually occurs between the ages 15 and 25 years [29, 30].

Undifferentiated and residual schizophrenia can be seen as collective terms to include indi-

viduals which don’t fall into the first three subtypes. Individuals diagnosed with undifferentiated

schizophrenia typically show fluctuations of different symptoms or suffer from symptoms that

do not fit into the three main subtypes. An example for this group of schizophrenia might be

the Scottish DISC1 family in which a chromosomal translocation was found to segregate with

mental illness including schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorder [31]. This and subsequent

work showed that DISC1 in predisposing individuals to a wide range of psychiatric conditions,

psychological traits, and biological phenotypes [31]. In contrast, residual schizophrenia describes

individuals showing no prominent symptoms or only to a small extend. Nonetheless residual
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schizophrenia patients are still affected by other schizophrenic symptoms although their mani-

festations are mostly diminished. [29, 30].

1.3.3 Pathophysiology

Theories that try to explain the pathophysiology of schizophrenia are mostly based on abnormali-

ties in neurotransmission. Several hypothesis, such as the dopamine or glutamate hypothesis

of schizophrenia have been proposed to explain these underlying mechanisms. However, study

results are often contradictory. Even fundamental characteristics like whether schizophrenia

should be considered as a predominantly neurodevelopmental or neurodegenerative disorder are

still point of discussion [32]. In the following, I will present common models that try to explain

the pathophysiology of schizophrenia.

1.3.3.1 A neurodevelopmental model of schizophrenia

The central assumption of the neurodevelopmental model of schizophrenia is that the mental

status is the end stage of abnormal neurodevelopmental processes that began years before

the onset of the illness [33]. As shown in Figure 1.2, normal cortical development involves

proliferation, migration, arborization (circuit formation) and myelination, each occurring at

different time stages. Cortical development is also characterized by a progressive reduction of

grey-matter volume, mostly due to the pruning of the neuronal arbor and myelin deposition, and

an increase of inhibitory and a decrease of excitatory prefontal synapses during adolescence [33].

In this neurodevelopmental model of schizophrenia, it is assumed that a reduced interneuron

activity and excessive excitatory pruning together with a myelination deficiency lead to an altered

excitatory-inhibitory balance and reduced connectivity in the prefrontal cortex [33].

1.3.3.2 A neurodegenerative picture of schizophrenia

In contrast to the neurodevelopmental model of schizophrenia, the neurodegenerative model

assumes an abnormal neurodegeneration as the cause of schizophrenia [34]. Although the results

of schizophrenia studies mostly argue against neurodegeneration, there still exists support for the

degeneration in certain groups of patients with schizophrenia. Besides subcellular biochemical

evidence in the form of oxidative damage, also genetic defects in bcl-2, which regulates apoptosis,

have been found in schizophrenia [34].

Also the glutamate hypothesis of schizophrenia includes glutamate as a factor in neurodegenera-

tive processes since it is known to be a major factor programmed cell death. A number of in-vitro

studies showed that high concentrations of glutamate can act as a neurotoxin which can lead

to neuron apoptosis [35]. High glutamate concentrations in the brain have also been associated

with known neurodegenerative disorders like Altheimer’s disease. Therefore the hypothesis has

been made that apoptosis may contribute to the pathophysiology of schizophrenia [36].
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1.3. SCHIZOPHRENIA

Figure 1.2: (a) Normal cortical development including proliferation, migration, arborization
(circuit formation) and myelination. (b) Reduced interneuron activity and excessive excitatory
pruning together with a myelination deficiency lead to an altered excitatory-inhibitory balance
and reduced connectivity in the prefrontal cortex. Figure taken from [33]

1.3.3.3 The dopamine hypothesis of schizophrenia

Dopamine is the most extensively investigated neurotransmitter in schizophrenia. The dopamine

hypothesis originated from the observation that drugs antagonizing dopamine were found to

be effective in the treatment of schizophrenia. Interestingly, dopamine has been implicated in

mediating aberrations in developmental processes such as neuronal proliferation and migration

as well as pruning, and degenerative processes such as oxidative stress and excitotoxicity [34].

The dopamine hypothesis of schizophrenia is based on abnormal levels of dopamine in different

parts of the human brain. Low prefrontal dopamine activity which causes negative symptoms,

leads to an increase of dopamine activity in mesolimbic dopamine neurons. This condition then

leads to the typical schizophrenic positive symptoms [37]. It is also known that the prefontal

dopaminergic transmission is mainly performed by D1 receptors and that a dysfunction of these

receptors causes cognitive impairment and negative symptoms [38].

The D1 receptors are one of several subtypes of the dopamine receptors. They are implicated

in many neurological processes, including motor behavior, motivation, and working memory
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and therefore play major roles in neuropsychiatric disorders [39]. Studies about the levels of

D1 receptors in the prefontal cortex using radiotracers, mainly found a decreased number of

receptors in untreated schizophrenic patients while a study performed in 2002 using a different

radiotracer showed increased D1 levels [38]. One possible interpretation given in this study would

support the dopamine hypothesis as the increased D1 levels can been seen as a compensatory

response to deficits in presynaptic dopamine functions [40]. Evidence for the dopamine hypothesis

has also been seen in the mechanisms of many neuroleptics which bind to D2 receptors and

therefore decrease the dopamine transmission. As a result, an improvement concerning the

positive symptoms can be seen [38]. Although results of several studies confirmed and supported

the dopamine hypothesis of schizophrenia, still inconsistent statements from different studies

can be found. This indicates that there are still uncertainties concerning the role of dopamine in

schizophrenia.

1.3.4 Etiology

After many years of research, the exact causes of schizophrenia still remain unclear. Although it

is widely accepted that the various phenotypes of this disease are caused by multiple factors, only

a few have been proven. Early environment, neurobiology, and psychological and social processes

appear to be important contributory factors [21]. Also some recreational and prescription drugs

seem to cause or worsen symptoms [21].

One explanation for the development of the disease are complications during pregnancy. Espe-

cially fetal disturbances during the second trimester have been linked to a doubled risk for the

offspring developing schizophrenia [42]. Also gestational diabetes, emergency cesarean section

and low birth weight are assumed to contribute to an increased lifetime risk [42].

Arguably the most scientific evidence exists for genetic factors as the primary causation of

schizophrenia. A recent nationwide Danish twin study [4] based on 31,524 twin pairs including

448 that were affected by schizophrenia, confirmed the heritability at 79%. This finding is in

accordance with estimates from previous twin studies of 83% and 82% [18, 43] as well as a

meta-analysis of 12 twin studies of 81% [44]. The investigation of phenotypic concordance rates

between various degrees of relatedness (Figure 1.3) demonstrate the range between monozy-

gotic twins and unrelated spouses. While the lower end of 1% is close to the overall population

prevalence, the estimations for monozygotic (33% - 44.3%) and dizygotic (7% - 12.1 %) twins vary

among studies [4, 41]. Although those numbers indicate a significant contribution of genetics, it

also hints that the illness vulnerability is also partially influenced by various other factors. Still,

the low concordance rate of monozygotic twins does not imply a low contribution of genetic factors

in disease liability. Instead, these results can be interpreted as an indication that environmental

interactions might sometimes be required to trigger the actual disease phenotype [45]. Such

environmental events that already have been linked to schizophrenia, include childhood trauma,

minority ethnicity, residence in urban areas and social isolation [42].
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Figure 1.3: Concordance rates for different degrees of relatedness. With decreasing relatedness,
the genetic concordance rates drops from 33% -44.3% to 1%. MZ, monozygotic; DZ, dizygotic; Data
taken from [4] and [41]

1.3.5 Genetics of schizophrenia

Similar to the disease itself, also the genetics of schizophrenia is highly complex and heteroge-

neous. Most of the genetic risk to schizophrenia is suggested to be due to multiple interacting

loci, each causing a small increase in risk as shown by family and twin data [46]. In contrast,

genome-wide linkage scans for one or a few common major gene effects mostly fell short of

genome-wide significance [47].

Today, it is commonly assumed that schizophrenia is a polygenic disease with a mutation fre-

quency spectrum that comprises a mix of common genetic variants of only small individual effect

as well as rare, highly penetrant genetic variants of larger effects [48]. In the following sections,

I will provide an overview about several key findings and commonly accepted theories in the field

of schizophrenia genetics (Table 1.1).
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1.3.5.1 The impact of de novo mutations in schizophrenia

Major developments in sequencing technology have taken place in the last years enabling

rapid and increasingly economical whole-exome or whole-genome sequencing. These sequencing

methods can e.g. be applied for case control studies or for the detection of de novo mutations by

sequencing both unaffected parents and the affected child. In recent years, multiple studies have

provided increasing evidence for the importance of de novo variants in schizophrenia.

A study by Xu et al. [49] sequenced the exomes of 53 trios with sporadic cases, their unaffected

parents, as well as 22 unaffected controls trios. The authors identified 40 de novo mutations in

27 cases affecting a total of 40 genes, including a potentially disruptive mutation in DGCR2,

a gene located in the schizophrenia-predisposing 22q11.2 microdeletion region. A follow-up

study by the same group sequenced 795 exomes from 231 parent-proband trios enriched for

sporadic schizophrenia cases, as well as 34 unaffected trios. They observed an excess of de novo

nonsynonymous single-nucleotide variants as well as a higher prevalence of gene-disruptive de

novo mutations relative to controls. They also found four genes (LAMA2, DPYD, TRRAP and

VPS39) affected by recurrent de novo events, which is unlikely to have occurred by chance [50].

Interestingly, a de novo mutation in another member of the laminin gene family, LAMA1 was

also described in another schizophrenia sequencing study reported by Girard et al. [51].

Overall, it is commonly accepted, that de novo variants play a major role in the genetics of

schizophrenia [52].

1.3.5.2 Shared genetic etiology with autism

As indicated in Figure 1.1, schizophrenia shares a common symptomatic basis with several

related diseases like autism and schizoaffective disorder. Therefore it comes as no surprise that

findings indicate partially shared genetic etiology.

McCarthy et al. [53] carried out exome sequencing on 57 trios with sporadic or familial schizophre-

nia. In sporadic trios, they observed a ∼3.5-fold increase in the proportion of nonsense de novo

mutations. Genes at these loci overlapped with genes implicated in autism (e.g., AUTS2, CHD8

and MECP2) and intellectual disability (e.g., HUWE1 and TRAPPC9), partially supporting a

shared genetic etiology between these disorders. Functionally, CHD8, MECP2 and HUWE1

converge on epigenetic regulation of transcription suggesting that this may be an important risk

mechanism. Likewise, DPYD, a candidate gene identified by Xu et al. [50], had also been found to

be associated with autism [54].

Consequently, these results imply that there are specific genetic loci and alleles that increase an

individual’s risk of developing any of these two disorders. Additionally, these loci may represent a

common biological pathway for both disorders.
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Study Data Finding

Xu et al. (2011)
[49]

53 trios with sporadic
cases, 22 controls trios

40 de novo mutations in 27 cases affecting 40 genes;
potentially disruptive mutation in the schizophrenia-
predisposing 22q11.2 microdeletion region

Xu et al. (2012)
[50]

231 parent-proband
trios

Excess of de novo nonsynonymous single-nucleotide vari-
ants as well as a higher prevalence of gene-disruptive de
novo mutations

Gulsuner et al.
(2013) [55]

105 SZ cases, 84 unaf-
fected sibs, and 210 un-
affected parents

Disruptions of fetal prefrontal cortical neurogenesis may
be critical to the pathophysiology of schizophrenia

Fromer et al.
(2014) [56]

623 parent proband
trios

De novo mutations overrepresented glutamatergic among
postsynaptic proteins comprising activity-regulated
cytoskeleton-associated protein (ARC) and N-methyl-d-
aspartate receptor (NMDAR) complexes

Purcell et al.
(2014) [57]

2,536 SZ cases and
2,543 controls

Polygenic burden arising from very rare mutations en-
riched among ARC, NMDAR, and PSD protein complexes
as well as FMRP targets and calcium channel complexes

Singh et al.
(2016) [58]

4,264 SZ cases, 9,343
controls, and 1,077
parent-proband trios

Genome wide significant association between schizophre-
nia and rare loss-of-function variant in SETD1A

Table 1.1: Several key studies investigating schizophrenia genomics.

1.3.5.3 Large scale and meta-studies

Due to the specific genetic background of schizophrenia, including mostly variants with low

allele frequencies, large scale studies are required to increase chances for detecting causal se-

quence aberrations. In recent years, several studies gathered genetic data from several thousand

schizophrenia patients and performed joint analyses at large scale.

The largest individual de novo trios and case-control sequencing studies of schizophrenia so far

were those respectively of Fromer et al. [56], Purcell et al. [57] and Singh et al. [58]. Fromer et al.

obtained further evidence for shared genetic etiology between schizophrenia and both intellectual

disability and autism spectrum disorder by testing for overlap of genes affected by de novo

loss-of-function mutations. The study shows an overlap between schizophrenia, autism spectrum

disorder and intellectual disability at the resolution not just of loci or even individual genes, but

even of mutations with similar functional (loss-of-function) effects. Although Fromer et al. were

unable to confirm findings from some of the smaller studies that schizophrenia cases are enriched

for small de novo mutations, they did find that this type of mutation was overrepresented among

the same complexes implicated by de novo CNVs, specifically the ARC and NMDAR complexes.

Mutations were additionally enriched in messenger RNAs which are targets of fragile X mental

retardation protein (FMRP).

Purcell et al. identified a polygenic burden arising from very rare (frequency less than 1 in 1000

chromosomes) mutations and that once again, these were enriched among ARC, NMDAR, and

PSD protein complexes as well as FMRP targets and calcium channel complexes. Despite their
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size, neither of these studies was able to find individual genes that would achieve significance

after correction for multiple testing.

However, recently, the UK10K group in collaboration with several partners, was able to do so

through meta-analysis of their own case-control and previously published de novo mutation

data sets. This study [58], which included a total of 4,264 SZ cases, 9,343 controls, and 1,077

parent-proband trios, obtained a genome wide significant association (p=5.6x10−9) between

schizophrenia and a rare loss-of-function variant in SETD1A (SET Domain Containing 1A).

The encoded protein, a histone methyl-transferase, has also previously been to associated with

various other severe developmental disorders [58]. Overall, these findings established histone

methylation pathways in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia. Likewise, it showed the overlap

between schizophrenia and other neurodevelopmental disorders at the level of a specific highly

penetrant recurrent mutation in a single gene.

Although these and other studies point towards heterogeneous disruptions across various pro-

cesses in neurotransmission and -development, results often lack confirmation and the mecha-

nisms that underlie schizophrenia remain unresolved.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

The following chapter presents the data sets, methods and software tools that were used during

analysis. Additionally, I will introduce the external resources and databases that were incorpo-

rated.

2.1 Datasets and resources

2.1.1 The m4-Schizophrenia sequencing project

The m4 project sequencing data consists out of 210 unrelated individuals with schizophrenia (74

females, 136 males) that were ascertained from the Munich area in Germany. Of this sample,

76% were of German descent and 24% were Caucasian middle Europeans. Case participants had

a DSM-IV and ICD-10 diagnosis of schizophrenia with the following subtypes: paranoid 74.2%,

disorganized 16.3%, catatonic 3.3% and undifferentiated 6.2%. Detailed medical and psychiatric

histories were collected, including a clinical interview using the Structured Clinical Interview

for DSM-IV (SCID I and SCID II) [59, 60] to evaluate lifetime Axis I and II diagnoses. Four

physicians and one psychologist rated the SCID interviews, and all measurements were double-

rated by a senior researcher. Exclusion criteria included a history of head injury or neurological

diseases. All case participants were outpatients or stable inpatients. Further details can be found

in previous reports [61].

Notably, the dataset also includes 37 trios (81% of German descent) with the index suffering from

schizophrenia (14 females, 23 males). No exclusion criteria were applied, in 26 trios the parents

were healthy, 10 trios contained one parent with psychiatric disease, in one trio both parents

were affected by a psychiatric disease. Besides this information, no additional phenotype data

was available during this study.
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DNA was obtained from peripheral blood. DNA concentration was adjusted using the PicoGreen

quantitation reagent (Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany). Sequencing was performed by Eurofins

Medigenomix GmbH and the Technical University of Munich (School of Life Sciences Weihen-

stephan) using Illuminas HiSeq system (2x100 and 2x125 paired-end mode)

2.1.2 External reference resources

Next to the described m4-Schizophrenia sequencing data, I used further external resources for

obtaining variant frequencies. This allows to discriminate between rare and common variants.

• The Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC) [62]
The Exome Aggregation Consortium is a coalition of several investigators that collected

data from 60,706 unrelated individuals that were originally included in various disease-

specific and population genetic studies. Raw data from these projects have been process

using the same pipeline and jointly variant-called to increase consistency across projects.

So far, global and sub-population allele frequencies are made available.

• The NHLBI GO Exome Sequencing Project (ESP) [63]
The Exome Sequencing Project currently contains around 6,500 exomes (ESP6500). They

were initially collected with the main goal to discover novel genes and mechanisms con-

tributing to heart, lung and blood disorders. The ESP contains the protein coding regions of

the human genome of several well-phenotyped populations.

• The 1000 Genomes Project (1000G) [64]
The 1000 Genomes Project provides a comprehensive description of common human genetic

variation through whole-genome and deep whole-exome sequencing. Throughout multiple

phases, the 1000G project has collected 2,504 individuals from 26 populations. In total,

this includes more than 88 million variants (84.7 million SNPs, 3.6 million Insertions and

deletions (Indels), and 60,000 structural variants).

2.2 Variant calling and phasing pipeline

Comprehensive analysis of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) data requires the application of

several different tools and methods. In the following, I will present all steps that were performed

to obtain a high quality set of phased genetic variants (Figure 2.1).

2.2.1 Data preprocessing

Initial quality control of raw sequencing data was performed using a modified version of FastQC

v0.10.1 [68], a quality control tool for high throughput sequence data. This step is necessary

as raw sequencing data may contain severe technical artifacts or low quality reads that can
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Figure 2.1: Representation of the variant processing and filtering workflow according to the
applied methods. After initial quality filtering of raw data (a), reads are processed based on
GATK Best Practices (b). The analysis-ready variants are then investigated throughout five
distinct approaches (c-g). This results in a set of candidate genes that are further analysed by
system biological methods (h-i) . Subfigures b, c, e were taken from [65–67].

affect analysis outcome. Besides, Illumina reads also tend to show decreased base quality scores

towards the end of sequence reads, as shown in Figure 2.2. Here, a clear tendency can be seen as

the base quality drops with the increasing position index. Low base quality scores can indicate

incorrect base calls by the sequencer which subsequently would lead to errors in following steps

and therefore should be removed.

In order to cope with quality issues, I applied the RawReadManipulator [68], an in-house

read filtration tool, for trimming and discarding reads based on raw sequencing base quality.

The RawReadManipulator makes use of the data-independence that reads (or read-pairs) have

towards each other and includes most common filter processes. Here, reads were required to

have a minimal mean quality of 10 and contain no ’N’ bases as this might indicates technical

issues during sequencing. Additionally, the read 3’ ends were trimmed until the reads last base

meets the required quality score threshold of 15. FastQC was then applied on the filtered reads

to confirm and validate the filtering effect.
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Figure 2.2: Exemplary raw quality profile showing the base quality per position index. Each bin
indicates the base quality for one or multiple positions within a sequence read calculated across
all available sequencing reads. Yellow boxes indicate the 25%-75% quantile with the red line
indicating the median. The black whiskers show the range between the 10% and 90% quantile,
the continuous blue line represents the overall mean quality.

2.2.2 Read mapping and alignment processing

After filtering, the remaining reads were mapped against the UCSC human reference genome

(build hg19). The mapping was done using the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA 0.7.12-r1039)

[69], a read alignment package which is based on the Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT) (See

Figure 2.3 for further details).

Afterwards, the mapped reads are converted into Binary Alignment/Map (BAM) format using

Picard [73]. I followed the Broad Institute ’Best Practics’ workflow [72, 74] in order to further

improve data quality and performed local realignment and quality score recalibration using the

Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK, version 3.3-0) [75].

Local realignment (Figure 2.4) aims to reduce errors introduced during the previous mapping step

as especially Indels, read ends and homopolymer runs tend to be problematic during alignment.

If mismapping occurs, this can subsequently lead to false-positive variant calls. In order to reduce

this effect, a local realignment around known Indels is performed. During this realignment

step, all reads are considered and used to create the best alternative arrangement. If this new

alignment is sufficiently better than the original alignment, the proposed realignment is accepted.

Here, I used the 1000G Phase 1 Indels and the Mills and 1000G gold standard Indels as reference

and starting point of the realignment.
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Figure 2.3: Example of a Burrows-Wheeler transformation that allows efficient and reversible
compression of character strings. Given a specific character combination, the BWT first generates
all possible word rotations and then sorts them in lexical order. Afterwards, only the last column
of the aligned character strings is stored. Due to the runs of repeated characters it can be stored
efficiently and is still sufficient to reproduce the original input. The Burrows-Wheeler Aligner is
based on this principle and uses it for fast and accurate short read alignment. Figure taken from
[70]

The final alignment processing step involves the recalibration of base quality scores. As shown

by DePristo et al., all major sequencing technologies including Illumina, 454 and SOliD provide

inaccurate quality score estimates [72]. This is of high importance as most subsequent analyses

are based on evidence estimations, calculated by using quality scores. The GATK Base Quality

Score Recalibration tries to identify systematic errors as they typically correlate with basecall

features (e.g. quality score, position within the read, sequence context). The error is calculated

empirically using known reference variants. In the course of this study, I used the recommended

1000G Phase 1 Indels, the Mills and 1000G gold standard Indels and variants from dbSNP138

as such references. The calculated error-model is then applied on the original base quality scores

and used to generate the new recalibrated scores.

2.2.3 Variant calling and filtering

After raw data filtering, mapping and alignment processing, the data can now be used for calling

all variants compared to the human reference genome. Here, SNP and Indel calls were made by

applying the HaplotypeCaller in GVCF mode. All individual gVCFs were combined and jointly

genotyped with a restriction to the targeted coding regions (SeqCap EZ Exome v3). Compared to

an independent and single sample approach, the joint analysis of the complete dataset allows to

calculate genotype likelihoods across all samples which increases quality and reliability.
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Figure 2.4: Read mapping before and after local realignment. rs-identifiers indicate potential
variant sites. Local realignment was performed for two independent data sets (1,000 Genomes
Pilot 2 data mapped using MAQ [71] and HiSeq data mapped using BWA). The left panel of the
plot indicates original read mapping with three possible variants (rs28782535, rs28783181 and
rs28788974). After realignment around known Indels, only one of the original SNPs (rs28788974)
remain. In addition, a previously hidden insertion is visible (rs34877486). In both cases, the
realignment clearly improves overall mapping quality and removes false-positive variants. Figure
based on [72]

In general, the HaplotypeCaller performs four main steps (Figure 2.5). It first defines ’Ac-

tiveRegions’ which are characterised by the presence of significant evidence for genomic variation.

Within these regions, haplotypes are determined by re-assembly of the complete region using a De

Bruijn-like graph. The possible haplotypes are then aligned against the reference haplotype using

the Smith-Waterman algorithm which then allows to identify candidate variant sites. During the

third step, the actual haplotypes quality is determined based on the support by read data. This is

done by using the PairHMM algorithm which performs a pairwise alignment of each read against

each haplotype. The resulting haplotype likelihood matrix is then used for obtaining likelihoods

of alleles per read for each potentially variant site. In a final step, the actual sample genotypes

are assigned. For each potentially variant site Bayes’ rule is applied to calculate the likelihoods of

each possible genotype, and selecting the most likely. The most likely genotype is then assigned

to the sample.
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Figure 2.5: Core operations performed by HaplotypeCaller during variant calling. In a first step,
regions with evidence for variants are selected (ActiveRegions). Within the ActiveRegions, all
plausible haplotypes are calculated. For each haplotype, quality values are assigned by using the
available read data. Finally, the most likely genotype is assigned by using the created haplotype
matrix. Figure taken from [76]

Although the called variants tend to be of good quality, mutation calling algorithms tend be very

permissive which, as a result, leads to a certain number of false-positive variants in raw callsets.

To remove those artifacts, I applied the GATK Variant Quality Score Recalibration (VQSR) that

uses high-confidence known sites to determine the probability of a given variant to be true

mutation. Compared to hard-filtering, this approach has the advantage to be more flexible as it

is based the sensitivity to the reference (truth) set of variants. As shown in Figure 2.6, VQSR

uses variant annotations to build a Gaussian mixture model and scores these variants to their

relative position to the cluster. Afterwards a sensitivity cutoff can be specified and then applied

when evaluating new variants out of the callset.

All discussed and analysed datasets were processed using the GATK resource bundle (HapMap

v3.3, Omni v2.5, 1000G Phase 1 HC SNPs, dbSNP v138, Mills and 1000G Gold Standard Indels)

separately for SNPs and Indels. In both cases, I used the recommend annotations for exome

sequencing projects (SNPs: QD, MQ, MQRankSum, ReadPosRankSum, FS and SOR; Indels: QD,

FS, SOR, ReadPosRankSum, MQRankSum). The tranche sensitivity thresholds were set to 99.5

(SNPs) and to 99.0 for Indels.

To further improve data quality I applied additional filters as proposed by Carson et al. [77].

Genotypes were required to be supported by at least eight reads and a minimal genotype quality
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of 20. At the variant level, variants were required to have an average genotype quality of at least

35 and a call rate of 88%.

Figure 2.6: Training of the VQSR model. A gaus-
sian mixture model is built on training data
taken from dbSNP and HapMap3. In this exam-
ple, the resulting model is based on two quality
scores, strand bias and variant quality score.
Figure taken from [72]

Figure 2.7: Application of the trained VQSR
model. The trained model is applied on new
variant data. Based on the selected stringency,
variants are filtered or kept according to their
relative position compared to the known vari-
ants that were used during training. Figure
taken from [72]

2.2.4 Haplotype phasing

The gametic phase describes the underlying inheritance pattern and identifies alleles that are co-

located on the same chromosome. This information indicates whether two specific variants have

been inherited together or independent of each other. When investigating compound heterozygous

variants or compound effects in general, this information is essential. Due to the different dataset

types (trio vs. individual patient), I used two different approaches to generate phased genotypes.

For trio data I used GATK PhaseByTransmission. Using genotype information of all family

members, the tool computes the most likely genotype combination and phasing individually for

each site. Sites where all samples are heterozygous remain unphased as it is not possible to

determine the true genotype phase using only this type of information. As a result, the phased

genotypes of heterozygous variants of the patient indicate which genotype was inherited from

which parent. This information then can be used for calling compound heterozygous or de novo

variants.

For samples without additional parental sequencing data, I used Shapeit, a fast and accurate

method for estimation of haplotypes from genotype or sequencing data [78]. In contrast to the

previously described approach by PhaseByTransmission which investigates each site indepen-

dently, this method considers variant tuples. Based on information gained from actual read data
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and/or reference panels, Shapeit decides whether both variants are located on the same allele

or not. If sequence reads are available, Shapeit searches for phase-informative reads which are

defined as reads that carry both variants, linking them into one hapoltype. Additionally, reference

panels (1000G, HapMap) that include phasing information about common variants can be used

to improve phasing accuracy. In this case, information about common inheritance is extracted

from large datasets that include hundreds of phased individuals. Here, I relied on both sources to

gain a comprehensive set of phased genotypes. Phase-informative reads were extracted using the

created BAM files and combined with the 1000 Genomes Phase 3 panel.

2.3 Variant annotation and analysis workflow

After filtering and phasing all variants, the resulting callset is prepared for a comprehensive

analysis of different genetic variant types. In the following, I will present all methods that were

applied to extract a reasonable set of schizophrenia candidate genes and how they were used in a

joint analysis (Figure 2.1).

2.3.1 The Combined Annotation Dependent Depletion (CADD) score

The human exome typically contains thousands of genetic variants, some rare muations cause

severe genetic effects, some are considered silent. Therefore it is inevitable to rank variants

according to their potential deleteriousness. Here, I used the CADD score to achieve the best pos-

sible selection of true deleterious variants. In the following, I will shortly present the underlying

mechanisms and scoring scheme.

When annotating genetic variants, current methods usually focus on single variant features such

as the conservation or are limited to certain variant types (e.g. missense changes). As a result,

multiple annotation tools have to be applied to generate a comprehensive annotation. However,

this will usually end up in a large number of independent annotation scores which all have to be

considered separately. To circumvent this problem, Kircher et al. [67] invented the CADD score.

The CADD score (C-Score) objectively integrates 68 annotations into a linear support vector

machine and uses the trained model to score all possible substitutions. The used annotation scores

include conservation metrics such as GERP [79]; regulatory information [80] like genomic regions

of DNase hypersensitivity [81] and transcription factor binding [82]; transcript information like

distance to exon-intron boundaries [80]; and protein-level scores like SIFT [83], and PolyPhen

[84]. The obtained PHRED-scaled annotation scores express the rank of a given variant compared

to all ∼ 8.6 billion SNPs of the human GRCh37/hg19 reference. The higher the score, the higher

the calculated deleteriousness of a given variant whereas variants at the 10th-% of CADD scores

are assigned to a CADD score of 10, top 1% to a CADD score of 20, etc. The same principle can

also be applied for so far unseen variants. The relationship of scaled CADD scores and categorical

variant consequences are shown in the Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Relationship of scaled CADD scores and categorical variant consequences. A and B
indicate the proportions of substitutions with a specific consequence for each scaled CADD score.
C shows the score distribution of loss-of-function variants in specific gene sets: Disease genes
harbor at least 5 known pathogenic mutations, Essential genes were predicted to be essential,
GWAS genes harbor at least 2 loss-of-function mutations in 1000 Genomes, Olfactory genes
encode the common olfactory receptor proteins and Other contains a random selection of 500
genes. Figure taken from [67]

2.3.2 De novo variant calling

As shown by large sequencing studies [56], de novo variants (Figure 2.9) strongly contribute

to schizophrenia. Therefore I investigated all patients with available parental sequencing data

for the presence of de novo mutations. As de novo variants typically are more error prone than

normal mutations (genotypes of all three family members have to be correct), I applied the

GATK genotype refinement workflow for improving the accuracy of genotype calls. I used the

1000G Phase 3 v4 sites for deriving the posteriors of genotype calls (b37 coordinates were

converted to hg19 using Picards liftover). Putative de novo variants were annotated using

the GATK VariantAnnotator. I selected all possible de novo mutations that were classified as

high confidence by the VariantAnnotator and performed further filtering and annotation using

KGGSeq (v1.0+) [85]. During the KGGSeq processing, I used several further criteria to discard

potential false positive mutations. All genotypes with a sequencing depth below 8, genotyping

quality below 20 or if their second smallest Phred-scaled likelihoods (PL) was below 20 were
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Figure 2.9: Heterozygous de novo mutation affects offspring and is not present in either healthy
parents. Figure taken from [66].

removed. Furthermore, a genotype was ignored if the fraction of the reads carrying the alternative

allele was higher or equal to 0.05 at a reference-allele homozygous genotype, lower or equal

to 0.25 at a heterozygous genotype or that was lower of equal to 0.75 at an alternative-allele

homozygous genotype. Additionally, variants within super-duplicated regions registered in UCSC

genomicSuperDups table were also removed.

To extract potential causal de novo mutations, I applied a variant frequency filter of 0.05 using

the 1k201304, dbsnp138, ESP6500AA, ESP6500EA and ExAC databases. All variants with

annotated frequencies above the threshold were assumed to be common and therefore most likely

do not contribute to the disease. In addition, I required all candidate variants to be predicted

as protein sequence altering and to have a CADD (CADD v1.3) score of at least 15 to ensure a

certain degree of deleteriousness.

2.3.2.1 Compound Heterozygous Variants

Although de novo variants strongly contribute to the genetics of schizophrenia, they are not

sufficient for explaining underlying mechanisms in all cases. Therefore, I also focused on genetic

compound effects like compound heterozygous variants, a combination of mutations that affect

both alleles of a gene (Figure 2.10). This offers the possibility to go beyond predicting effects of

single variants and instead takes into account that complex diseases are often caused by multiple

genes and/or multiple mutations on individual genes [86–90].

To detect genes affected by compound heterozygous variants, I phased all samples as described

in Section 2.2.4. Afterwards, I extracted all rare (ExAC MAF <0.05 ) deleterious (CADD ≥ 15)

variants. Using this set of variants, I selected all genes that carried at least a single compound

heterozygous variant. Synonymous and variants for which at least one of the respective parents

was homozygous for the alternate allele were discarded as they most likely do not contribute to
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Figure 2.10: Compound heterozygous mutations (trans) affecting both alleles. Figure taken from
[91].

the disease.

2.3.3 De novo gene knockouts

Dominant, homozygous and compound heterozygous LoF variants typically come with severe

effects. Although some mutations can be classified as benign or even a gain of function, many LoF

variants completely disrupt the function of important protein-coding genes. Here, I annotated

LoF variants using VEP (v83) [92]. I filtered all potential LoF variants using the VEP HC-tag

to obtain a high-quality set of LoF mutations. To account for frequently occurring variants, I

used an ExAC frequency cutoff of 0.05 to filter common variants. I then selected all genes that

were affected by a complete knock-out. This may either be due to homozygous LoF variants or a

combination of multiple LoF variants. All genes that were knocked out in cases but remained

functional in both parents were kept as candidates for further analysis.

2.3.4 Genes enriched for deleterious variants

Although single rare variants have can have strong effects (de novo, LoF, compound heterozy-

gous variants), also common variants with a smaller functional impact (Figure 2.12) probably

contribute to the genetics of schizophrenia. To account for this, I investigated the enrichment of

deleterious variants in genes, regardless of the variant frequencies.

Genetic burden

First, I defined the genetic burden of a gene using the CADD score. I calculated the CADD

deleteriousness score for all variants and used those to get the CADD sum scores (CSS) for each

gene (Equation 2.1). I did not limit this analysis to a specific type of variants, as benign variants
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Figure 2.11: Depending on the affected gene, Loss-of-function variants can have different pheno-
typic effects. While the most extreme form may lead to embryonic lethality, LoF variants may
also have healthy benefits.

are automatically down-weighted through their CADD scores (Figure 2.8). I then defined the

CSSGene as the overall genetic burden of a gene. This values then can be compared to obtain

candidate genes with unusual CSS scores.

CSSGene =
n∑

i=1

CADD−Score i(2.1)

Where:

n : is the number of variants that are located within the respective gene

i : is the index i-th variant within a gene

CADD−Score i : is the predicted CADD score for the i-th variant

Trio comparison and gene selection

As a next step, I compared the gene-specific CSSGene within each trio in order to find patient

genes with an increased genetic burden. I defined genes with an increased genetic burden as

genes that matched the following criteria: CSSPatient >max{CSSFather, CSSMother}. In these cases,

the affected offspring harbours more, or more deleterious, variants than either of their respective

parents. As this increase of the CSS (which could be due to enrichment of several mediocre
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Figure 2.12: The spectrum of genetic variants ranging from common variants with low effects to
rare variants with high effect sizes. Figure taken from [93]

variants or a few high impact ones) might happen by chance in a few samples, I applied an

addtional frequency filter to account for that. In order to be taken as a possible candidate gene, I

required the gene to have an increased genetic burden in at least 1/3 of all trio-patients. This

strict frequency filtering has the disadvantage that only the most extreme cases will be observed.

Still, it is necessary as it provides the only reasonable way to obtain a clear set of candidates

that still have the potential to carry detectable biological signals. Reducing the cutoff leads to a

drastic increase of potential candidates (See Figure 3.9) which would dilute signals and hamper

biological interpretation.

2.3.5 Edgetics - a link between genotype and phenotype

The term edgetics describes the analysis of protein-protein interactions and networks. By combin-

ing genotype and protein interaction information, it is possible to specify certain Edgotypes that

are a result of Protein-Protein Interaction (PPI)-affecting mutations. As shown in Figure 2.13, a

mutation that directly affects a PPI interaction site might have several distinct effects. Potentially

it could prohibit some or all possible interactions but could also lead to novel interaction partners,

depending on the actual biochemical adjustments. Compared to typical sequence-based analysis,

this approach allows to go beyond common annotations and include network interaction partner

information, gaining access to a broader picture of mutation effects.

Here, I used the dSysMap database (Mapping of Human disease-related mutations at the sys-

temic level) [94] to obtain a reference list of known human protein-protein interaction interfaces.
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The database contains specific amino acid sites that interact during PPIs and therefore allows to

map mutations on protein structures and the human interactome. I used ANNOVAR annotation

software [95] to annotate and compare the positions and amino acids with the dSysMap interfaces

to extract all mutations that are located within a given PPI site. Synonymous mutations were

excluded as they have no effect on the actual amino acid sequence and, as before, I relied on ExAC

to discard common variants. I then selected all genes/proteins with disrupted PPI interfaces as

well as the direct interaction partners as potential candidates.

Figure 2.13: Edgotypes defined by the edgetics approach. Each mutation affecting protein-protein
interactions changes the interaction network in a specific manner. Depending on the outcome,
different phenotypes may arise. Taken from [96]

2.3.6 Gene set over-representation enrichment analysis

Making sense out of gene lists is not always a trivial task. One approach is the widely-used

gene set enrichment analysis that checks for over-representations of certain gene groups [97].

Given a set of reference genes and annotations, the method checks whether a set of candidates

is significantly enriched for a certain type of biological annotation or classification. Annotation

databases that are typically used for performing this task are Gene Ontology (GO) [98] as well as

biological pathways databases like KEGG [99].

In order to see whether candidate genes resulting from the five main analysis (Figure 2.1) steps

are enriched for specific pathways or functionalities, I used the WEB-based GEne SeT AnaLysis

Toolkit (WebGestalt) [100, 101] and the DNENRICH framework for calculating recurrence and

gene-set enrichment [56] for conducting enrichment analysis.
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The initial enrichment was performed using WebGestalt and a redundancy reduced functional

GO database. All candidate genes that resulted from previous analyses (2.3.2 - 2.3.5) were used as

input. Due to the redundancy-reduced GO database, multiple occurrences of closely related terms

are avoided. Functional GO groups were required to contain at least 10 candidate genes in order

to be considered. P-value correction was performed using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure

[102].

Although WebGestalt is sufficient for detecting general enrichments, it does not consider the

underlying gene lengths. This can be a critical drawback as long genes can harbour more

variants by chance than shorter genes, given that the overall conservation levels are similar.

Therefore I additionally applied DNENRICH to confirm the previous results. In contrast to

WebGestalt, DNENRICH is based on the random placement of mutations across the human

exome. Throughout multiple iterations, it calculates the number of expected hits within each

functional gene group.

2.3.7 Protein-protein interaction networks

PPI networks are a fundamental part for making sense out of gene lists. Using external PPI data,

a given set of genes can be placed in the context of related genes or proteins, respectively.

Here I relied on the STRING database of known and predicted PPIs [103]. Interactions in

STRING are mainly derived from five sources: genomic context predictions, high-throughput lab

experiments, co-expression, automated textmining and previous knowledge in databases. Since

not all of those sources share the same level of confidence, I restricted the known interaction

sources to experiments and databases with at least high confidence (as defined by STRING).

To ensure the creation of a comprehensive network, I included a maximum of 99 first shell

interactors, whereas first shell interactors are defined as proteins that are directly associated

with the input proteins.

2.4 Structural variants and known candidates

Besides the applied methods described in the previous sections that aim for an unbiased detection

of rare SNPs and Indels, I also investigated the presence of structural variants and mutations and

genes with known schizophrenia-relevance. The respective tools and approaches are described in

the following.

2.4.1 Detection of long insertions and deletions using Pindel

Standard variant calling, as described in Section 2.2.3, offers the possibility to identify SNPs

and short Indels, typically up to a length of 50 base pairs. Thus, a significant part of Indels

can get lost. However since especially long Indels carry an increased potential to result in a

complete genetic knock-out, those variants are of special interest. Due to the variants special
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characteristics (variant length can exceed read length), designed variant callers are required for

properly detecting long Indels. The tool used during this study is Pindel, a software for detecting

breakpoints of large deletions, medium sized insertions, inversions, tandem duplications and

other structural variants at single-based resolution from next-generation sequence data [104].

Pindel makes use of the paired-end read information to detect large deletions that fractured one

of the paired reads (Figure 2.14). Although Pindel provides a reliable way to identify potential

Figure 2.14: The pattern growth approach as used in Pindel. While a) depicts a large deletion
that happened in the sample, b) indicates a smaller insertion. Using mapping information gained
from both paired reads, Pindel determines paired reads that mapped with Indels or where only
one end was mapped. This information is then used to identify potential variants Figure taken
from (http://gmt.genome.wustl.edu/packages/pindel/background.html).

Indels, it lacks proper quality values. Therefore secondary values like read coverage and allele

counts are used for variant filtration. Although this type of analysis greatly benefits from whole-

genome sequencing data that, in principle, covers the complete genomic sequence, it can also be

applied to panel or whole-exome sequencing data.

2.4.2 ClinVar, an archive for relationships among sequence variations and
human phenotypes

When analysing a data set of a certain size, the pure number of individual SNPs quickly reaches a

threshold at which it requires automatic processes to detect the most relevant variants, especially

when considering the individual genetics of each patient. One way to tackle this challenge

are public databases of human sequence variation. A commonly used source for this kind of

information is ClinVar, a public archive of relationships among sequence variations and human

phenotypes [105]. In its latest version (Aug 06, 2018), ClinVar contains a total of 700541 records,

each providing a link between specific variants and human phenotypes.

To include this variant-phenotype associations into my analysis, I relied on the ClinVar VEP

plugin that allows to automatically include ClinVar records during variant annotation. All

variants were finally scanned for known associations to schizophrenia or related terms. This

information was used independent of the previous analyses (2.3.2 - 2.3.5) to detect the presence

of known schizophrenia-related variants.
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2.4.3 The International Mouse Phenotyping Consortium

Even though the Human Genome Project was finished in 2003 and the initial sequence of the

human genome was published in 2001 [106], the function of many of genes products remains

unknown. One way to gain insights into this field are gene knock-out experiments that allow to

investigate the function and genetic links of specific target genes. By using model organisms such

as mouse or rat new knowledge can be inferred that helps to uncover gene functions.

One initiative that tries to systematically analyse each of the roughly 20,000 genes that make

up the mouse genome is the International Mouse Phenotyping Consortium (IMPC) [107]. The

IMPC is a global effort to identify the function of every protein-coding gene in the mouse genome.

It currently contains 5,861 phenotyped genes that were phenotyped in 20 IMPC phenotyping

centres, in 11 countries (Data Release 10.0). Data is generated by standardised allele production

and is not aggregated from publications.

Using this data, I obtained significant experimental validated gene-phenotype associations for

mental health related gene sets. The set of genes was collected using five available phenotype

categories that include 1565 unique genes (abnormal brain morphology (n=72), abnormal fore-

brain development (n=23), abnormal nervous system physiology (n=180), abnormal synaptic

transmission (n=170) and behavior (n=1450)).

2.5 The Konstanz information miner

Success of large-scale data analysis depends on sophisticated bioinformatic support to process,

integrate, analyse, and interpret Big Data volumes. In the following, I will briefly describe the

open source platform Konstanz Information Miner (KNIME) [108] which I used as a processing

interface for most of the presented analysis steps. I will also introduce KNIME4NGS [68], an

NGS extension for KNIME which I developed in collaboration with several co-workers during

the course of my thesis.

KNIME offers an intuitive graphical user interface, is user friendly and easily extendable. With a

very strong and active community, a remarkable number of new functions have been incorporated

into KNIME. As shown in Figure 2.15, KNIME allows to build and manage analysis workflows

consisting out of multiple processing nodes. Each node can perform various tasks and can

be connected into workflows. For NGS analysis, extensions like Knime4Bio [109] have been

developed for the interpretation of biological NGS datasets starting from variant calls. However,

a comprehensive toolbox of NGS nodes has been missing so far. Therefore, together with several

colleagues (See [68]), I developed the KNIME4NGS, a comprehensive toolbox for next generation

sequencing analysis [68]. In the following, I will present the main functionalities of KNIME4NGS

which I used during the analysis of most datasets.
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Figure 2.15: User interface of the Konstanz information miner (KNIME)

2.5.1 KNIME4NGS

KNIME4NGS [68] is an extension of KNIME that adds the functionality for essential NGS

data processing. We developed a comprehensive linux-based KNIME toolkit including well-

documented modules (nodes) for important steps like read preprocessing, read mapping, variant

calling, detection of differential expression and annotation. Complementary to previously existing

nodes, the toolbox now facilitates the assembly of basic building blocks into a wide range of

customized NGS analysis workflows.

The official released KNIME4NGS package currently contains 42 nodes. Besides a number

of auxiliary nodes, this extension provides building blocks and wrappers for well-established

tools like BWA [69], DESeq [110] and GATK [75]. The nodes can be easily combined to create

standardized workflows starting from initial preprocessing of raw data, up to the variant calling

and biological annotation. This enables expert and non-expert users to set up reliable processing

workflows quickly without the need of dealing with command-line tools. I also extended KNIME

to use NGS specific file types. This improves workflow robustness enabling automated checks

of tool configuration parameters and versions. To organise the required software binaries, I

developed a lightweight binary management system accessible via the internal preference page.

Thus, distributed nodes do not need to include the underlying executables, which simplifies

keeping track with frequently updated software packages. The binary manager obtains necessary

executables and integrates them into the workflow, minimizing repetitive node configuration.

NGS datasets are typically very large. Parallelising workflows as much as controlling data
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and results is crucial. Therefore we designed and tested our toolkit to work with corresponding

KNIME extensions like openBIS [111], for storing and managing datasets, or the KNIME parallel

chunk environment and cluster execution, for high-performance computing.

High-throughput Executor

In the analyses of large datasets, even established tools are prone to spurious premature termi-

nation. This aborts the entire workflow and requires extensive human intervention to ensure

that all of the parallel executing nodes/samples finish successfully. To reduce this effort as much

as possible, we developed the High-throughput Executor (HTE) as extension of the standard

KNIME NodeModel. The HTE model collects process termination data of our nodes (e.g. error

logs, execution time) and stores them in a local database provided by the system. Depending on

the configuration and the process termination status, it automatically retries the execution of

the failed node. The database allows the user to keep track and reduce the effects of unexpected

software behaviour caused by for instance insufficient memory or randomly occurring errors.

Additionally, the HTE model ensures by dedicated lock-files that not the entire workflow, but only

those nodes are re-executed that depend on failed previous steps [68] .
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RESULTS

The m4-Schizophrenia sequencing project contains exomes of 248 individuals with sporadic

schizophrenia and 37 of their non-affected parents that were recruited from the Munich area in

Germany. In the course of this thesis, I performed multiple analyses covering various aspects of

the mutational spectrum. I applied an NGS analysis pipeline starting from initial quality control

up to variant calling and annotation to gain new insights into the mechanism and neurophysiology

of schizophrenia. In the following sections, I will present the most important results that were

generated using the previously introduced datasets (Section 2.1).

3.1 Data quality, filtering and mapping

Validating the initial data quality is an inevitable step to avoid systematic and technical artefacts.

In the following, I will present a compact overview about data quality during multiple pipeline

stages which includes sequence read quality, target coverage, alignment processing and variant

calling.

3.1.1 Read filtering

FastQC results of raw and filtered reads (Figures 3.1 and 3.2) showed a high quality of the

generated sequencing data. Although the typical quality pattern for Illumina reads exist, which

is indicated by quality decrease at both read ends, the results indicated no general sequencing

problems. Besides the differing read lengths, there was also no detectable quality difference

between data sequenced by Eurofins Medigenomix GmbH and the Technical University (WZW).

The impact of read trimming is also clearly visible as the filtered reads showed almost no quality

decrease towards read ends. The appearance of low quality bases at index position 1 for data
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sequenced by Eurofins can be explained by low quality reads that were trimmed to a total read

length of one nucleotide. The reads were not removed completely as this would result in a loss of

order within the respective sequence read files whenever the paired sequence is not discarded.

In addition to base quality, I also investigated the remaining quality scores that are provided

by the FastQC method. Among others, this includes the number of bases that were called as ’N’,

which indicates that no clear evidence for any of the four nucleotides was found, or the overall

GC-content. None of these values indicated general quality issues regarding the whole dataset.

3.1.2 Read mapping and target region coverage

Filtered reads were mapped against the UCSC human reference genome (build hg19). The

mapping was done using the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA 0.7.12-r1039). Overall read and

mapping statistics are shown in Figure 3.3. On average, a sample was covered by about 83 million

reads. For most individuals, almost 100% of the reads could successfully be assigned to a genomic

position with only a few samples showing numbers below 95%. Of all reads, about 63% were

mapped into to primary target region (SeqCap EZ Exome v3). Here, two sample clusters are

visible; while for samples sequenced by Eurofins, about 75% of the reads fall into the target region,

samples coming form the TUM Weihenstephan show lower numbers (∼ 50%). This observation

can be easily explained as TU samples where sequenced by using a slightly different capture kit,

therefore partially include different genomic regions. On average, about 52 million reads were

mapped onto the SeqCap target region.

3.1.3 Alignment processing, quality filtering and variant calling

Finalized alignments, were further processed (See Section 2.2.1) to improve mapping quality.

Furthermore, I removed four trios due to overall quality concerns, based on previous de novo

variant analyses. All four trios showed unusual de novo patterns, clearly diverging from other

trios. Overall, the de novo rate was increased ∼10 fold compared to the remaining samples,

raising questions about the reliability of these four trios. In addition, another trio was discarded

due to unclear family structure. All remaining trio samples as well as all individual samples

were used as input for the following variant calling. I jointly called all samples, resulting in

672,550 raw SNPs and Indels. After applying GATK’s VariantQualityScoreRecalibration and

further filters (See Section 2.2.3), the final call set of 218,500 variants remained.

3.2 Analysis of genetic variation types

After finalizing the variant call set, I performed several analyses each focusing on specific

variant types or annotation features (de novo variants, compound effects, edgetics) to gain a

comprehensive set of candidate genes. In the following, I will present the most relevant results.
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Figure 3.1: Quality profile showing the base quality per position index for raw sequence reads,
separately for sequence data from Eurofins Medigenomix GmbH and the Technical University
(WZW). In both cases, raw quality scores indicate an already high overall quality. However, as
expected, quality scores at the beginning as well as the end of the read drop towards or below the
high quality threshold as indicated by the horizontal line (green).
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Figure 3.2: Quality profile showing the base quality per position index for filtered sequence reads,
separately for sequence data from Eurofins Medigenomix GmbH and the Technical University
(WZW). In comparison to the raw quality profile, the overall quality of the remaining bases/reads
has increased especially towards the read ends.
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Figure 3.3: Beeswarm plot showing overall mapping statistics for all included samples. The left
panel indicates the total number of sequence reads that were generated for each sample. The
second panel presents the percentage of reads that were successfully mapped to the human
reference genome (hg19). On average this was true for about 99% of the reads which equals a
total amount of 81 million sequence reads. The right panel presents the percentage of reads that
were mapped to primary target region (SeqCap EZ Exome v3). The two clusters that are visible
in this panel can be explained by the different capture kit that was used for samples sequenced
at TUM Weihenstephan.
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3.2.1 De novo variants

As shown by large sequencing studies [56], de novo variants strongly contribute to schizophrenia.

Under the filter criteria applied, I detected 74 potential exonic de novo variants (Figure 3.4)

with a nonsynonymous to synonymous mutation rate of 3.13. I used several external databases

(1000 Genomes Project, dbSNP, Exome Sequencing Project (ESP) and ExAC) and the CADD

deleteriousness score to extract a high confidence set of rare deleterious variants, leaving 46

(36 missense, 5 frameshift indels, 3 stopgain, 2 splice site) putative de novo variants. These 46

mutations distribute among 24 of the 32 families (Figure 3.5).

I did not find any evidence for a correlation between the number of de novo variants and the age

of the respective father. Still, this observation might be due to the small sample size, therefore a

replication using a larger sample set could provide further insights.

The overall de novo mutation rate is 1.8×10−8 with an 95% confidence interval of [1.49×10−8 -

2.38×10−8] (p=1.61×10−5). This is significantly different to the expected neutral rate of 1.1×10−8.

This observation is in accordance to the reported increased frequency of de novo variants in

schizophrenia [49, 51].

Of the 46 candidate mutations (Table 3.1), three were located in a genetic locus, previously

associated with schizophrenia [112]. Furthermore, 13 genes have a direct protein-level interaction

to at least one of the genes located within the 108 schizophrenia loci detected by the Schizophrenia

Working Group of the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium.

Figure 3.4: Overall number of de novo mutations, grouped according to their genomic impact.
Part (a) includes all 74 de novo variants, (b) the 46 rare deleterious de novo variants.
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Figure 3.5: Number of de novo variants for each affected trio offspring. Each bar represents
the number of all and filtered (rare deleterious) de novo variants whereas the blue dotted line
indicates the number of expected variants based on the neutral de novo mutation rate of 1.1×10−8.
Additionally, the age of both parents (green and red line )as well as the age of onset (black line)
are shown.

3.2.2 Compound heterozygous variants

Besides focusing on single de novo events with potential disease-relevant effects, I also investi-

gated the presence of rare compound heterozygous variants. This offers the possibility to reach

beyond the prediction of effects of single variants and instead takes into account that complex

diseases are often caused by multiple genes and/or multiple mutations on individual genes

[86–90]. Compound heterozygous variants can have similar effects like homozygous LoF variants

as long as they affect both DNA alleles. Again, I relied on ExAC and CADD to extract a list of

rare deleterious mutations and detected 354 genes carrying at least one compound heterozygous

variant (Figure 3.6). 79 genes were affected in multiple samples whereas six genes were found

more than five times. As expected, with decreasing allele frequencies, the annotated CADD

scores tend to increase as deleterious variants that affect natural fitness should be removed by

purifying selection. Overall, I did find more compound heterozygous variants in trio samples than

in individuals without parental data (Figure 3.7). This effect can be explained as there is less

phasing information for non-trio samples available which limits the number of potential variants.
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Figure 3.6: Compound heterozygous variants in schizophrenia. (a) indicates the number of genes
(coding region) affected by one or more compound heterozygous variants. Six genes were affected
more than five times which, however, is most likely explained by the median protein sequence
length of 6777 that is clearly above average (Median length of human proteins classified in Pfam-
A: 416 [113]). (b) shows the distribution of the respective ExAC allele frequencies and CADD
scores that are slightly negative correlated (-0.15 with a 95% confidence interval [-0.21,-0.10] and
p-value 3.96x10−8)
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Chr. Pos Gene Feature Mutation MaxDBAltAF Candidate CADD ID

1 8390628 SLC45A1 missense c.1177A>G:p.T393A Y 24.4 SZ238
1 883543 NOC2L missense c.1627T>C:p.F543L PPI 25.9 SZ364
1 110169447 AMPD2 missense c.550A>C:p.T184P 0.002643 PPI 26.7 SZ336
1 222825612 MIA3 missense c.4024G>A:p.V1342M 33 SZ336
2 74708611 CCDC142 missense c.1076T>C:p.L359P 18.37 SZ364
2 37113948 STRN frameshift c.T953insA+:p.M318fs PPI 31 SZ309
2 180008405 SESTD1 stopgain c.763C>T:p.R255* 36 SZ171
2 196866551 DNAH7 stopgain c.1021C>T:p.Q341* 37 SZ355
3 138023763 NME9 missense c.560T>C:p.V187A 15.26 SZ147
3 108698515 MORC1 splicing c.2325-1G>T 17.81 SZ364
3 108163500 MYH15 missense c.2702T>C:p.L901P 28.3 SZ147
5 147845469 HTR4 missense c.1096A>G:p.S366G 17.87 SZ216
5 31983313 PDZD2 missense c.529C>T:p.R177C 34 SZ270
6 152651292 SYNE1 frameshift c.G14312delG-:p.A4772 24.9 SZ131
6 56463354 DST stopgain c.3979C>T:p.Q1327* 38 SZ405
6 155500195 TIAM2 missense c.2546A>C:p.H849P PPI 22.1 SZ387
6 87953243 ZNF292 missense c.792A>C:p.E264D 24.5 SZ416
6 122744801 HSF2 frameshift c.A1147del-T:p.F383 35 SZ147
7 149523649 SSPO missense c.14560G>A:p.G4854S 16.36 SZ185
7 101833124 CUX1 missense c.1082A>G:p.D361G PPI 25.1 SZ356
7 97846708 TECPR1 frameshift c.G3489delG-:p.C1164 26.5 SZ147
7 150920795 ABCF2 missense c.691G>C:p.G231R 31 SZ249
8 141545637 AGO2 missense c.2201C>T:p.T734M 0.000008132 33 SZ364
9 130863590 SLC25A25 missense c.391C>T:p.R131C 0.0001626 22.9 SZ387
9 26984497 IFT74 missense c.405G>T:p.R135S 26.2 SZ395
10 97626013 ENTPD1 missense c.1427C>T:p.S476F PPI 23.5 SZ238
10 1151131 WDR37 missense c.1027C>T:p.R343C 0.000008132 34 SZ371
11 124873761 CCDC15 splicing c.2215-2A>G 22.6 SZ276
12 57436930 MYO1A missense c.1024C>T:p.R342W 0.0001952 Y 35 SZ154
12 124288286 DNAH10 missense c.2339C>T:p.A780V 0.00001626 22.4 SZ331
13 45827101 GTF2F2 missense c.482A>G:p.Y161C 0.000008133 PPI 19.95 SZ185
14 29237038 FOXG1 missense c.553A>G:p.S185G PPI 25.2 SZ238
14 68048877 PLEKHH1 missense c.3376T>G:p.F1126V 0.049 32 SZ238
16 88873828 CDT1 missense c.1415C>T:p.A472V 0.000459 16.16 SZ336
16 29974526 TMEM219 missense c.62T>C:p.V21A Y 22.2 SZ331
17 40729317 PSMC3IP missense c.139G>T:p.V47L 33 SZ171
17 7915774 GUCY2D missense c.1963A>G:p.R655G PPI 23.5 SZ185
17 38563812 TOP2A missense c.1615A>G:p.M539V PPI 26.5 SZ299
17 42850632 ADAM11 missense c.829T>G:p.Y277D 24.8 SZ181
18 57122114 CCBE1 missense c.623T>C:p.M208T 0.000008132 23.3 SZ200
18 5891500 TMEM200C missense c.563A>G:p.H188R 0.000008158 20.7 SZ395
19 15562682 RASAL3 missense c.2960T>C:p.L987P 15.7 SZ200
19 54666439 TMC4 missense c.1469T>C:p.L490S 26.7 SZ147
19 3977260 EEF2 missense c.2336C>T:p.T779I PPI 27.4 SZ216
20 47351125 PREX1 frameshift c.G477insT+:p.L159fs PPI 35 SZ200
X 51637831 MAGED1 missense c.154C>T:p.R52C 0.000008172 PPI 23 SZ238

Table 3.1: The 46 candidate de novo mutations found in 32 trios. For each variant, several
annotations are provided. This includes the maximal allele frequency (MaxDBAltAF) across
the used databases(1k201304, dbsnp138, ESP6500AA, ESP6500EA and ExAC), an indication
whether the gene is located in a schizophrenia candidate (Y) locus or has an interaction with it
(PPI), the CADD score as well as the affected individual.

3.2.3 Loss-of-Function variants

LoF variants are the most severe form of a SNP or short Indels. Instead of leading to protein-

level aberrations, LoF variants lead to a complete loss of the gene product, given a homozygous

genotype that affects all transcripts. Here I investigated the overall number of LoF mutations

(independent of the actual genotype) and used phase information to detect genes that were

knocked out in affected offsprings but remained functional in both parents.

In total, I found that the analysed exomes of schizophrenia patients contain 139.17±11.45

(mean±sd) putative LoF variants (Figure 3.8). 7.81±2.41 genes are completely inactivated. When

filtering for rare variants, 63.18±9.64 LoF mutations remain with 2.59±1.20 genes being affected

by a full knock-out. There was no significant difference compared to healthy parents as they
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Figure 3.7: Number of rare deleterious compound heterozygous variants for trio and non-trio
data. Overall, more variants were detected in trio data than in non-trio samples. This can be
explained by the reduced phasing information that can be generated for individual samples.

showed almost similar numbers (LoF: 141.24±12.24, Knockout: 7.83±2.03) (For a comparison

against current literature, see Section 4.1.3.)

Additionally, I also looked for rare LoF variants that affect all isoforms of the respective gene.

Such compound LoF mutations may either be due to homozygous LoF variants or a combination

of multiple LoF variants. Such events lead to a complete knock-out of the gene product and

therefore have severe impact on all related downstream processes. Here I found 10 genes that

were knocked out in cases but remain functional in both respective parents and were therefore

added to the list of candidate genes.

3.2.4 Genetic Burden

A third compound effect that was investigated describes the enrichment of inherited/de novo

deleterious variants. For each family, I calculated the genetic burden (See Section 2.3.4), to detect

genes that accumulate deleterious variants. I kept all genes that showed an increased genetic

burden in cases compared to their parents in more than 10 samples. As shown in Figure 3.9,

of 27192 canonical genes defined by UCSC, only 7644 have an increased burden in at least one

patient. This number quickly drops when increasing the cutoff of affected patients leaving 35

candidate genes that matched the specified frequency criterion.

An exemplary depiction of one those 35 candidates is shown in Figure 3.10. Here, samples can

be grouped into three main categories. Whereas some patients show a clear increase of the

overall genetic burden, others show no difference or a decrease of deleterious variants. Taking
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Figure 3.8: Number of LoF variants for the complete and frequency-filtered variant set for
schizophrenia patients. In both cases, the overall number of LoF variants, homozygous LoF
variants and mutations that affect all transcripts (at the respective site) and lead to complete
knockout of the gene product are given.

those observations into account, it becomes clear that an individual typically does not harbour

deleterious variants. Still, certain recombination or de novo events can lead to changes towards an

increase of the genetic burden, making those genes a potential target for further investigations.

3.2.5 Edgetics

After focusing on single de novo events as well as compound effects, I included a further layer

of information by using the dSysMap database of protein-protein interaction (PPI) interfaces.

The database contains specific amino acid sites that interact during PPIs and therefore allows

to map mutations on protein structures and the human interactome. In this case, not only the

mutated protein is affected, but also the PPI-partner throughout the potential loss of interaction.

I scanned all variants for such interaction-disrupting mutations and found 31 variants that

were located within a PPI interface. This includes 20 homomeric PPIs (Interactions between the

same type of protein) and 11 heteromeric PPIs (Table 3.2). For six proteins, I found multiple

interaction-disrupting mutations. In total, 37 unique genes were found to be affected (28 mutated

proteins and 9 additional interaction partner).

One of the 11 heteromeric PPIs, the interaction between ACY3 (Aminoacylase 3) and ASPA (Aspar-

toacylase) which was found to be affected by a non-synonymous mutation (c.C541A:p.P181T), is

shown in Figure 3.11. Here, the cyclic and nonpolar proline is exchanged by a hydroxyl-containing
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Figure 3.9: Overview about the increase of genetic burden for the 27192 canonical genes defined
by UCSC. Each bar represents the number of genes for which at least n offspring samples have
an increased genetic burden.

Figure 3.10: Exemplary genetic burden difference (CSSGene difference) between affected off-
springs and the respective parents for Hornerin (HRNR), a gene involved in calcium ion binding.
a) indicates individuals with increased burden, b) with equal burden and c) with decreased
burden.
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Figure 3.11: Interaction between ACY3 (Aminoacylase 3) and ASPA (Aspartoacylase). The
mutated residue is shown in green, the remaining PPI interface residues in red. Here, the
mutated Prolin at position 181 of the Aspartoacylase protein affects the direct interaction with
Aminoacylase 3.

and polar threonine. Although the overall molecular mass is similar, the change of biochemical

properties clearly has the potential to critically disrupt the interaction of both proteins.

Chr. Genomic
Pos.

Mutation Mutated
Gene

Interaction
Partner

ExAC
Frequency

Samples

chr1 183532364 c.A1256T:p.N419I NCF2 NCF4 0.005904 SZ129, SZ143, SZ223,
SZ297, SZ364, SZ156

chr3 52485426 c.C435A:p.D145E TNNC1 TNNT2 0.0004086 SZ221, SZ117, SZ319
chr9 37783990 c.A395C:p.D132A EXOSC3 EXOSC9 0.0005095 SZ148
chr10 43613908 c.A2372T:p.Y791F RET EGFR 0.002644 SZ353, SZ249, SZ342
chr11 111779556 c.G460A:p.G154S CRYAB HSPB2 0.001274 SZ104
chr13 37583420 c.G815C:p.S272T EXOSC8 EXOSC9 0.005861 SZ377, SZ236, SZ416, SZ138
chr13 51519581 c.G529A:p.A177T RNASEH2B RNASEH2C 0.001925 SZ365, SZ270, SZ240
chr15 72105906 c.C925T:p.R309W NR2E3 PPARG 0 SZ146
chr17 3392543 c.C541A:p.P181T ASPA ACY3 NA SZ412
chr19 35775902 c.G212A:p.G71D HAMP LCN2 0.003521 SZ271, SZ241, SZ375,

SZ243, SZ363, SZ316,
SZ155

chr19 12924251 c.C871T:p.R291C RNASEH2A RNASEH2C 0 SZ212

Table 3.2: Heteromeric protein interactions affected by rare interaction-disrupting mutations. For
each interaction, the involved proteins, the ExAC frequency of the variant as well as the affected
samples are given.
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Figure 3.12: Number of candidate genes resulting from the different analysis methods (a) and the
respective number of affected samples (b). As samples are partially affected by multiple variant
types, there exist sample overlaps between certain affection groups. For individuals grouped into
"None", I did not find any potential disease-relevant variants.

3.3 Candidate genes and integrative analysis

I have performed several analysis steps to create a comprehensive list of potential disease-

contributing genes. This resulted in a total of 468 candidate genes (Figure 3.12) that are affected

by different types of mutations, each covering certain aspects of the genetic mutation spectrum. 14

genes (AHNAK2, AKAP13, AQP7, CCDC60, CDT1, CSMD2, DNAH10, DNAH8, MPO, MYO18B,

NCF2, PDZD2, SYNE1, DNAH7) were found by at least two of the five (Figure 2.1) approaches

in at least a single sample. Overall, these candidate genes cover all but 22 individuals. In the

following, I will present the results of the integrative candidate gene analysis that makes use of

all potential disease-contributing genes. I used protein-protein interaction networks and general

enrichment methods to find common characteristics and shared pathways among all candidates.

Additionally, I checked all candidates for existing schizophrenia-related mouse phenotypes.

3.3.1 Protein-protein interaction network

As a first step of the general investigation of the obtained set of candidate genes, I created a

comprehensive PPI interaction network to detect potential hub proteins as the may yield further

insights about important pathways and interactions in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia. This

was done by using all 468 genes and a first layer of direct interaction partners (Figure 3.13). The
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network analysis showed that nine candidate hub proteins were included in the set whereas I

defined hubs as proteins with at least 10 interaction partners. Next to the strongly connected

protein EGFR with 27 high confidence interactions, also RET, STRN, CUL7, ANAPC1, NPAS2,

EXOSC3, EXOSC8 and EXOSC9 were identified as mutated network hubs.

Although the network including candidate genes only indicated no enrichment of interactions

(464 nodes with 156 edges) adding the first layer of non-candidate gene interaction partners

showed the second level relatedness of the included proteins (563 nodes with 942 edges).

Figure 3.13: Excerpt of the STRING interaction network using the 468 candidate genes and
direct interaction partners (limited to 99). Interaction sources were restricted to experiments and
databases with at least high confidence (STRING). Candidate genes are highlighted in red; the
size of the node indicates the number of interaction partners.

3.3.2 Enrichment analysis

In order to see whether the detected candidate genes are enriched for specific pathways or func-

tionalities, I used the WEB-based GEne SeT AnaLysis Toolkit (WebGestalt) [100, 101] and the

DNENRICH framework for calculating recurrence and gene-set enrichment [56] for conducting

enrichment analysis.

The initial enrichment was performed using WebGestalt with the redundancy reduced functional

gene ontology (GO) database. After p-value correction [102], 17 GO categories remained signifi-

cantly enriched (Figure 3.14). This included seven microtubule and actin cytoskeleton related

terms.
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Figure 3.14: Enriched GO terms for the three GO categories (Molecular function, Cellular
component, Biological process). Microtubule, actin and motor protein related terms are marked
with a red ∗. For each category the respective GO ID and number of candidate genes falling into
this category (n) are given. Hatched bar indicates that the group was discarded after DNENRICH
analysis.
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Figure 3.15: Enriched GO terms after DNENRICH analysis.Microtubule, actin and motor protein
related terms are marked with a red ∗. For each category the number of candidate genes falling
into this category (n) are given. Hatched bar indicates that the group not significantly enriched.
The dashed line indicates the applied p-value cutoff.
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To ensure that the enrichment results were not biased by gene length, I applied DNENRICH to

perform a second enrichment analysis. As the original background GO sets of WebGestalt were

not available, I retrieved them by using AmiGO, an online access to ontology and annotation

data [114]. As a result, there exists a small variance in the number of genes that fall into specific

categories.

Besides a single set (calmodulin binding), all tested categories (No new categories were included

in the analysis) remained significant after DNENRICH analysis. A graphical representation of

the results is shown in Figure 3.15.

The remaining top scoring categories clearly show an enrichment of microtubule and actin-

related genes throughout all GO categories (Biological process, Molecular function, Cellular

component) as seven of 16 significant groups are directly related to one of those components.

For the microtubule-based movement and motor activity sets, this is mainly due to the frequent

occurrence of disrupted motor proteins dynein, kinesin and myosin that occurred during various

analysis steps. Furthermore, I found several affected centrosomal protein genes as well as a

number of microtubule and actin-associated proteins that explain the enrichment of microtubule

and actin cytoskeleton sets.

To investigate whether the enrichment is based on a selection of few samples or due to a

larger part of the dataset, I generated sample-specific counts for affected genes of the neuronal

cytoskeleton (microtubule, actin cytoskeleton, motor activity sets) as shown in Figure 3.16. Of

the 288 schizophrenia patients, 185 had at least a single damaging variation type within a gene

of the neuronal cytoskeleton. This accounts for almost 2/3 of all schizophrenia samples. Close

to 1/3 even had multiple damaged genes with 8 being the highest detected number for a given

sample. In contrast, for 103 patients, I did not find any evidence for disruptions in the neuronal

cytoskelton.

3.3.3 Genes with schizophrenia-related mouse phenotypes

Approximately one-third of all mammalian genes are essential for life [107]. Knockout experi-

ments in mice have provided tremendous insight into gene function and related disorders. To

further explore the obtained candidate list, I used data of the IMPC [107] to investigate the

presence of mouse models with schizophrenia-related phenotypes.

Candidate genes were compared against five IMPC gene categories that include a total of 1565

unique genes (abnormal brain morphology (n=72), abnormal forebrain development (n=23), abnor-

mal nervous system physiology (n=180), abnormal synaptic transmission (n=170) and behavior

(n=1450)).

This resulted in an overlap of 36 genes with significant mouse phenotype in at least one the

five mentioned categories. Amongst others, these phenotypes include observations like general

abnormal behavior, decreased grip strength as well as abnormal brain morphology and decreased

prepulse inhibition. For 32 of 36 genes a link of the respective phenotype to schizophrenia was
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Figure 3.16: Damaging genetic variants in genes of the neuronal cytoskeleton. For the 288
samples with diagnosed schizophrenia, the number of patients with a certain amount of mutated
genes of the neuronal cytoskeleton is given for different cutoffs (>0 - >7).

found using current literature (Table 3.3).

3.4 Analysis of structural variants and association with known
candidates

Since schizophrenia is complex disease which has yet to be fully explained, several hypotheses

about the genetic causes exist. This involves a large number of putative candidate genes as well

as CNV and structural variants like the 22q11 deletion. Therefore, I investigated the presence of

large Indels on chromosome 22 as well as variants that were previously linked to schizophrenia

using ClinVar.

3.4.1 Structural variants on chromosome 22

Approximately 1% of patients with schizophrenia also have the 22q11.2 deletion syndrome

(22qDS) [131]. It is assumed that the presence of large Indels, especially deletions, on chromosome

22 may contribute to the neurodevelopmental mechanisms involved in the pathogenesis of
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Figure 3.17: 765 kilo base pair deletion on chromosome 22 displayed in the UCSC Genome
Browser [132]. As indicated by the red box, it affects the 22q11 region and is located close to the
boundary between 22q11.21 and 22q11.22. In total, 14 genes are affected by the deletion which
are annotated below the assembly (blue)

schizophrenia. Schizophrenia patients with 22qDS typically have slightly different physical

and auxiliary clinical features and can be seen as a special genetic subtype in the field of

schizophrenia. Here, I used the Pindel, a tool for detecting breakpoints of large deletions, medium

sized insertions, inversions, tandem duplications and other structural variants.

In total, I found 26 deletions with a length >100 base pairs. Among those are 21 deletions

with a length >10.000 base pairs that are located within the 22q11 region (Table 3.4). The

longest deletion with a length of 765 kilo base pairs affects a total of 14 genes (AIFM3, CRKL,

HIC2, LRRC74B, LZTR1, P2RX6, PI4KA, RIMBP3B, RIMBP3C, SERPIND1, SLC7A4, SNAP29,

THAP7, TMEM191C). As shown in Figure 3.17, the position is located close to the boundary

between 22q11.21 and 22q11.22. Although the variant occurs heterozygous in the respective

individual, a loss of hundreds of thousands base pairs will nevertheless cause drastic genetic

effects as not only genes but also regulatory elements are affected.

3.4.2 ClinVar

ClinVar is a NCBI database, that aggregates information about genomic variation and its

relationship to human health [105]. In order to see whether known, schizophrenia-associated

mutations or genes were included in the dataset, I used this resource for selecting potential

disease relevant variants. In total, this resulted in 545 putative candidate variants, located in 31

schizophrenia-associated genes. To discard low impact and potential unrelated mutations, I used

the previously introduced frequency and deleteriousness cutoffs. The remaining 150 variants

distributed among 25 genes whereas most mutations were found in HSPG2 (Heparan Sulfate
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Proteoglycan 2) and ABCA13 (ATP Binding Cassette Subfamily A Member 13). Altogether, several

promising variants were identified which are shown in Table 3.5.
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Gene Mouse Phenotype Parameter Center Ref.

AARS2 impaired pupillary reflex Pupil Light Response MARC [115]
ALPK2 abnormal behavioral response to light Side changes JAX [116]
ALPK2 abnormal behavioral response to light Time mobile light side JAX [116]
ASPA abnormal behavior Center average speed HMGU [117]
ASPA abnormal behavior Center distance travelled HMGU [117]
ASPA abnormal behavior Number of center entries HMGU [117]
ASPA abnormal behavior Periphery average speed HMGU [117]
ASPA abnormal gait Gait HMGU [118]
ASPA decreased food intake Total food intake HMGU [119]
ASPA decreased grip strength Forelimb grip strength measurement mean HMGU [120]
ASPA decreased prepulse inhibition % Pre-pulse inhibition - Global HMGU [121]
ASPA decreased prepulse inhibition % Pre-pulse inhibition - PPI2 HMGU [121]
ASPA decreased prepulse inhibition % Pre-pulse inhibition - PPI4 HMGU [121]
ASPA decreased startle reflex Response amplitude - S HMGU [122]
ASPA decreased vertical activity Number of rears - total HMGU [123]
ASPA hyperactivity Periphery resting time HMGU [124]
ASPA hyperactivity Whole arena resting time HMGU [124]
ASPA hypoactivity Distance travelled - total HMGU [123]
ASPA hypoactivity Locomotor activity HMGU [123]
ASPA hypoactivity Whole arena average speed HMGU [123]
CDH23 abnormal gait Gait (inc. ataxia) WTSI [118]
CDH23 absent pinna reflex Startle response WTSI [122]
CDH23 stereotypic behavior Head bobbing/circling WTSI [125]
DAGLA abnormal behavior Center average speed MARC [117]
DAGLA abnormal behavior Center permanence time MARC [117]
DAGLA abnormal behavior Percentage center time MARC [117]
DAGLA abnormal behavior Periphery permanence time MARC [117]
DAGLA decreased brain size Brain MARC [126]
DAGLA decreased grip strength Forelimb and hindlimb grip strength measurement mean MARC [120]
DLG5 abnormal brain morphology Brain UC Davis [127]
DOCK6 abnormal sleep behavior Sleep bout lengths standard deviation JAX [128]
DOCK6 hyperactivity Periphery distance travelled JAX [124]
DPYD abnormal behavior Periphery average speed TCP [117]
ENTPD1 decreased grip strength Forelimb grip strength measurement mean HMGU [120]
ENTPD1 decreased grip strength Forelimb grip strength normalised against body weight HMGU [120]
ENTPD1 tremors Tremor MRC Harwell [125]
GRHL3 abnormal locomotor activation Body position ICS [125]
HHATL hypoactivity Locomotor activity UC Davis [123]
HSPB2 abnormal motor learning Learning difference JAX [125]
LRBA absent pinna reflex Startle response WTSI [122]
LRRCC1 abnormal brain morphology Brain UC Davis [127]
MACROD2 abnormal behavioral response to light Time mobile dark side JAX [116]
MACROD2 abnormal behavioral response to light Time mobile light side JAX [116]
MACROD2 abnormal sleep behavior Peak wake with respect to dark onset median JAX [128]
MACROD2 convulsive seizures mA threshold inducing clonic seizure JAX [129]
MYO9A decreased food intake Total food intake WTSI [119]
NAV2 abnormal behavior Center distance travelled TCP [117]
NAV2 abnormal behavior Latency to center entry TCP [117]
NAV2 abnormal behavioral response to light Time mobile light side TCP [116]
NAV2 hyperactivity Periphery resting time TCP [124]
NAV2 hyperactivity Whole arena resting time TCP [124]
NAV2 hypoactivity Locomotor activity TCP [123]
NEK1 decreased grip strength Forelimb and hindlimb grip strength measurement mean BCM [120]
NEK1 decreased grip strength Forelimb grip strength measurement mean BCM [120]
NEK1 decreased grip strength Forelimb grip strength normalised against body weight BCM [120]
NEURL4 decreased prepulse inhibition % Pre-pulse inhibition - PPI1 UC Davis [121]
NEURL4 decreased prepulse inhibition % Pre-pulse inhibition - PPI2 UC Davis [121]
NOTCH3 decreased prepulse inhibition % Pre-pulse inhibition - PPI3 UC Davis [121]
NRAP increased anxiety-related response Fecal boli JAX [130]
OLFML2B abnormal behavior Center distance travelled JAX [117]
OLFML2B abnormal behavior Center permanence time JAX [117]
OLFML2B abnormal behavior Percentage center time JAX [117]
OLFML2B abnormal behavior Periphery permanence time JAX [117]
OLFML2B abnormal sleep behavior Sleep daily percent JAX [128]
PARD3B abnormal behavior Center resting time HMGU [117]
PARD3B hyperactivity Whole arena resting time HMGU [124]
PKHD1L1 decreased startle reflex Response amplitude - S MRC Harwell [122]
PPARG abnormal gait Gait MRC Harwell [118]
PRODH abnormal vocalization Vocalization UC Davis [123]
SORL1 abnormal gait Gait MRC Harwell [118]
SPNS3 abnormal behavior Center average speed TCP [117]
TRPM1 impaired pupillary reflex Pupil Light Response MRC Harwell [115]
USP31 abnormal sensory capabilities % Pre-pulse inhibition - PPI1 MARC [121]
USP31 decreased prepulse inhibition % Pre-pulse inhibition - PPI2 MARC [121]
USP31 hypoactivity Periphery resting time MARC [123]
USP31 hypoactivity Whole arena resting time MARC [123]
WDR37 decreased grip strength Forelimb grip strength measurement mean WTSI [120]

Table 3.3: Candidate genes with significant schizophrenia-related mouse phenotypes (P < 0.0001).
Along with the detected phenotype, the measurement parameter, the phenotyping center and
evidence for links to schizophrenia is provided. Data obtained from the IMPC [107].



3.4. ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURAL VARIANTS AND ASSOCIATION WITH KNOWN
CANDIDATES

Chr. Genomic
Pos.

Type Affected Gene(s) Effect Location Length

chr22 21372403 exonic P2RX6, SLC7A4 frameshift deletion 22q11.21 24.166
chr22 22724137 intergenic BMS1P20, ZNF280B - 22q11.22 25.373
chr22 23101160 upstream MIR650 - 22q11.22 64.085
chr22 22707572 intergenic BMS1P20, ZNF280B - 22q11.22 74.590
chr22 23101701 exonic IGLL5 frameshift deletion 22q11.22 140.098
chr22 25625383 exonic CRYBB2, LRP5L frameshift deletion 22q11.23 227.822
chr22 21057064 exonic AIFM3, CRKL, HIC2, LRRC74B,

LZTR1, P2RX6, PI4KA, RIMBP3B,
RIMBP3C, SERPIND1, SLC7A4,
SNAP29, THAP7, TMEM191C

frameshift deletion 22q11.21 765.322

Table 3.4: Long deletions detected by Pindel that affect the 22q11 region. For each deletion, the
affected genes are specified including the exact region and length of the variation.

Chr. Genomic
Pos.

Mut. CADD rsID VariantAssoc het/hom Gene Type Exon AF

7 48349706 C/T 39 rs376273529 - 1/0 ABCA13 stop
gained

24/62 0.001

7 48450185 C/G 25.2 rs77147473 - 7/1 ABCA13 NS 40/62 0.0229
17 27286356 G/A 42 - - 1/0 SEZ6 stop

gained
9/17 8.668×10−5

22 18905859 G/A 23.2 rs2870984 Schizophrenia 2/0 PRODH NS 11/14 0.0201
22 18905899 G/A 28.9 rs3970559 Schizophrenia 9/0 PRODH NS 11/14 0.0401
22 20230079 C/T 27.2 - - 1/0 RTN4R NS 2/2 -1
22 51117236 C/T 25.6 rs377609278 - 1/0 SHANK3 NS 5/23 0.0002

Table 3.5: Excerpt of rare deleterious variants that were found to be associated with schizophrenia,
either directly or by gene association. het/hom column specifies the number of cases with a
heterozygous or homozygous genotype; Exon indicates the affected exon; AF is the maximal
allele frequency across ExAC,1000G and ESP
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4
DISCUSSION

4.1 Comprehensive whole-exome sequencing analysis of
sporadic schizophrenia

I have analysed a whole-exome data set of 37 schizophrenia trios and 210 further patients. By

applying a novel combination of multiple methods that cover various aspects of the mutational

spectrum, I obtained a comprehensive set of putative candidate genes involved in the causation

of schizophrenia. These include genetic variants caused by de novo events but also inherited

mutations that might contribute to predisposition to schizophrenia.

In the following, I will discuss these results from a biological point view and will put them into

the broader context of schizophrenia and mental health.

4.1.1 Rate of de novo variants supports important role in schizophrenia

De novo variants are well known to strongly contribute to the genetics of schizophrenia [50, 51, 56].

As shown in Table 3.1, a total of 46 mutations remained in the high confidence set of rare

deleterious variants. Overall, this implicates an increased rate of de novo mutations (1.8×10−8)

within this dataset which is in accordance with previous studies [49, 51]. Besides being more

frequent, several variants were found to be located in schizophrenia-related regions.

Notably, three previously schizophrenia-associated loci SLC45A1, MYO1A and TMEM219 [112]

were found. Additionally, 13 of 46 affected genes were found to have a direct protein-level

interaction to at least one of the genes located within the 108 schizophrenia loci detected by the

Schizophrenia Working Group of the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium [112].
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Further notable genes include:

SYNE1 (Spectrin Repeat Containing Nuclear Envelope Protein 1) a protein coding gene that is

expressed in skeletal and smooth muscle, and peripheral blood lymphocytes, and localizes

to the nuclear membrane. A recent case-control study concluded that polymorphisms in

SYNE1 may confer a greater risk of developing schizophrenia, especially for individuals

with schizophrenia family history [133]. Here, I found a de novo variant shifting the

nucleotide reading frame of the gene. Based on the available data and literature, SYNE1

seems to be a promising target for further investigations as it may be one of the genetic

factors contributing to schizophrenia risk.

HTR4 (5-Hydroxytryptamine Receptor 4) a member of the family of serotonin receptors which

stimulate cAMP production in response to serotonin. This is of special interest, as the

serotonin hypothesis of schizophrenia has a long history [134]. Also serotonin receptors

have been postulated to play a critical role in schizophrenia drug development [135].

NCG Next to the directly schizophrenia-linked genes, several Neuronal Cytoskeleton-associated

Genes (NCG) were detected during this analysis. This especially includes STRN (Striatin,

involved in dendritic Ca(2+) signaling), DST (Dystonin, retrograde axonal transport) and

MYO1A (myosin IA, transport along actin filaments). All of these will be discussed in

Section 5.2.

Taken together, these findings support the prominent role of de novo variants in schizophrenia

and highlight the importance of trio/family-based sequencing.

4.1.2 Rare deleterious compound heterozygous variants affect a broad
range of genes

Disruptive compound heterozygous variants have been demonstrated to underlie many disorders

including some complex psychiatric disorders such as autism [136]. Although so far no major role

of compound heterozygous variants in schizophrenia was found, they still are assumed to play a

certain role in disease risk [136]. Still, in many studies compound effects were neglected so far.

In order to focus on the most disease-relevant variants, only rare compound heterozygous variants

were considered for the final candidate list. Overall, this included 354 genes that were affected by

at least one rare compound heterozygous variant. Among others, this includes several promising

targets:

NRG1 (Neuregulin-1) mediates cell-cell signaling and plays crucial role in the development of

multiple organ systems. Throughout the recent years, several studies indicated an associa-

tion with schizophrenia. Although, so far, no genome-wide significant NRG1 variant was

found, the combination of findings resulting from linkage analyses, family and case-control
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studies indicate the relevance NRG1 in schizophrenia [137]. While NRG1 is arguably one of

the most extensively characterized schizophrenia candidate genes, the exact functions are

not well understood. Still, there is certain evidence for NRG1 controlling neurotransmission

via the ErbB4 receptor with downstream effects on cognitive processes involving frontal

cortex, hippocampus and striatum [137].

CMYA5 (Cardiomyopathy-associated gene 5) encodes myospryn, a large tripartite motif (TRIM)-

related protein which is primarily known to be associated with diseases affecting striated

muscle. Still, several studies proposed that CMYA5 should be considered as a schizophre-

nia risk gene [138, 139]. The interaction with DTNBP1, another proposed schizophrenia

candidate with physiological significance in the central nervous system, further supports

this case [140].

NEK1 (NIMA-related kinase 1) functions in multiple ways in neurons including maintaining

the neuron’s cytoskeleton and axonal development and plays a role in centrosome integrity,

affecting both ciliogenesis and centrosome stability. Although NEK1 is mostly known as a

prominent candidate in Myotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) [141], it was also identified as a

potential schizophrenia-associated locus [112]. Interestingly, a recent study by McLaughlin

et al. concluded that schizophrenia and ALS share neurobiological mechanisms to a higher-

than-expected rate [142]. Both findings support a potential role of NEK1 in schizophrenia

as well as the neuronal cytoskeleton which will be discussed in Section 5.2 along with other

NCGs.

In addition to those presented candidates, further 16 genes (CCDC39, CHAT4, CR1L, DPYD,

EPB41L2, GSN, ITPR3, JMJD1C, MAGI3, MYO18B, PDCD11, PLXNA2, PRODH, RPGRIP1L,

SLC9B1, SRMS) can be directly linked to schizophrenia throughout literature and database

research. Although it is unlikely that all 354 genes with rare deleterious compound heterozygous

variants actually contribute to the disease as they might also occur by chance, the underlying

candidate gene selection based on rare variants allows for an enrichment of such, especially when

assuming that mostly rare alleles are responsible for disease risk.

4.1.3 Rare potential LoF variants unveil genes affected by genetic knockout

Genetic variants that disrupt protein-coding genes, are known as LoF variants. Unlike most other

variant types, they have been regarded as rare and highly deleterious. However, several studies

showed that even healthy individuals carry up to 100 protein-truncating variants, although the

exact numbers vary [143, 144]. Most of those variants result in a heterozygous LoF, leaving

one copy of the allele active. There are also several common LoF alleles which are present in a

large fraction of the population. Typically, a loss of those genes will only have a weak or neutral

effect on health and overall fitness [143]. This leaves a smaller fraction of Rare Homozygous
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Loss-of-Function (rhLoF) genotypes that tend to lead to more severe phenotypic effects due to the

genetic knockouts.

In my work, I found about 140 potential LoF variants per individual, which is a slight increase to

published numbers by MacArthur et al. [144] but is in accordance to a recent investigation by

Narasimhan et al. [145]. In this study, the authors detected 140.3 predicted LoF genotypes per

sample in a cohort of 3,222 healthy British Pakistani-heritage adults [145].

While most of the variants found in the m4-schizophrenia data set are heterozygous state, a

smaller fraction of about 30 variants affects both alleles. Not all of these consequently lead to

full knock-out of the gene product since, depending on the actual mutation site, not all gene

transcripts might be disrupted. Overall, only about 10 genes were found as completely inactive

across all transcripts. For rare variants, this number drops even further to about 5 genes per

individual. This low number comes as no surprise as this is one the most severe mutational

changes that can be introduced into the genomic DNA. No difference between healthy parents

and affected cases was found, indicating that there is no general increase of LoF variants in

schizophrenia within this cohort.

Based on those results, I extracted all rhLoF genotypes as well as compound heterozygous

combinations of LoFs that occur exclusively in affected subjects and are therefore not present in

the respective parents. Overall, this leads to 10 distinct candidate genes.

Unfortunately, a carefully performed literature investigation resulted in no clear associations to

schizophrenia or neuronal cytoskeletal candidate genes which most likly can be explained by the

very small number of candidates.

4.1.4 Genetic burden analysis reveals new targets with increased genetic
load

The analysis of the genetic burden is a unsupervised approach to discover individual or groups of

genetic loci that harbour deleterious variants. In this specific setup, each offspring was directly

compared to the respective parents to determine the relative shift of the genetic load. Such

changes can be introduced by two possibilities, genetic recombination as well as de novo events.

Both cases hold the possibility to create a deleterious combination of variants that lead to severe

downstream effects.

Overall, I detected 35 candidate genes that showed an increased genetic burden in more than 1/3

of the investigated trio offsprings.

Among others, this includes some schizophrenia-associated loci as well as the previously men-

tioned NCGs.

ITIH4 (Inter-Alpha-Trypsin Inhibitor Heavy Chain Family Member 4) is a known schizophrenia

candidate that has be identified by recent GWAS studies in European and Han Chinese

populations [146]. Further investigations supported these findings of associations of genetic
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variants in ITIH4 with schizophrenia concluding a potential role of ITIH4 in the risk for

schizophrenia throughout genetic gene expression control [147].

MYO18B (myosin XVIIIB) is another well known schizophrenia-associated candidate that has

been found during a large GWAS performed the International Schizophrenia Consortium

[148].

NCG As before, also this analysis yielded several NCGs (KIF13A,TUBB8, DNAH7, DNAH8)

that will be discussed later on (Section 5.2).

4.1.5 Edgetics provides insights to the effect of genetic variants on PPI
networks

For schizophrenia and most typical complex diseases the model of one-gene/one-disease is clearly

not applicable. Instead, the prevalence of complex genotype-to-phenotype associations that often

include multiple genes or gene groups is widely accepted [149]. Since those genes and their

products typically don’t act in an isolated environment but are rather in a continuous interaction

to other biochemical components, the investigation of protein interactions is of particular interest.

Those interactions, the interactome, can be represented as a network model in which genes are

typically shown as nodes, whereas each edge depicts a physical interaction between two network

components. Thus, the study of edgetics investigates the loss or gain of interactions in order to

draw conclusion for genotype-to-phenotype relationships [96].

As shown in Section 3.2.5, I detected 31 interrupted PPI interface sites that were disrupted by

rare genetic variants. Interestingly, about 2/3 of affected PPIs include self-interacting proteins.

Considering the fact that only about 41% of the underlying database interactions represent such

homomeric interactions, this clearly indicates an over-representation of this interaction type

(Fisher’s exact test: 8.93×10−3)

In contrast to heteromeric interactions, in which only one interaction site is mutated, a homomeric

interaction can be affected twice if the same interaction site is used by both partners, resulting

in an even larger effect. A reason for this unexpected observation might be that due to the

potentially larger impact, mostly rare variants are found in such ’double-mutant’ sites.

In total, the 31 variants affect 37 unique genes (28 mutated proteins and 9 additional interaction

partners). Compared to previous analysis steps, only a limited amount of genes with a biological

connection the schizophrenia were found. Foremost this includes CRYAB (Crystallin Alpha B), a

member of the mall heat shock protein (HSP20) family. Elevated expression of alpha-B crystallin

has been found in many neurological diseases and was shown by Lin et al. for schizophrenia and

autism candidate genes [150]. In addition, CRYAB is also involved in microtubule binding which

will be discussed in Section 5.2.
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4.1.6 Integrative analysis and structural variation

The integration of information coming from multiple sources offers the possibility to create an

broader overview across the analysed data. In the course of this analysis, I used multiple tools

and approaches for generating new insights on the present data. In particular, this includes the

integration of PPIs, phenotypic information gained by mouse knock-out models, variants and

genes with annotated associations to schizophrenia (ClinVar [105]) as well as the analysis of

structural genomic variants using Pindel [104].

4.1.6.1 Protein hubs and network interconnectivity

As described in Section 3.3.1 and shown Figure 3.13, the PPI network consisting out of 468 candi-

date genes and their direct interaction partners, provides several strongly connected proteins.

These molecules tend to interact with a large number of surrounding proteins, often sharing

common pathways or function. Obviously, those networks hubs are often crucial in their function

as an interconnecting element of the whole biological system and therefore are of special interest

when affected by deleterious mutations. Among the network hub proteins, nine were included in

the previously created candidate list. Prominently, the network also included UBC (Ubiquitin

C) which accounts for almost 20% of all network connections. This comes as no surprise as the

diversity of UBC contributes to the regulation of many cellular events across the human biological

system [151]. When reducing the network to previously identified candidates, the network showed

no significant enrichment of connections. This finding indicates that the candidates are spread

across multiple processes and not directly enriched for specific pathways. Nevertheless, the inclu-

sion of first degree interaction partners showed a second level relatedness and interconnectivity

of the network proteins.

Among the nine candidate protein hubs especially STRN, CUL7, ANAPC1 and NPAS2 seem

promising targets for further investigation. Next to their centrality in the gene interaction net-

work, those genes have been found to take part in either schizophrenia or neurodevelopmental

processes. Striatin (STRN) is assumed to play a role in dendritic Ca(2+) signaling and together

with PP2A modulates microtubule dynamics [152]. Also Cullin 7 (CUL7) alters microtubule

dynamics [153] and plays a role in neural dendrite patterning and growth [154]. The third gene,

Anaphase Promoting Complex Subunit 1 (ANAPC1, APC1) has been shown to be essential for

maintenance of local brain organizers and midbrain survival as a knockdown of Apc1 resulted in

reduced proliferation and apoptosis in the dorsal midbrain [155]. The last identified target is the

Neuronal PAS Domain Protein 2 (NPAS2) which was previously associated with schizophrenia

and schizoaffective disorder [156].
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4.1.6.2 Knock-out mouse phenotyping reveals links to schizophrenia

Phenotyping using knock-out mice is a well-established way for uncovering so far unknown gene

functions. To investigate whether known relevant phenotypic links for the detected candidate

genes exist, I relied on data generated by the IMPC. As shown in Section 3.3.3 and Table 3.3,

several candidates were already linked to schizophrenia-related phenotypes.

Out of 36 genes with available phenotypic information, the associated phenotypes for 32 genes

were directly linked to schizophrenia by literature evidence (Table 3.3). This included several

promising findings:

DAGLA (Neural Stem Cell-Derived Dendrite Regulator) encodes a diacylglycerol lipase, hightly

expressed in the brain, that is required for axonal growth during development and for

retrograde synaptic signaling at mature synapses [157]. Based on IMPC data, a knockout

of DAGLA leads to abnormal behavior, decreased brain size and decreased grip strength.

All three phenotypes have been shown to be linked to schizophrenia [117, 120, 126]. In this

study, the gene was found to have an increased genetic burden in cases compared to healthy

parents.

DLG5 (Discs Large MAGUK Scaffold Protein 5) encodes a member of the family of discs large

(DLG) homologs. It was found to regulate dendritic spine formation and synaptogenesis in

mice [158]. According to IMPC data, a heterozygous knockout of Dlg5 leads decreased brain

size whereas a homozygous knockout was found to be lethal. In this study, one case carried

a compound heterozygous combination of rare deleterious variants that could strongly

affect the genes function.

NEK1 (NIMA Related Kinase 1) encodes a serine/threonine kinase involved in cell cycle regu-

lation. It interacts with FEZ1 [159] that is assumed to mediate microtuble-based cargo

transport [160]. IMPC data showed decreased grip strength in homozygous knockout mice.

Grip strength was found to be significantly associated with cognitive functioning in individ-

uals with schizophrenia, particularly for working memory and processing speed [120]. As

DLG5, also NEK1 was affected by a compound heterozygous combination of rare deleterious

variants in one case.

NCG Also for several NCGs phenotypic links were found (CDH23, MYO9A, NERUL4, NOTCH3,

NRAP) that will be discussed later on (Section 5.2)

4.1.6.3 ClinVar and known schizophrenia-associated genes

Besides rare mutations, frequent genomic variants are found across many studies investigating

various specific phenotypes. This valuable information is gathered within publicly available

variant databases. In my study, I relied on ClinVar, a database for information about genomic

variation and its relationship to human health. My analysis focused on known associations with
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schizophrenia and schizophrenia-related terms. As mentioned in Section 3.4.2, several promising

candidates were detected which I will discuss in the following.

In total I detected 150 rare damaging variants that distributed among 25 genes. About one third

of these variants are located within two specific genes, ABCA13 and HSPG2. I identified 23 rare

variants across ABCA13, a susceptibility factor for both schizophrenia and bipolar disorder as

shown by Knight et al. [161] as well as 25 in HSPG2, which has been associated with childhood-

onset schizophrenia. Furthermore, I detected two non-synonymous SNP (rs2870984, rs3970559)

in PRODH (Proline Dehydrogenase 1), located in the 22q11.21 region, that have been associated

with schizophrenia susceptibility. Also, the chromosomal 22q11.2 region itself is a target of

excessive research that is known as a strong genetic risk factor for schizophrenia which will be

discussed later on.

When considering the accumulation of variants in ABCA13 and PRODH, one has to keep in mind

that both genes exceed the average human gene length of about 8.446 bp (s.d. = 7124) [162]. With

a total length of 476.050 bp, ABCA13 is currently the largest known gene of the ABC family

[163], while also PRODH comes up with 23.859 base pairs. Therefore, especially the amount of

variants found in ABCA13, is more likely due to the total gene length than due to the phenotypic

background. Nevertheless, given previous findings[161], a certain functional impact of these

variants seems to be plausible.

Another finding of relevance is the detected LoF variant in SEZ6. Seizure Related 6 Homolog

(SEZ6) is annotated as a childhood-onset schizophrenia risk gene that is necessary for balance

between dendrite elongation and branching during the elaboration of a complex dendritic arbor.

Furthermore it is assumed to be involved in the development of appropriate excitatory synaptic

connectivity [164]. Function, variant type and previous study results clearly suggest an increased

impact of this variant on neuronal functions, e.g. the neuronal cytoskeleton (See Section 5.2).

4.1.6.4 The 22q11.2 deletion and its association to schizophrenia

Until today, the strongest known molecular genetic risk factor for schizophrenia is the 22q11.2

deletion syndrome. Schizophrenia occurs in about 25% of cases that were diagnosed with this

deletion located close to the center of chromosome 22 [165].

Due to this strong association between both phenotypes, I analysed chromosome 22 for the

presence of long deletions. As shown in the results section, I did not detect any homozygous

deletion that spanning the relevant positions. This comes as no surprise due to the low prevalence

of the 22q11.2 deletion in the general population (1/4000-1/6000) [166]. In addition, no 22q11.2

deletion phenotype was noted during sample recruitment, supporting this observation. Still, the

strong association between the 22q11.2 and schizophrenia implicates the assumption that several

schizophrenia related genes are located within this genomic region. Therefore, also deletions that

only partially affect this specific locus might be of disease-relevance.

As shown in Table 3.4, especially the heterozygous deletion starting at position 21,057,064 (Fig-
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ure 3.17) which is located close to the boundary between 22q11.21 and 22q11.22 seems to be

a promising candidate. It affects a total of 765 kilo bases including 14 genes. Among others

these includes genes like CRKL, LZTR1 and PIK4CA that all have been found to play important

neurological roles [167–169].

Especially CRKL (CRK Like Proto-Oncogene, Adaptor Protein), a gene that is known to be

haploinsufficient, is associated with dysfunction of the neural crest cells when being affected by

mutation i.e deletion of one copy [167].

LZTR1, another gene included within the 765kb deletion, encodes a protein exclusively localized

to the Golgi network helping to stabilise the Golgi complex [170]. Previous research investigating

LZTR1 and the Golgi complex established a strong association between Golgi apparatus and neu-

ronal phenotypes causes by the 22qDS [171]. PIK4CA (phosphatidyl-inositol-4-kinase-catalytic-a)

is a gene that was repeatedly reported harbouring schizophrenia-associated SNPs concluding

that it may be involved as one of various genetic factors that contribute to schizophrenia [169].

Altogether, this analysis showed that within the 22q11.2 region multiple genes with neurological

functions can be found in the analysed cohort. On the one hand, this supports the causal relation

to the 22qDS and on the other hand, the strong association between 22qDS and schizophrenia.

4.1.7 Variant distribution and frequency of deleterious events

In the previous sections, I discussed multiple distinct variant types and their effects on genes and

pathways. In the following, I will provide an overview about the distribution of these variants

across the analysed samples and discuss the overall frequency of the mutation events detected

compared to the neutral expectation and in the context of recent literature.

As shown in Figure 4.1, the distribution of the mutation events largely varies depending on the

respective type. A new genetic knockout of a gene caused by LoF variants typically occurs in

about one third of all trio samples. Multiple knockouts were only seen rarely. Given that the

overall frequency of LoF variants is in accordance with literature [145], it can be assumed that

the amount of de novo knockouts, that are not present in the respective parents, does not deviate

from the expectation.

The situation changes when considering de novo variants. Here, as discussed earlier (Section

4.1.1), the frequency of de novo events is significantly increased compared to the neutral expecta-

tion. Accordingly, rare deleterious de novo mutations can be found in about 75% of all trio samples.

This increase of de novo mutations has been described earlier by multiple studies [49, 51].

In contrast to the LoF and de novo variants, a statement about compound heterozygous variants

cannot be made easily. Here, various parameter directly influence the final set of variants. First

and foremost, the calling of compound heterozygous variants relies on phased genotypes. Since

phasing of non-trio samples is often a complex process and not always possible, a clear reference

value for the frequency of compound heterozygous variants can not be obtained from the data

or literature. Also, since the variants are not easily detectable, it can be assumed that the false
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negative rate is increased. Instead, a control cohort would be required to compare the values

on a common basis. Nevertheless, it can be noted that rare deleterious compound heterozygous

variants are found in almost all samples, with most of them carrying more than one.

Variants affecting PPI sites were found in about one third of all samples. Based on the total

number of variants found in the schizophrenia cohort, the number of known PPI interfering

variants and the number of bases in the sequencing capture kit, this is a significant increase

compared to the neutral expectation (p=2.281×10−13). This is surprising as one would assume

that protein interaction sites should be highly conserved and under strong purifying selection.

Still, the observation should be validated using an independent sample set using processed under

similar conditions.

In contrast to the Edgetics approach, no reference database is available when considering genes

with increased genetic burden. Since this approach is based on a custom pipeline that was devel-

oped during this work, no references are available. Therefore no conclusion about the frequency of

these events can be drawn without an appropriate control cohort. Concerning absolute numbers,

about 50% of all trio samples carried between 10 and 15 genes that showed an increased genetic

load compared to their healthy parents.

The last category to be discussed, are the known variants annotated in ClinVar. In my study,

slightly more than 50% of all affected samples carry at least one variant associated with

schizophrenia or related terms. This, however, is not surprising as these annotated variants

are not required to be rare. Consequently, common variants are included that exist in healthy

individuals, too.

Summarising on this point, it is clear that in order to obtain reliable statements about deviat-

ing frequencies, a well-selected control cohort is necessary. Only with comparable underlying

data processing, accurate conclusions can be made. Still, the increased rate of de novo variants

seems reasonable in the context of previous published research. A full sample-specific overview

providing exact counts for all variation types is shown in Table 8.1.

4.1.8 Enrichment Analysis

In order to gather a comprehensive set of candidate genes that are putatively linked to causative

pathways of schizophrenia, I performed various distinct analyses covering multiple aspects of

the mutational spectrum. As a result, the list of candidates quickly grows to an extent that is no

longer feasible for manual inspection. Therefore, dedicated gene enrichment methods can be used

to make sense out of genes lists in an effort to gain a more general data insight. Accordingly, I

used two different approaches (WebGestalt and DNENRICH) to detect overrepresented biological

pathways and groups.
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Figure 4.1: Distribution and frequency of six variant types among schizophrenia samples. For each
investigated type, the amount of cases is indicated that is affected by the respective number of
events. For de novo knockout (LoF), de novo Variants, Edgetics and ClinVar this event corresponds
to the amount of actual SNPs or Indels that were found. For compound heterozygous variants
the number indicates the amount of heterozygous variant pairs that were detected as compound
heterozygous. In case of the genetic burden analysis, the values indicate the number of genes with
increased genetic burden. Subplots for de novo knockout, de novo variants and genetic burden
are based on trio cases only. Compound heterozygous, Edgetics and ClinVar include the complete
cohort.
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4.1.8.1 Significant GO categories and their relevance for schizophrenia

In total, 16 GO terms across all three categories (Biological process, Molecular function, Cellular

component) were found with a significant enrichment of candidate genes. In the following, I will

briefly discuss the categories in order of decreasing enrichment significance (WebGestalt). All GO

term definitions were retrieved from AmiGO2 [114].

Motor activity (GO:0003774)

Def.: "Catalysis of the generation of force resulting either in movement along a microfilament or

microtubule, or in torque resulting in membrane scission, coupled to the hydrolysis of a nucleoside

triphosphate."

Pvalue WebGesalt: 5.97×10−13, Pvalue DNENRICH: 1.13×10−4

The motor activity category includes a large variety of genes since inter- and intra-cellular cargo

transport requires the involvement of molecular motors. The three main classes of molecular

motors, the kinesin, dynein, and myosin superfamily all play fundamental roles in neuronal

function, plasticity, morphogenesis and transport of synaptic vesicle precursors, neurotransmitter

and neurotrophic factor receptors within axons, dendrites, and synapses making them a critical

component involved in neuronal disease pathogenesis [172]. Here I found a total of 25 unique

motor proteins distributed among all three molecular motor superfamilies, making this the top

enrichment hit with a strong connection towards neuronal malfunction.

Actin binding (GO:0003779)

Def.: "Interacting selectively and non-covalently with monomeric or multimeric forms of actin,

including actin filaments."

Pvalue WebGesalt: 3.79×10−9, Pvalue DNENRICH: 1.13×10−4

Microfilaments, also called actin filaments, are filaments in the cytoplasm of eukaryotic cells

that form part of the cytoskeleton. They are found in essentially all eukaryotic cells. As a result,

actin binding proteins are not necessarily involved in any neurological or schizophrenia-relevant

pathways. Still, a certain part of actin binding proteins plays a major role in dendritic spine

formation, morphology, and function. These dendritic spines are actin-rich protrusions that

comprise the postsynaptic sites of synapses and receive the majority of excitatory synaptic

inputs in the central nervous system [173]. The actin binding proteins that were found to be

disrupted within this study include various proteins with important neuronal functions like

spectrin, dystonin and myosin as well as TRIOBP that has been implicated to be an element of

the neuropathology of a multiple of chronic mental illnesses like schizophrenia [174].
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Contractile fiber (GO:0043292)

Def.: "Fibers, composed of actin, myosin, and associated proteins, found in cells of smooth or

striated muscle."

Pvalue WebGesalt: 5.14×10−6, Pvalue DNENRICH: 2.04×10−4

Due to the wide presence of cytoskeletal elements in eukaryotic cells and proteins that come

with basic functions in various cell types, it comes as no surprise that also potentially unrelated

gene groups are detected during enrichment analysis. In this case, the enrichment is more likely

to be explained by the overlap between this and the previously discussed motor activity and

actin binding classes. Genes unique to this biological gene set are less likely to be involved in

neuropathology of schizophrenia although it can not be ruled out in general.

Cilium (GO:0005929)

Def.: "A specialized eukaryotic organelle that consists of a filiform extrusion of the cell surface

and of some cytoplasmic parts. Each cilium is largely bounded by an extrusion of the cytoplasmic

(plasma) membrane, and contains a regular longitudinal array of microtubules, anchored to a

basal body."

Pvalue WebGesalt: 2.96×10−4, Pvalue DNENRICH: 1.13×10−4

Although neural cilia have been known to play a role in embryonic central nervous system

patterning, they have been overlooked for a long time. However due to recent scientific progress,

the cilium, especially the primary cilium, has gained attention within the field of neuroscience.

Results suggest that neurons may also sense and respond to their environment via the primary

cilium [175]. Furthermore, primary cilia formation was found to be diminished in schizophrenia

and bipolar disorder [176]. Here we found 35 genes associated to the cilium. Among others this

includes genes like RPGRIP1L that have been directly associated to schizophrenia [177].

ATPase activity (GO:0016887)

Def.: "Catalysis of the reaction: ATP + H2O −−−→ ADP + phosphate + 2H+. May or may not be

coupled to another reaction."

Pvalue WebGesalt: 1.93×10−3, Pvalue DNENRICH: 3.97×10−2

Similarly to the microtubule associated complex, also the enrichment of ATPase activity can

partially be explained by the frequently occurring motor proteins (14 out of 26) since they

usually require force-generating ATPase activity for performing cellular transport processes

[178]. Another group of genes classified into this set are ATP binding cassette (ABC) subfamily

members. Although connections between ABC proteins and schizophrenia are known [179], the

GO set is very unspecific providing little evidence for specific functional pathways.
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Actin cytoskeleton (GO:0015629)

Def.: "The part of the cytoskeleton (the internal framework of a cell) composed of actin and

associated proteins. Includes actin cytoskeleton-associated complexes."

Pvalue WebGesalt: 1.44×10−3, Pvalue DNENRICH: 6.11×10−4

In contrast to the previous group, the actin cytoskeleton defines a clear genetic landscape that is

know to play fundamental roles in establishment and maintenance of both dendritic arborizations

and spines. Alterations in the regulation of actin at dendritic spines have been shown to produce

deficits in both synaptic plasticity and the formation and consolidation of long-term memories

[180]. Although actin-specific motor and actin-binding proteins are present within this set of

genes, various additional genes are included that further suggest disruptions in the overall

cytoskeletal system. Among others this includes CGNL1 and CRYAB which have both been

brought into context of schizophrenia neuropathology [150, 181].

Extracellular matrix structural constituent (GO:0005201)

Def.: "The action of a molecule that contributes to the structural integrity of the extracellular

matrix."

Pvalue WebGesalt: 1.93×10−3, Pvalue DNENRICH: 2.07×10−2

On a first view, the term extracellular matrix seems to be not directly connected towards

schizophrenia or mental health in general. However, as shown by Berretta et al. brain ex-

tracellular matrix abnormalities may contribute to several aspects of the pathophysiology of

schizophrenia, including disrupted connectivity and neuronal migration, synaptic anomalies and

altered GABAergic, glutamatergic and dopaminergic neurotransmission [182]. Interestingly, the

most prominent gene family within this set are various forms of collagen. The loss of a prominent

member of this family, collagen XIX, results in decreased inhibitory synapse number and the

acquisition of schizophrenia-related behaviors [183]. Although disruptions in collagen XIX were

not found, the enrichment disruptions of multiple types (IV, VI, IX and XII) of collagen are

noteworthy.

Microtubule (GO:0005874)

Def.: "Any of the long, generally straight, hollow tubes of internal diameter 12-15 nm and

external diameter 24 nm found in a wide variety of eukaryotic cells; each consists (usually) of 13

protofilaments of polymeric tubulin, staggered in such a manner that the tubulin monomers are

arranged in a helical pattern on the microtubular surface, and with the alpha/beta axes of the

tubulin subunits parallel to the long axis of the tubule; exist in equilibrium with pool of tubulin

monomers and can be rapidly assembled or disassembled in response to physiological stimuli;

concerned with force generation, e.g. in the spindle."

Pvalue WebGesalt: 5.03×10−3, Pvalue DNENRICH: 5.28×10−4
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Given the previous results, the enrichment of microtubule GO group comes as no surprise. It

comprises elements from various already discussed groups like motor proteins, microtubule-based

movement and cilium, and adds further gene groups like tubulins (TTLL6, TUBB8).

Multicellular organismal homeostasis (GO:0048871)

Def.: "Any process involved in the maintenance of an internal steady state at the level of the

multicellular organism."

Pvalue WebGesalt: 1.18×10−2, Pvalue DNENRICH: 5.28×10−4

The enrichment of genes of the multicellular organismal homeostasis seems to be, in contrast to

most of the other categories, not specifically related to neuronal health. Although certain genes

(CNGB1, SCNN1A) with functions in voltage-gated sodium and ion channels are included, there

is, so far, no evidence for an involvement of this specific ontology group in the neuropathology of

schizophrenia.

Actin-based cell projection (GO:0098858)

Def.: "A cell projection supported by an assembly of actin filaments, and which lacks microtubules."

Pvalue WebGesalt: 2.80×10−2, Pvalue DNENRICH: 1.52×10−2

Cell projection is an important mechanism for many biological processes like the cell motility,

cancer-cell invasion, endocytosis, phagocytosis, exocytosis, pathogen infection, neurite extension

and cytokinesis. Due to this wide range of components, I did not detect any clear association

between the limited amount of categorized genes and neuronal processes suggesting that the

enrichment might be a byproduct of the enrichment of related categories.

Taste receptor activity (GO:0008527)

Def.: "Combining with soluble compounds to initiate a change in cell activity. These receptors are

responsible for the sense of taste."

Pvalue WebGesalt: 3.60×10−2, Pvalue DNENRICH: 5.28×10−4

The last category that reached statistical significance is the activity of taste receptors. So far,

there is no evidence for any kind of associations between this receptor type and mental health.

The enrichment clearly is most likely due to an accumulation of unrelated variants.

4.1.8.2 GO redundancy and genetic overlap

The hierarchical layout of GO terms consequently leads to a certain degree redundancy across

multiple GO terms. As a result, a specific set of core genes can lead to an enrichment of multiple

related terms without necessarily providing significant additional information. All terms that

were affected by this redundancy to a high degree are shown in Table 4.1 along with the respective

supersets.
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ID Name Description Pvalue Superset

GO:0007018 Microtubule-based move-
ment

"A microtubule-based process that results
in the movement of organelles, other mi-
crotubules, or other cellular components.
Examples include motor-driven movement
along microtubules and movement driven
by polymerization or depolymerization of
microtubules."

WG: 5.39×10−5

DR: 1.70×10−4
Motor activity

GO:0005875 Microtubule associated
complex

"Any multimeric complex connected to a
microtubule."

WG: 4.90×10−4

DR: 2.83×10−4
Motor activity

GO:0044420 Extracellular matrix
component

"Any constituent part of the extracellular
matrix, the structure lying external to one
or more cells, which provides structural
support for cells or tissues; may be com-
pletely external to the cell (as in animals)
or be part of the cell (as often seen in
plants)."

WG: 2.37×10−3

DR: 3.72×10−2
Extracellular matrix
structural constituent

GO:0005578 Proteinaceous extracel-
lular matrix

"A structure lying external to one or more
cells, which provides structural support,
biochemical or biomechanical cues for
cells or tissues."

WG: 5.03×10−3

DR: 1.63×10−2
Extracellular matrix
structural constituent

GO:0005581 Collagen trimer "A protein complex consisting of three col-
lagen chains assembled into a left-handed
triple helix. These trimers typically assem-
ble into higher order structures."

WG: 2.80×10−2

DR: 2.35×10−2
Extracellular matrix
structural constituent

Table 4.1: Enriched GO terms with high redundancy. GO term descriptions according AmiGO2
[114]. The pvalue column specifies the enrichment pvalues after multiple-testing correction (WG:
WebGestalt, DR: DNENRICH). Supersets indicate the GO set(s) that already covers most genes
from the respective set.

4.1.8.3 Summary

Overall, the enrichment analysis clearly draws a picture of enriched microtubule and actin-

related genes throughout all three GO categories (Biological process, Molecular function,Cellular

component) as seven of 16 significant groups are directly related to one of those components.

Motor activity genes play a crucial part due to the frequent occurrence of disrupted motor

proteins dynein, kinesin and myosin that were found during multiple independent analysis

steps. Additionally, several cytoskeletal (actin and microtubule) genes with clear associations to

schizophrenia were found during manual gene inspection. As shown in section 3.3.2, almost 2/3

of all samples carry at least a single variation type within a gene of the neuronal cytoskelton

(microtubule, actin cytoskeleton, motor activity sets). Taken together, these findings suggest that

the neuronal cytoskelton might play an important role in the neuropathology of schizophrenia

due to its involvement in various fundamental neurological mechanisms and pathways.
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THE NEURONAL CYTOSKELETON - A COMMON FEATURE

As shown in the previous sections, I applied a unique combination of bioinformatic methods,

selected to complement each other by probing differential aspects of the mutational spectrum.

Throughout these analyses, the neuronal cytoskeleton can be identified as a common feature

with an enrichment of various deleterious aberrations. In the following, I will provide more

information about the biological background of the neuronal cytoskeleton and discuss and group

my previous findings towards specific elements of the neuronal cytoskeleton.

5.1 Background: Neurodevelopment and the neuronal
cytoskeleton

Neurodevelopment is a long-term process and consists of several steps. During the embryonic and

adult neurogenesis, neuronal structures develop in multiple stages: cell proliferation, cell migra-

tion, and cell differentiation. During those steps, new neurons are generated that subsequently

migrate towards their final destination. These newly generated cells then acquire their complex

shape and specific connections by starting axon and dendrite outgrowth, establishing neuronal

transmitter transport and by forming synapses for neurotransmission during synaptogenesis.

These structures have to be maintained carefully to ensure the integrity of brain processes.

A multitude of those neuronal processes rely on the neuronal cytoskeleton. It consists out of

three main structures: microtubules, intermediate filaments (neurofilaments) and actin filaments

(Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1: (a,b) A neuron with the neuronal cytoskeleton, consisting out of three main structures:
microtubules (green), intermediate filaments (purple) and actin filaments (red). (c) The neuronal
axon, a membrane-bounded extension, in which microtubule and intermediate filaments form a
structural backbone that enables the transport of cargo (e.g. neurotransmitters) from the cell
body to the synapse. (d) The growth cone, an actin-supported extension of a developing neurite.
(e) A microtubule, formed like a hollow cylinder, consisting out of polymerised α- and β-tubulin
dimers. (f) Neurofilaments provide structural support for the axon and regulate the axon diameter.
(g) Actin filaments are arranged into networks and play a critical role in neuronal growth and
secretion. Figure taken from [184]
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5.1.1 The microtubule cytoskeleton, structural element and track for
neurotransmitter traffic

Microtubules are one of the major cytoskeletal components of neurons. They are essential for

many critical cellular and developmental processes like neuronal migration, polarity, and differ-

entiation.

The base of the microtubule cytoskeleton is the microtubule-organizing center, also called cen-

trosome. It provides the structural foundation for the microtubule array and also acts as the

primary microtubule nucleation site. The centrosome plays a major role during the neuronal

migration in which it stabilizes and directly regulates the movement of the neuron. Failures in

maintaining the proper position of the centrosome during the migration can lead to incorrect

placement of the neuron [185].

A well-known centrosomal protein previously associated with schizophrenia is disrupted-in-

schizophrenia 1 (DISC1). DISC1 interacts with several centrosomal proteins and plays an

important role in neuronal migration throughout the interaction with cytoplasmic dynein and the

stabilization of nucleus-centrosome coupling [186]. Another centrosomal protein Pericentriolar

material 1 (PCM1) which also has been associated with schizophrenia has important functions in

localization of centrosomal proteins and microtubule anchoring indicating the severe effects of

defects within the centrosomal system [185].

As microtubules have an intrinsic polarity, they also provide an ideal platform for directional

and structured component transport which is required for development and maintenance of

axonal and dendritic processes [187]. Motor proteins like kinesins and dyneins move along the

microtubule structures and deliver their cargo to specific cellular regions [172]. Further processes

in which microtubules are involved include the neurite initiation and outgrowth, the axon differ-

entiation, elongation and regeneration as well as dendritic spine morphodynamics and synapse

functioning [187].

Therefore microtubules have important functions not only during neurogenesis but also for

neuron operation by ensuring cell stability and the reliable vesicle transport that is crucial for

synapse activation.

5.1.2 Neurofilaments provide stability to mature axons

Neurofilaments are intermediate filaments found in neurons and are a major component of the

axonal cytoskeleton. Compared to actin filament protein (16 nm diameter) and tubulin (6 nm

diameter), they are an intermediate structure with a 10 nm diameter which explains the used

terminology [188]. Together with other cytoskeletal structures, neurofilaments provide structural

support for the axon and regulate the axon diameter [189]. Additionally, neurofilaments are also

associated with axonal growth and maintenance of neuronal homeostasis [190]. Thus, it is not

surprising that neurofilaments post-transcriptional gene regulation are assumed to play a role in

neurodegenerative diseases [191].
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5.1.3 Actin microfilaments play a critical role in dendritic spine modeling

Dendritic spines are tiny protrusions emerging from their parent dendrites. Dendrites of a single

neuron can contain hundreds to thousands of spines which can be found in different morphological

forms. Dendritic spines are able to store synaptic strength and help transmitting electrical signals

to the cell body. Within those spines, a network of actin filaments is located that forms various

kinds of higher order structures. These structures then ultimately determine the shape of the

dendritic spine. Interestingly, it has been shown that dynamics of actin filaments are co-regulated

with microtubule dynamics that might be essential for temporal and local regulation of dendritic

spines. Actin dynamics are especially important since dendritic spines show plastic morphological

changes depending on synaptic activity. It has also been noted that several neuropsychiatric,

neurodevelopmental and neurodegenerative diseases show alterations in the morphology of

dendritic spines [192].

5.2 The neuronal cytoskeleton and schizophrenia

As shown in the previous sections, the neuronal cytoskeleton is known to be an integral component

for maintaining various neurological processes starting from embryonic and adult neurogenesis

up to cell proliferation, cell migration, and cell differentiation. Therefore, variants affecting these

pathways and processes can have severe effects on neurological functions and mental health.

In my work, I find that the identified mutations particularly affect two main components of the

neuronal cytoskeleton: microtubules and actin filaments. In terms of function, the affected genes

can be assigned to certain groups, each responsible for specific neuronal processes like stability,

transport or migration.

5.2.1 Microtubule stability, dynamics and the microtubule-organizing center

Microtubules are one of the major cytoskeletal components of neurons. They are essential for

many critical cellular and developmental processes like neuronal migration, polarity, and differ-

entiation.

The structural base of the microtubule cytoskeleton is the microtubule-organizing center, also

called centrosome. The microtubule-organising center has critical functions in diverse neurodevel-

opmental processes. Here I identified mutations in several genes (e.g. CCDC15, CCP110, CEP192,

CEP350, CUL7, DLG1, TUBB8) that were previously reported to be involved in this central

organising element or directly affect microtubule stability and dynamics.

Especially centrosomal proteins like CEP192, which is expressed in multiple brain tissues, is

known to play essential roles in microtubule organisation and stability throughout its interaction

with NEDD1, AURKA and CYLD. [193].

Similar functions are accomplished by CUL7, whose depletion results in altered microtubule

dynamics [153]. It is highly expressed in the cerebellar brain and furthermore plays a role in
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Figure 5.2: Regulation of synaptic glutamate receptors by PDZ proteins. PDZ proteins are
characterised by a PSD-95/SAP-90, Discs-large, ZO-1 homologous domian (PDZ) motifs [194].
The synaptic targeting of AMPA receptors requires stargazin binding to PDZ proteins like
SAP97/DLG1. In contrast to NMDA receptors, the expression of AMPA receptors is dynamically
regulated depending on synapse activity. Figure taken from [194].

neural dendrite patterning and growth [154]. I also identified CUL7 as hub protein within the

candidate PPI interaction network (Figure 3.13). Interestingly, another identified hub protein,

Striatin (STRN), has also been shown to play a role in modulating microtubule dynamics and is

assumed to play a role in dendritic Ca(2+) signaling [152].

Another gene contributing to the dynamics of the microtubule network is DLG1/SAP97 that

is located at the schizophrenia-susceptibility locus 3q29 [195]. DLG1 modulates microtubules

by dynein interactions [196] and has also been shown to interact with glutamate receptors

(Figure 5.2) and form trafficking complexes that transport receptors along dendritic microtubules

[197]. Additionally, Uezato et al. [195] found reduced cortical expression levels in patients with

early-onset schizophrenia carrying a newly identified splicing variant of DLG1.

5.2.2 Microtubule-based transport

Whereas the microtubule-organizing center and microtubule stability and dynamics have an

important role in maintaining the overall structure of the microtubule network, motor proteins

are required for driving and organizing the transport of various cargo along the microtubule
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Figure 5.3: Model with Kif13a knockout. With functional 5HT1A receptor transport organised
by Kif13a along microtubules, serotonin uptake is maintained at the dendrites. A knockout of
Kif13a prevents this transportation of the receptors and consequently the transmission of signals.
The released serotonin molecules remain in the synaptic cleft. Figure taken from [198]

structures. Here I found mutations in several kinesin (KIF13A, KIF13B, KIF1C, KIF20B) and

axonemal and cytoplasmic dynein motor proteins as well as in the cytoskeletal linker protein

dystonin that are all related to the microtubule-based transport.

Kinesins, like KIF13A, mediate the anterograde transport along the microtubules towards

synapses. In the specific case of KIF13A, the transported cargo is assumed to be the Serotonin

Type 1A Receptor (5HT1A), as a study of Zhou et al. [198] showed that 5HT1A receptors are not

properly transported in Kif13a-/- neurons using a mouse model (Figure 5.3). As a consequence,

there is no serotonin uptake at the dendrites. Although I did not find a complete KIF13A-knockout,

several patients accumulated deleterious variants across KIF13A which might result in disrupted

5HT1A receptor transport. Another example how mutations in motor proteins can affect crucial

cellular processes, is a protein of the same family, KIF13B. The kinesin family member 13B is

known as a molecular motor required for the trafficking of vascular endothelial growth factor

receptor 2 (VEGFR2) that is involved in axonal wiring [199, 200] and therefore can play an

essential role in brain development and maintenance.

In contrast to anterograde transport, the retrograde transport is mainly organized by cytoplasmic

dynein. In this present study I did find only one disrupted cytoplasmic dynein (DYNC2H1)

but nine axonemal dyneins which are mostly found in cilia and flagella. Although axonemal
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dyneins are not directly associated with the microtubule-based transport like their cytoplasmic

counterparts, a number of studies have shown that especially the primary cilia are critical

for a number of brain processes, like the neural tube development, neuronal migration and

differentiation [201]. Notably, also the well-established schizophrenia candidate gene DISC1 is

implicated in the formation and/or maintenance of the primary cilia as well as the targeting

of dopamine receptors to the ciliary surface [202]. Still, I did find a de novo mutation within

dystonin (DST). Dystonin is assumed to take part in the retrograde axonal transport [203]. A

loss of function of this cytoskeletal linker protein has been shown to cause neurodegeneration in

dystonia musculorum (dt) mutant mice [204] and was also previously linked to schizophrenia

[205, 206].

5.2.3 Neuronal migration

Like transport, also neuronal migration critically relies on the stable underlying microtubule

network in order to direct the movement of the neuron towards its final destination. Here, we

identified three genes (IFT74, KIF20B, RPGRIP1L) that contribute to this essential neurodevel-

opmental process. RPGRIP1L, which is also located in the microtubule organizing center, has

been associated with the coordination of migration and placement of neurons in the developing

cerebral cortex as a knockdown of this and several other ciliopathy genes lead to a retarded

neuronal migration [207]. Accordingly, RPGRIP1L was reported to be essential for normal brain

development [208].

IFT74 (Intraflagellar Transport 74) is the second gene I identified to take part in neuronal

migration. ITF74 has been shown to be a critical factor in neuronal migration throughout its

interaction with PAX6 (Paired Box 6) [209]. PAX6, which is widely expressed in the central

nervous system, regulates the regional development and neuronal migration in the cerebral

cortex and was suspected to be involved in paranoid schizophrenia [209–211]. ITF74 has there-

fore been identified as a regulatory element of neurogenesis [209]. The last gene I identified is

another member of the kinesin motor protein family, KIF20B. Sapir et al. [212] showed that

KIF20B promotes the polarization of migrating primary hippocampal and pyramidal neurons

throughout its cargo Shootin1 by using a knockout approach. Furthermore, it was concluded that

Shootin1/KIF20B most likely act in the same genetic pathway [212].

5.2.4 Actin-based processes

Next to the microtubules, the actin cytoskeleton is required for neuronal processes like transport

or the formation of dendrites and dendritic spines. Here, I identified several mutated genes

involved in actin-related pathways that may lead to critical neuronal dysregulations or functional

deficiencies.

Dendritic spines play an important role during neuronal signal transmission and neuron connec-

tivity. Here I particularly found disruptions in IQGAP2, a gene that has been shown to be a key
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regulator of dendritic spine number [213]. As a result, it was concluded that IQGAP1 contributes

to the cognitive deficiencies in brain disorders [213]. Additionally, IQGAP1 is also an important

component of N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDAR), a major glutamate receptor subtype.

Disruptions of NMDAR function lead to altered neurodevelopment and therefore may be involved

in progression and development of schizophrenia [214].

Besides, I identified another disrupted gene, TRIOBP, that, via its interaction with TRIO, indi-

rectly regulates neural tissue development and controls actin cytoskeleton organization. It has

also been shown that the 3’ splice variant TRIOBP-1 aggregates in differentiated neurons of the

brain in post mortem brain samples from schizophrenia patients and may directly affect cell

development [174].

As for the microtubule-based transport, I also find disruptions in actin-based transport proteins,

myosin IA, VIIB, IXA and VC, which are actin-based motor molecules with ATPase activity.

Especially MYO1A, that is involved in directing the movement of organelles along actin fila-

ments may play an important role. Rare mutations in MYO1A have been identified with autism

[215] and it also directly interacts with the classical schizophrenia candidate gene disrupted in

schizophrenia 1 (DISC1). Also MYO7B which has been associated with antipsychotic treatment

response [216] and MYO9A that is assumed to regulate neuronal morphology and function, seem

to be relevant targets for further investigations. Interestingly, heterozygous knockouts of MYO9A

have been found to lead to decreased food intake (Table 3.3) in mice which can be a symptom of

schizophrenia [119].

5.2.5 Cases with disrupted neuronal cytoskeleton

As shown in the previous sections, multiple findings indicate the enrichment of genetic disruptions

within genes of the neuronal cytoskeleton. In order to determine the fraction of schizophrenia

patients that might be explained by such genetic variants, I generated the sample-specific counts

for affected genes of the neuronal cytoskeleton. As presented in Section 3.3.2, almost 2/3 of all

samples carry at least a single damaging variation type within a gene of the neuronal cytoskeleton.

Clearly, with the increasing number of affected genes, the chance of a significant impact on the

phenotype rises. Based on the observed numbers (Figure 3.16), two main statements can be

inferred.

Firstly, the point that 2/3 of all samples carry damaged neuronal cytoskeleton genes indicates

that about 1/3 of the patients are unaffected. Clearly, for these individuals an alternative needs to

be found in order to explain the phenotype. Although some causal mutations might be lost during

data processing or simply follow a different and so far not analysed mechanism, one third of the

samples seem to possess a genetically intact neuronal cytoskeleton. This observation supports

the assumption about the importance of each individual genetic background, a fundamental basis

of the personalised medicine.

Secondly, the other side of the sample spectrum contains multiple individuals with a high number
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of cytoskeleton disruptions. Still, the interpretation is not straight forward. Eventhough the

observed numbers indicate the existence of several individuals that might be explained by

malfunctions of the neuronal cytoskeleton, a causal relation cannot be drawn by sequence data

alone. As a result, it is not feasible to specify the exact samples that can be explained by the

presented theory without further investigations.

Another noteworthy aspect that can be considered is the age of schizophrenia onset in cases

with disruptions in the neuronal cytoskeleton. Based on the available data of the included trio

patients (Figure 3.5) and literature [217], schizophrenia typically emerges in late adolescence

and early adulthood. Therefore one could ask the question whether these disruptions only have

an impact after adolescence. While this could potentially be the case, the crucial roles of the

neuronal cytoskeleton in various neurodevelopmental processes such as neuronal migration

and neurogenesis, an earlier impact of these variants seems plausible. As shown in Figure 1.2,

early disturbances in the neuronal development can accumulate over time and might lead to a

psychotic phenotype after adolescence. Such a model could also be assumed for schizophrenia

cases with disruptions in the neuronal cytoskeleton.
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TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

Next to the biological interpretation and discussion of the results presented, several technical

issues exist that are essential to understand and assess the validity of the findings. In the

following sections, I will outline multiple important technical aspects that influenced the outcome

of this study.

6.1 Data quality

As described in Section 3.1 and shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, the overall quality of the used

sequencing data met the requirements that allow an appropriate analysis of NGS data. Although

slight differences in terms of target region coverage between the two data subsets (Eurofins and

TUM Weihenstephan) were detected, both sets could be combined into a single comprehensive

data set. Overall, all investigated quality and statistical parameters (e.g. base quality, mapping

quality, amount of total variation) matched the expectations for standard high-quality Illumina

sequencing data.

6.2 PCR duplicates - PCR effect or reading same the fragment
twice

PCR duplicates are a common problem and widely discussed issue in NGS data analysis. PCR

duplicates are typically defined as sequence reads that result from sequencing two or more copies

of the exact same DNA fragment. While in the best case, this will only result in an amplification

of the correct genomic DNA sequence, it can also contain erroneous mutations introduced during

PCR amplification. While on the one hand, leaving such PCR duplicates untouched can introduce
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false positive variants, PCR duplicate removal can lead to a large loss of data and possible true

positive variants. Here, I will briefly present both positions with regard to current literature and

discuss my decision not to remove PCR duplicates during the analysis of this dataset.

Typically, sequence reads are tagged as PCR duplicates whenever they have the same exact start

position in the genome with small differences depending on the applied software. For example,

Picards MarkDuplicates identifies read pairs that have the exact same 5’ start position in the

mapping as duplicates. In this case, the read pair with the highest sum of base qualities with

Q ≥ 15 will be kept. All other reads will be marked as duplicates which removes them from all

further analysis steps.

The point why one would want to remove such artefacts is mostly motivated by false positive

variant calls. If a mutation is introduced during one of the early steps of read amplification, this

variant will occur in multiple reads, most likely leading to heterozygous or even homozygous

variant call. To avoid this, PCR duplicates have to be removed. The obvious advantage is that the

remaining variant calls have a fewer chance of being sequencing errors.

Still, it is clear that two reads that have identical mapping positions do not necessarily represent

the same underlying cDNA fragment. Reads might have internal variation that indicate e.g.

alternative isoforms or are simply due to different maternal and paternal alleles of a diploid

genome. Removing duplicates purely on the basis of mapping coordinates has the disadvantage

that it is not possible to distinguish between such cases. But depending on the data set, one will

lose about 10 % of the actual sequence data.

Interestingly, a recent publication by Ebbert et al. [218] compared variant datasets when us-

ing Picard MarkDuplicates for duplicate removal, SAMTools for duplicate removal, or leaving

duplicates untouched. The authors showed that there is no significant effect on the accuracy

of subsequent variant datasets, raising the question whether PCR duplicate removal is truly

necessary or not.

Based on the information presented, I decided to not remove PCR duplicates during this analysis.

Although this might introduce false variant calls in the raw set of mutations, these artefacts can

still be removed during later stages of filtering. Furthermore, by this approach, no true data will

be lost due to wrong assumptions.

6.3 Phasing strategy and its impact on variant calling

Genotype phasing is a crucial part of every analysis that tries to detect complex variants like

de novo or compound heterozygous variants. In both cases, knowledge about the underlying

haplotype blocks is necessary to accurately determine these variants (Figure 6.1).

Depending on the available data, there are multiple ways to achieve this goal. While for complete

family datasets (e.g. trio or quad studies) the presence of the parental genomes can be used for

deciphering the correct genotype phase, individual genomes can be phased by using read-backed
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of haplotype phasing. By aligning reads against the refer-
ence genome, a set of genotypes can be determined. Throughout phasing, the respective haplo-
types are extracted. Now, it is possible to call more complex variants like compound heterozygous
variants (e.g. Var2 + Var3 and Var2 + Var4)

and reference-panel approaches. In my study, I applied all of these methods to obtain phased

genotypes for all available samples including trio and individual samples. In the following, I will

briefly discuss these strategies and how they influence downstream analyses.

The easiest and best scenario is the family-phasing, in which one has access to all relevant

genomes (e.g. patient and parental genomes). In this case, the genotype phase of the subject

can often directly be inferred by looking at the parental sites. This typically leads to the most

accurate phasing results. In addition, this type of phasing is independent of genotype frequencies.

A typical scenario in which this type of phasing is not able to determine the phase are so-called

’triple het sites’. In this case, all three samples have heterozygous genotypes which makes it

impossible to determine the genotype phase based on this information alone.

For individual subjects, a more sophisticated approach is required due to the absence of supporting

parental genomes. In order to cope with this situation, two potential information sources can be

used: the actual read data or reference panels.

Physical phasing using sequence read data allows to determine whether certain variants are

within the same haplotype block. This information is obtained when variants are observed within

a single read fragment (Figure 6.1 (Var3 and Var4)). This approach is feasible for variants that

are located close to each other but gets more and more complex with increasing distance between

variants. In this case, multiple additional variants with supporting read data are necessary to

provide a direct connection between two variants of interest. Depending on sequence depth and
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Strategy Target Requirements

Family-based
Phasing

All variant types Only available in family studies

Read-based
Phasing

All variant types Requires high sequence depth and
long read length

Reference
Panel Phasing

Mostly common
variants

Not well suited for rare variants

Table 6.1: Overview about the three different phasing strategies that were used during this work,
as well as their requirements and primary phasing targets.

read length this often limits the number of variants than can be phased.

An alternative approach to this challenge is the usage of phased reference panels. Population-

based phasing methods work by pooling linkage disequilibrium information across individuals.

In contrast to read-based methods, they are independent of the actual read data but mostly rely

on common variants that occur with a high frequency within the respective population. For the

variants included, haplotype information is then inferred from the overall population providing

an accurate mechanism for improved phasing accuracy.

Conclusively, all three methods that were applied in the course of this study (Section 2.2.4) can

provide access to reliable phasing information but also come with certain drawbacks that directly

influence downstream analyses (Table 6.1).

6.4 The influence of sample size on research conclusions

Schizophrenia sequencing studies in recent years by Purcell et al. [57] and Sekar et al. [219]

have shown that often huge datasets comprising several thousand individuals are used when

investigating schizophrenia genetics. Based on this fact, the question arises whether sequencing

studies lacking this amount of data are expected to produce reliable results.

When discussing this question, it is inevitable to consider the genetic background of schizophrenia.

As shown in Section 1.3.5, schizophrenia is assumed to be, for a large part, caused by various

genetic variants that, in combination, explain this complex phenotype.

As a result, a larger sequencing cohort will consequently increase the probability of finding a

significant fraction of the underlying rare functional variants. Still, also medium-sized studies,

comparable to the presented one, should be able to detect ultra rare variants if a causal connection

to the phenotype exists. If a causal relation between a certain variant and the phenotype exists,

a clear bias towards this genetic mutation should be detectable.

Another aspect to consider is the definition of schizophrenia itself. As stated earlier, schizophrenia

is rather a spectrum disorder, a composition of multiple phenotypes, instead of a clearly defined

and distinct disease. Due to this characteristics, a cohort of several hundred individuals might in
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fact contain multiple genetic subgroups depending on the study design. Therefore, even a smaller

but well selected group of phenotypic-homogeneous individuals can increase the overall chance of

detecting causal variants specific to this genetic subtype. This also holds true for ethnic groups

that are often mixed during larger meta-studies. Although the integration of multiple datasets

focusing on specific populations could increase detection power, it also carries the risk of diluting

genetic signals.

6.5 Association vs. Causation

Association does not imply causation. This undeniable fact is a decisive factor in the evaluation

of research results, as these two terms can easily be confused. An example for the relationship

between both terms is the observation that people who daily drink more than 4 cups of coffee

have a decreased chance of developing skin cancer. Obviously, this does not necessarily imply

that coffee confers resistance to cancer. Instead, it could be assumed that people who drink a lot

of coffee work indoors for long hours and thus have little exposure to the sun. Since increased

sun exposure is known to increase skin cancer risk, the reduced amount of radiation leads to an

decreased chance of developing skin cancer. Consequently, the initial observation is insufficient

for inferring a direct causal link between coffee consumption and skin cancer. It merely suggest a

common cause or some kind of direct or indirect relationship. Thus, association does not imply

causation [220]. Likewise, the observed association of a given variant and a specific trait does not

necessarily indicate a causal relation. The observed variation might be in a linkage disequilibrium

with various other variants that explain the detected signal.

As a result, the aim of a research project that investigates the genetic causes of any disease

clearly should be to determine the exact genetic factors that contribute to the overall disease risk.

Although for monogenetic diseases this goal appears feasible, diseases affecting mental health

are often far more complex. Therefore, genetic associations are often the primary starting point

for each comprehensive analysis. To avoid misleading associations that are only side-effects of

the causal connection, single associated targets must be placed in an overall context. This can be

achieved by a multitude of methods depending on the actual research aims.

Clearly, the genetics of schizophrenia are far more complex compared to monogentic diseases.

True causal connections are, and will be hard to detect. In this study I used several methods

(Sections 3.3, 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 5.2) to set the found associations into context of biology and

previous studies. Still, without experimental validation the proposed findings will need further

investigation to confirm their relevance and correctness. Nevertheless, it is an important step

that leads the way from raw associations into the direction of true causation.
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6.6 Candidate genes in schizophrenia

When investigating genetic diseases, candidate genes or variants are often the result of several

studies. They represent the core findings of many research papers and are often used as a starting

point for follow-up analyses. For many mono-genetic diseases that are caused by a single gene

or just few variants, this approach helps to identify putative targets which then easily can be

experimentally verified. However in case of complex disease (e.g. schizophrenia) in which many

factors contribute to the disease risk, a candidate gene approach can often result in numerous

potential targets. In addition, most research projects are based on private data and use in-house

or custom pipelines results which introduces a second degree of variance. As a consequence, three

major problems arise: the lack of reproducibility, the constant increase of putative candidates

and the specific characteristics of associated variants/genes.

In case of schizophrenia the lack of reproducibility has been described for 25 well-known historical

candidate loci that were assumed to have strong associations with the disease by two recent stud-

ies [221, 222]. In both cases, the authors concluded that there is no evidence that schizophrenia

candidate genes are more associated with schizophrenia than non-candidate genes. As a result,

many candidate genes that appear to contribute to the genetic risk of the schizophrenia spectrum

could turn out as false positives.

The second issue is related to the complexity of the disease. Due the assumption that probably

more than 100 genes are potential schizophrenia risk factors, the number of proposed candidate

genes quickly rises. A recently established database for schizophrenia genes SZGR 2.0 [223]

collected candidates from multiple sources by systematic review and curation of multiple lines of

evidence. At the time of publication, the SZGR database included about 4200 common variants

reported in genome-wide association studies, more than 1000 de novo mutations discovered by

large-scale sequencing of family samples, 215 genes spanning rare and replication copy number

variations, 99 genes overlapping with linkage regions, 240 differentially expressed genes, 4651

differentially methylated genes and 49 genes as antipsychotic drug targets [223].

Although the SZGR database is just one source of candidate genes, this provides a good impression

about the current state of candidate genes in schizophrenia research. Each year, new putative

candidates are found, further enlarging the pool of schizophrenia-associated genes. An obvious

problem of this development is that overall group of candidates includes many false positive

signals making it difficult for researches to discriminate between a potential true candidate and

a more likely false positive.

The last issue are the special characteristics of schizophrenia-associated variants and genes.

Due to the multifactorial nature of the disease, causal variations that contribute to the disease

might appear in non-affected individuals as well. Assuming a model in which a certain threshold

of disease-contributing variants has be to be exceeded to cause the phenotype, such variants

would also be present in the general healthy population. This is in strong contrast to monogenetic

diseases, where it is generally assumed that a single pathogenic variant occurs only in affected
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individuals. As a result, the detection of candidates genes becomes even more difficult.
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CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The term ’schizophrenia’ describes a mental illness that can affect many aspect of life. Worldwide,

more than 21 million people suffer from its severe consequences. Numerous research studies are

conducted each year, providing new insights into this medical phenomenon. Throughout the help

of twin and family studies, it was shown that schizophrenia, for a large part, is determined by

human genetics [4]. However, the specific genetic factors that cause the disease are still subject

of discussion.

Due to the steady progress of DNA sequencing technologies that have been established during

recent years, it has now become possible to analyse human genetics in large scale. These ad-

vances enable researchers to uncover previously unknown genetic links and their connections to

schizophrenia. Within the course of this dissertation, I examined the genetics of well-selected

schizophrenia trios and additional individual patients in order to gain novel insights into this

complex disease. By applying a unique set of bioinformatic methods that cover the investigation

of a broad range of genetic variant types, I made use of state-of-the-art technology to establish

novel links between genes and the schizophrenia phenotype.

7.1 Schizophrenia and the neuronal cytoskeleton

Throughout my thesis, I was able to analyse the full set of provided patient data in a compre-

hensive and profound way. By doing so, I compiled a set of candidate genes, each related to

schizophrenia by specific links, build by various applied methods and tools. This included the

analysis of de novo variants, compound heterozygous and LoF mutations as well as more general

investigations like the Edgetics and Genetic Burden approach.

Overall, I found 468 of such candidates. To make sense out of this comprehensive list and to

reduce the effect of false positive findings, I projected the raw list of genes into the broader context
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of genetic networks and pathways. By doing so, I was able to reveal an over-representation of

mutated genes within the neuronal cytoskeleton which is essential for a multitude of neurological

processes like neurotransmitter transport, neuronal migration and the formation of dendrites

and dendritic spines. These results suggest a potential link between malfunctions of the neuronal

cytoskeleton and schizophrenia.

7.2 Novelty of the work and contribution to the field of
schizophrenia

Through the decades, schizophrenia research has led to various hypotheses about its etiology and

pathophysiology, each trying to explain the processes related to the disease. While some of these

might remain pure hypothesis, several tend to complement each other, contributing to solving

the puzzle of schizophrenia. In this work, I presented a broader picture of schizophrenia and its

connections to the neuronal cytoskeleton. Although the idea of the neuronal cytoskeleton as a

potential therapeutical target in neurodegenerative diseases and schizophrenia was published

earlier [224], so far, no comprehensive analysis provided further evidence for this connection.

Throughout the multi-layer approach, combining various methods and tools, I provided new

insights and a potential hypothesis for explaining certain aspects of schizophrenia. Due to the

essential functions of the neuronal cytoskeleton in numerous neuronal pathways and processes

including neurotransmission, the hypothesis fits well to previously published models like the

dopamine hypothesis of schizophrenia that strongly rely on neurotransmission malfunctions

(See Section 1.3.3.3). A study performed by Gabriel et al. also showed that dopamine trans-

porter recycling relies on a dynamin-dependent mechanism that acts in concert with the actin

cytoskeleton [225] which further supports the close relation between both components. More

recent findings that focus on specific gene sets like the NMDA receptors or the activity-regulated

cytoskeleton-associated protein (ARC) can also be brought into context with the neuronal cy-

toskeleton [226, 227].

Nevertheless, it has to be taken into account, that the present study was performed on a limited

amount of samples. In order to validate the presented findings, it will be necessary to incorporate

large sample sets, similar to the present large scale studies of Sekar et al., Purcell et al. or Ripke

et al. [57, 112, 219].

7.3 Limitations and future directions

All studies have limitations. In the following, I conclude on the most important ones that affected

this study and will provide recommendations and ideas for further work and follow-up research.
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Phenotyping

The number of samples included in a study is an obvious, but sometimes misleading criterium

in order to assess the scientific value of a certain study. While large studies clearly improve the

overall statistical power and the probability to detect rare variants, it is inevitable to maintain

and improve patient phenotyping. Especially for disorders like schizophrenia, which rather

describe a spectrum of symptoms and includes a collection of phenotypes summarised under

the common term, accurate phenotyping is a crucial key for improving our understanding of

complex mental diseases. This is also important due to the lack of biomarkers that could improve

diagnosis and stratification of schizophrenia patients.

Whole-exome vs. whole-genome sequencing

Due to the recent and foreseeable advances in NGS technologies, whole-genome sequencing has

and will increasingly become the way to go. While exome sequencing offered a cheaper possibility

to analyse the most relevant genomic parts, it comes with certain limitations. Three prominent

constraints are the inability to call genome-wide Copy Number Variations (CNVs), the effect of

exome capturing kits and the lack of sequencing data for non-coding regions.

The importance of CNVs has recently been shown by a large scale genome-wide study, incorporat-

ing 41,321 subjects that detected eight loci with genome-wide significant evidence [228]. Also

previous studies strongly suggested the relevance of CNVs in the genetic etiology of schizophrenia

[228]. Due to the obvious methodological restrictions of exome sequencing, which focuses on only

selected exonic regions, a comprehensive CNV analysis is hardly feasible. Due to this restriction

and the undisputed implication of CNVs, whole-genome sequencing should be favoured of whole-

exome sequencing whenever possible.

A second limitation that comes into play when analysing whole-exome data, is the effect of

exome capturing kits. These kits, predetermine the exact area in which potential genetic variants

and associations can be found. Although exome kits typically include most genes, the technical

targeting for specific genomic regions leads to the loss of certain areas in which target capturing

failed.

The third issue is the lack of sequencing data for non-coding regions of the genome. As highlighted

by Gloss and Dinger [229], the impact of variation across the complete genome is required to

realise the full potential of clinical genomics. This is a crucial aspect since non-coding regions

contain valuable information about structural, regulatory, and transcribed regions [229]. Al-

though the interpretation of non-coding variants is still challenging, new approaches, such as

deep learning, were already successful in assessing the impact of various non-coding variants

[230].

In conclusion, all three limitations are easily avoidable when choosing a whole genome approach

which should therefore be used whenever feasible.
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Experimental validation of sequencing variants

Systematic evaluation of NGS sequencing technologies has shown that the typical error rate

of sequencing-by-synthesis technologies like the Illumina HiSeq systems is around 0.1% per

nucleotide [231] providing a high standard for nucleotide sequencing. Still, errors occur and

without proper quality controls, mis-called nucleotides can quickly become an issue.

In addition, the processing of NGS-data is error-prone itself. Throughout complex steps like ge-

nomic mapping, realignment or base quality score recalibration (See Section 2), errors can quickly

arise. Taken together, those two issues inevitably will lead to a number of false positive results,

that, depending on the actual research goals, can critically influence the outcome. Especially in

case where multiple genomes are involved (e.g. trio/ de novo studies), a single sequencing error

within one of the related genomes will lead to false-positive/false-negative de novo variant calls.

As a result, experimental validation should be applied whenever feasible. For doing so, Sanger

sequencing is probably the most common method used. With read-lengths of up to 1000 bp and

per-base accuracies as high as 99.999% [232], it provides an accurate way to validate specific

regions of interest.

Clearly, the lack of such experimental validation is a limitation for this study, leaving the possi-

bility of several false positive findings. Although careful filtration and thoughtful analysis can

reduce the amount of such cases, an experimental validation is recommended for any follow-up

study.

Animal models and pluripotent cells

While validation of specific sequences provides information about the exact genomic picture, it

cannot validate detected associations between certain SNPs and a specific phenotypic trait. In

many studies, this is handled by animal models. These extensively studied non-human species ,

e.g. mouse or zebrafish, can be used to monitor the effect of specific genomic alterations that are

artificially introduced.

Still, creating animal models for schizophrenia can be challenging. Due to the complex nature

of the disease, single schizophrenia-associated variants/genes are not expected to be sufficient

for causing a clear schizophrenia phenotype. Therefore, even if variants are correctly mimicked,

the effect of a single variant will most likely be limited. Still it should be mentioned that mouse

models for abnormal nervous system physiology, behaviour and related phenotypes have been

successfully established.

Recent advances in human stem cell research have now enabled new possibilities for disease

modelling that, in future, could provide a reliable way for disease simulation and genetic valida-

tion. This approach is mainly based on the ability to induce pluripotency [233], differentiation

[234] and the achievement of accurate and efficient genome editing [235].

In 2006, Takahashi et al. showed that mouse pluripotent stem cells can be directly generated from

fibroblast cultures by the addition of four genetic factors (Oct3/4, Sox2, c-Myc, and Klf4) [236].
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A year later, pluripotent stem cell lines were already derived from human somatic cells [233].

Throughout this artificial conversion, these cells gain the possibility to differentiate into specific

cell types. In 2010, Vierbuchen et al. successfully converted mouse embryonic and postnatal

fibroblasts into functional neurons [237]. A year later the induction of human neuronal cells

was achieved [234]. These groundbreaking advances not only provide the ability to artificially

generate specific cell types but even could be used to generate and study brain organoids [238].

The second essential part of this idea, is the accurate and efficient genome editing method, known

as the CRISPR/Cas system [235]. This method, based on the CRISPR/Cas protein complex, allows

to accurately re-program DNA sequences. This enables the introduction of specific variations like

SNPs and Indels or even complete genetic knockouts.

Taken together, those three methods (Induction of pluripotency, cell differentiation and the

CRISPR/Cas system) allow to accurately define a specific genetic cellular background that can be

introduced into artificial human neurons. Although the mentioned technologies are new and need

further improvements, it already offers a powerful application across basic science, biotechnology,

and medicine.

7.4 Conclusion

Undeniably, schizophrenia is an extensively studied disease. Throughout decades of research,

scientists have tried to shed light onto the dark matter of schizophrenia. Despite this tremendous

effort, the neural basis of mental diseases like schizophrenia is one of the 23 yet unsolved

problems in neuroscience [2].

Recent technological advances in DNA sequencing have made it possible to analyse the genetic

background of schizophrenia at large scale. In my study, I aimed to detect novel genetic findings

in a carefully selected cohort of schizophrenia patients. I could achieve this goal by combining

various computational and system biological methods. The presented results indicate a strong

role of the neuronal cytoskeleton, that underlies numerous neurological processes and pathways.

I detected various damaging mutations across a large number of patients in multiple essential

parts of this neuronal system. These candidate genes provide a profound starting point for further

follow-up studies.

I was able to show the concordance of my findings to previous studies made by independent

researches as well as the novelty of my work within the field of schizophrenia sciences.

With the coming of new technologies like the CRISPR/Cas system and the advances in human

stem cell research, it might soon be possible to completely grasp the genetics of schizophrenia.

This could ultimately resolve the mystery of schizophrenia, and as a next step, provide a reliable

way in order to find successful treatments for more than 21 million people worldwide.
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APPENDIX

This section lists the genetic findings for each individual schizophrenia patient that was included
in the analysis and for whom genetic variants where found. In each case, the number of detected
variants/genes is specified. A description of the used abbreviations can be found at the end of the
table.

ID CADD LoF Cpht DNM EG CV LDel Trio

SZ103 - - 4 - 1 0 0
SZ104 - - 2 - 1 1xSZ 1
SZ105 - - 1 - 0 1xCSZ, 1xSSZ 0
SZ107 - - 2 - 3 0 3
SZ108 - - 1 - 0 1xCSZ 2
SZ109 - - 1 - 0 0 2
SZ111 - - 4 - 1 2xSZ 2
SZ112 - - 3 - 0 1xSZ, 1xCSZ 1
SZ113 - - 0 - 0 1xCSZ 0
SZ114 - - 3 - 0 1xSZ, 4xCSZ 3
SZ115 - - 3 - 0 2xCSZ 1
SZ117 9 0 6 0 1 0 4 *
SZ121 - - 0 - 0 1xCSZ 3
SZ123 - - 1 - 1 0 0
SZ124 - - 1 - 0 0 0
SZ125 - - 3 - 0 0 1
SZ126 - - 0 - 0 1xCSZ 0
SZ127 - - 3 - 0 2xCSZ 0
SZ128 - - 2 - 0 1xCSZ 0
SZ129 - - 1 - 1 1xCSZ 1
SZ130 - - 3 - 0 1xSZ, 1xCSZ 1
SZ131 8 0 7 1 0 1xCSZ 0 *
SZ132 - - 1 - 2 0 0
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ID CADD LoF Cpht DNM EG CV LDel Trio

SZ133 - - 3 - 0 4xCSZ 2
SZ135 - - 2 - 0 1xCSZ 0
SZ136 - - 2 - 0 1xSZ 1
SZ137 - - 1 - 1 0 2
SZ139 - - 0 - 0 1xSZ, 2xCSZ 1
SZ140 - - 2 - 0 0 1
SZ141 - - 1 - 1 1xSSZ 1
SZ143 - - 3 - 1 1xSZ 0
SZ144 - - 3 - 1 0 0
SZ146 - - 0 - 1 1xCSZ 0
SZ147 11 0 3 5 1 1xCSZ 1 *
SZ148 - - 1 - 1 3xSZ 0
SZ149 - - 1 - 0 0 1
SZ150 - - 1 - 1 1xCSZ, 1xSSZ 0
SZ151 - - 4 - 2 0 2
SZ152 - - 4 - 0 1xCSZ 2
SZ153 - - 1 - 0 1xSSZ 1
SZ154 13 0 4 1 1 3xCSZ 2 *
SZ158 9 1 5 0 1 0 2 *
SZ159 - - 1 - 0 2xCSZ 1
SZ160 - - 2 - 0 0 0
SZ161 - - 1 - 1 0 0
SZ162 - - 2 - 1 1xSZ, 1xCSZ 0
SZ163 - - 1 - 1 1xCSZ 1
SZ164 - - 1 - 1 0 0
SZ166 - - 1 - 0 0 1
SZ167 - - 2 - 0 1xSZ 1
SZ168 - - 2 - 0 1xCSZ, 1xSSZ 1
SZ170 - - 3 - 0 0 1
SZ171 13 1 6 2 0 0 1 *
SZ172 - - 3 - 1 1xSZ 0
SZ174 - - 1 - 1 0 1
SZ176 - - 2 - 0 0 1
SZ177 - - 3 - 0 1xCSZ 1
SZ178 - - 2 - 1 0 1
SZ179 - - 1 - 1 1xCSZ 2
SZ181 12 0 7 1 1 0 2 *
SZ182 - - 2 - 0 0 0
SZ183 - - 2 - 0 0 2
SZ184 - - 2 - 0 0 2
SZ185 10 0 3 3 0 0 1 *
SZ186 - - 0 - 0 1xCSZ 3
SZ187 - - 3 - 0 1xCSZ 2
SZ190 - - 2 - 1 0 1
SZ192 - - 0 - 0 1xCSZ 2
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SZ193 - - 3 - 1 0 2
SZ194 - - 4 - 0 0 1
SZ195 - - 3 - 0 1xSZ 2
SZ196 - - 7 - 0 1xCSZ 3
SZ197 - - 6 - 0 1xCSZ 2
SZ198 - - 2 - 0 1xCSZ 2
SZ199 - - 1 - 0 0 0
SZ200 9 0 2 3 0 0 3 *
SZ202 - - 1 - 1 0 1
SZ203 - - 2 - 0 2xSZ, 2xCSZ 0
SZ204 - - 2 - 0 1xCSZ 2
SZ207 - - 2 - 0 0 1
SZ208 - - 4 - 1 1xCSZ 1
SZ209 - - 4 - 0 1xCSZ 1
SZ210 - - 3 - 0 2xSZ 0
SZ211 - - 4 - 0 1xCSZ 0
SZ212 - - 1 - 1 0 1
SZ213 - - 0 - 0 0 1
SZ216 14 0 1 2 0 0 3 *
SZ220 - - 1 - 0 1xCSZ 1
SZ221 - - 3 - 1 1xCSZ 0
SZ223 - - 4 - 1 1xCSZ 1
SZ225 - - 2 - 0 1xCSZ 0
SZ226 - - 2 - 0 0 1
SZ227 - - 4 - 1 1xCSZ 1
SZ229 - - 1 - 0 0 1
SZ231 - - 2 - 0 1xCSZ 0
SZ232 - - 1 - 0 0 1
SZ233 - - 2 - 0 1xCSZ 2
SZ235 - - 2 - 0 0 2
SZ236 - - 2 - 1 1xCSZ 1
SZ237 - - 2 - 0 1xCSZ 1
SZ238 15 0 1 5 0 2xCSZ 3 *
SZ239 - - 1 - 0 0 0
SZ241 - - 2 - 1 0 0
SZ242 - - 1 - 0 0 1
SZ243 - - 1 - 1 1xSZ 0
SZ244 - - 2 - 0 0 4
SZ246 - - 2 - 1 2xCSZ 1
SZ248 - - 4 - 0 2xSZ, 1xCSZ 2
SZ249 12 0 1 1 2 0 2 *
SZ250 - - 2 - 0 2xSZ 1
SZ251 - - 3 - 1 0 0
SZ252 - - 0 - 0 0 3
SZ255 - - 1 - 0 1xSZ 2
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ID CADD LoF Cpht DNM EG CV LDel Trio

SZ256 - - 2 - 1 0 0
SZ259 - - 1 - 2 1xSSZ 0
SZ260 - - 1 - 0 2xSZ 1
SZ261 - - 1 - 0 0 0
SZ262 - - 3 - 0 0 1
SZ265 - - 2 - 1 1xCSZ 1
SZ266 - - 2 - 0 0 1
SZ267 - - 2 - 2 1xCSZ 1
SZ268 - - 4 - 0 0 2
SZ270 14 1 3 1 1 2xSZ, 3xCSZ 0 *
SZ271 - - 0 - 2 1xSZ, 2xCSZ 1
SZ272 - - 2 - 1 0 1
SZ273 - - 2 - 0 0 2
SZ274 - - 0 - 0 1xCSZ 3
SZ276 16 0 7 1 0 1xSZ 1 *
SZ277 14 1 3 0 0 1xSZ 3 *
SZ278 - - 1 - 0 2xCSZ 2
SZ279 - - 3 - 0 1xSZ 0
SZ280 - - 2 - 0 0 1
SZ281 15 2 3 0 0 0 2 *
SZ283 - - 1 - 0 1xSZ 4
SZ289 11 0 2 0 0 1xCSZ 1 *
SZ290 - - 4 - 2 1xSZ 2
SZ291 - - 3 - 0 0 3
SZ292 - - 5 - 0 0 2
SZ293 - - 3 - 0 4xSZ, 2xCSZ 2
SZ294 - - 2 - 0 1xCSZ 2
SZ296 - - 3 - 0 1xCSZ 0
SZ297 - - 0 - 1 0 1
SZ298 - - 1 - 0 0 0
SZ299 6 0 8 1 1 0 2 *
SZ300 - - 1 - 1 0 2
SZ302 12 0 2 0 0 0 2 *
SZ303 - - 1 - 0 1xCSZ 0
SZ304 - - 1 - 0 0 0
SZ305 - - 2 - 0 0 0
SZ306 - - 3 - 1 0 3
SZ308 - - 6 - 0 1xCSZ 1
SZ309 12 1 5 1 0 0 3 *
SZ312 - - 2 - 0 0 0
SZ313 - - 0 - 2 1xCSZ 2
SZ315 - - 2 - 0 1xSZ 1
SZ317 - - 2 - 0 0 1
SZ321 - - 2 - 0 2xCSZ 1
SZ322 - - 1 - 0 1xCSZ, 1xSSZ 1
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SZ324 - - 9 - 0 1xSZ, 2xCSZ 1
SZ325 - - 2 - 0 1xCSZ 3
SZ326 - - 1 - 1 0 0
SZ327 - - 1 - 0 0 0
SZ328 - - 4 - 0 0 2
SZ329 - - 2 - 0 1xCSZ 0
SZ330 - - 3 - 1 0 1
SZ331 9 0 2 2 0 1xSSZ 1 *
SZ333 - - 1 - 1 0 0
SZ336 13 1 4 3 0 0 2 *
SZ339 - - 4 - 0 1xCSZ 1
SZ340 - - 5 - 0 0 0
SZ341 - - 4 - 0 1xSZ 2
SZ343 - - 0 - 0 0 1
SZ344 - - 0 - 0 0 1
SZ346 - - 3 - 1 0 0
SZ348 - - 5 - 0 1xCSZ 1
SZ349 - - 2 - 1 1xSZ, 2xCSZ 1
SZ351 - - 1 - 0 1xSZ 2
SZ352 - - 1 - 0 1xSZ 0
SZ353 - - 0 - 1 1xSZ 1
SZ354 - - 1 - 0 0 0
SZ355 15 0 7 1 0 2xCSZ 1 *
SZ356 18 0 5 1 1 1xCSZ 1 *
SZ357 - - 1 - 0 1xCSZ 0
SZ358 - - 3 - 0 0 1
SZ363 - - 1 - 2 1xSZ, 1xCSZ 0
SZ364 14 1 6 4 1 0 0 *
SZ365 - - 3 - 1 1xSZ, 1xSSZ 3
SZ366 - - 5 - 0 1xCSZ 1
SZ367 - - 2 - 2 1xSZ 1
SZ368 - - 0 - 0 0 1
SZ369 - - 1 - 0 0 0
SZ370 - - 2 - 0 1xSZ 1
SZ371 10 0 1 1 0 1xCSZ 1 *
SZ373 - - 2 - 1 1xCSZ 0
SZ374 - - 3 - 0 0 1
SZ375 - - 1 - 1 1xSZ 0
SZ376 - - 1 - 0 0 0
SZ377 - - 3 - 2 2xCSZ 0
SZ378 - - 2 - 0 0 1
SZ379 - - 1 - 0 1xCSZ 1
SZ380 - - 2 - 0 0 4
SZ381 - - 2 - 0 0 2
SZ383 9 0 5 0 0 2xCSZ 2 *
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SZ384 - - 2 - 1 0 3
SZ385 - - 0 - 0 1xCSZ 0
SZ386 - - 3 - 0 2xSZ, 2xCSZ 2
SZ387 20 0 6 2 0 0 1 *
SZ388 - - 0 - 0 1xCSZ 0
SZ389 - - 1 - 0 1xSZ 0
SZ390 - - 3 - 0 0 2
SZ392 - - 1 - 0 1xSZ, 1xCSZ 0
SZ393 - - 2 - 0 2xCSZ 1
SZ394 - - 2 - 1 1xCSZ 0
SZ395 17 0 7 2 0 2xCSZ 4 *
SZ398 14 0 3 0 0 1xCSZ 1 *
SZ399 - - 3 - 2 1xCSZ 3
SZ400 - - 1 - 1 2xCSZ 3
SZ401 - - 4 - 0 0 1
SZ402 - - 3 - 0 2xCSZ, 1xCSZ 0
SZ403 - - 2 - 0 0 2
SZ404 - - 3 - 0 0 2
SZ405 17 1 1 1 0 1xCSZ 1 *
SZ406 - - 3 - 1 0 1
SZ407 - - 3 - 1 0 2
SZ408 - - 1 - 0 1xCSZ 3
SZ411 - - 1 - 0 1xCSZ 0
SZ412 - - 0 - 1 0 0
SZ413 - - 1 - 1 0 0
SZ415 - - 1 - 1 2xCSZ 1
SZ416 13 1 1 1 1 0 1 *
SZ418 - - 2 - 1 0 3
SZ419 - - 0 - 0 1xCSZ 2
SZ420 - - 1 - 0 0 1
SZ421 - - 2 - 0 1xCSZ 0
SZ422 - - 3 - 0 0 2

Table 8.1: Candidate/sample overview. For each affected patient, the number of detected vari-

ants/genes is specified. CADD: Genes with increased genetic burden; LoF: Genes with de novo

knock out; Cpht: Rare damaging compound heterozygous variants; DNM: Rare damaging de

novo variants; EG: Genes with disrupted protein-interaction sites; CV: Variants with known

schizophrenia associations based on ClinVar, SZ: schizophrenia, CSZ: Childhood-onset schizophre-

nia, SSZ: Susceptibility to schizophrenia; LDel: Amount of long deletion on chromosome 22;

Trio(*) indicates whether parents of the patient were sequenced; Finding summarises the most

important results for the respective samples.
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FURTHER PROJECTS AND PUBLICATIONS

Beside my thesis, I worked on several other side-projects that included various NGS-related

topics. Next the development of two software frameworks for DNA and RNA analysis, I was also

involved in data analysis of two projects focusing on the effect of Epstein-Barr viral miRNAs on

CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. In the following sections, I will provide an overview about these projects,

my contribution to it, as well as the respective peer-reviewed publications.
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9.1 KNIME4NGS: a comprehensive toolbox for next generation
sequencing analysis

Experimental labs generate molecular biology data at an ever increasing throughput. Large-scale

data exploration is an essential need whenever experimental data need to be compared to public

data resources such as human variants. To cope with that, successful Big Data programs need

to efficiently use available manpower for conducting the experiments and the analysis, thus

providing an infrastructure useful to biologists and data analysts is a critical step. A framework

that focuses on this problem is the scientific workflow system KNIME.

In this project, we designed and implemented software solutions within the KNIME framework

to enable easy, standardized and reproducible workflows for NGS analyses. Together with several

colleagues, I created a toolbox with more than 40 specific KNIME nodes that can execute various

processes like simple file operations as well as the most important KNIME processing steps.

Taken together, these modules can be combined into workflows for exome and whole-genome

variant calling, splice-site detection as well as differential expression analysis.

Due to the modularity of these KNIME nodes as well as the underlying Java interface, the

package is easily extendable.

Since big data analyses come with specific requirements, we further developed a dedicated

high-throughput execution method that is designed for handling NGS data in large scale. This

improvement of the default execution method allows to automatically handle typical errors

that arise during the processing of hundreds of unique data sets without time-costly manual

intervention.

Overall, the KNIME4NGS software toolbox can substantially lower the effort for scientists

entering into the areas of NGS and Big Data and provides a basis for a wide range of customized

NGS analysis workflows.
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Abstract

Summary: Analysis of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) data requires the processing of large

datasets by chaining various tools with complex input and output formats. In order to automate

data analysis, we propose to standardize NGS tasks into modular workflows. This simplifies reli-

able handling and processing of NGS data, and corresponding solutions become substantially

more reproducible and easier to maintain. Here, we present a documented, linux-based, toolbox of

42 processing modules that are combined to construct workflows facilitating a variety of tasks such

as DNAseq and RNAseq analysis. We also describe important technical extensions. The high

throughput executor (HTE) helps to increase the reliability and to reduce manual interventions

when processing complex datasets. We also provide a dedicated binary manager that assists users

in obtaining the modules’ executables and keeping them up to date. As basis for this actively de-

veloped toolbox we use the workflow management software KNIME.

Availability and Implementation: See http://ibisngs.github.io/knime4ngs for nodes and user

manual (GPLv3 license)

Contact: robert.kueffner@helmholtz-muenchen.de

Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.

1 Introduction

Success of large-scale data analysis depends on sophisticated bioinfor-

matic support to process, integrate, analyze and interpret Big Data

volumes. In order to cope with the increased throughput of massive

data generating experiments we create structured and reusable pro-

cessing workflows for various analyses that are easy to apply and can

be shared among the community. Although other comparable work-

flow management tools such as Galaxy (Goecks et al., 2010) exist, we

selected the open source platform KNIME (Konstanz information

miner, Berthold et al. (2008)), as it offers an intuitive graphical

user interface, is user friendly and easily extendable. With a very

strong and active community, a remarkable number of new functions

have been incorporated into KNIME. For instance, Knime4Bio

(Lindenbaum et al., 2011) has been developed for the interpretation

of biological NGS datasets starting from variant calls.

Here, we describe an extension of KNIME by adding the

functionality for essential NGS data processing. We developed

a comprehensive linux-based KNIME toolkit including well-

documented modules (nodes) for important steps like read pre-

processing, read mapping, variant calling, detection of differen-

tial expression and annotation. Complementary to previously

existing nodes, our toolbox now facilitates the assembly of basic

building blocks into a wide range of customized NGS analysis

workflows.

2 Implementation

The nodes provided by our extension can be connected smoothly

by using their generic interfaces. They are well documented

and assist users in the robust configuration of the underlying

VC The Author 2017. Published by Oxford University Press. All rights reserved. For Permissions, please e-mail: journals.permissions@oup.com 1

Bioinformatics, 2017, 1–3

doi: 10.1093/bioinformatics/btx003
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executables. Beyond the individual nodes we also added new layers

of functionality that support the management and update of the

underlying software packages as well as their high-throughput

execution.

2.1 KNIME nodes
Our KNIME node extension for NGS currently contains 42 nodes

(excerpt shown in Table 1. See comprehensive user manual for

complete list and full description). Besides a number of auxiliary

nodes, this extension provides building blocks and wrappers for

well-established tools like BWA (Li and Durbin, 2010), DESeq

(Anders and Huber, 2010) and GATK (McKenna et al., 2010). The

nodes can be easily combined to create standardized workflows

starting from initial preprocessing of raw data, up to the variant

calling and biological annotation (Fig. 1). This enables expert and

non-expert users to set up reliable processing workflows quickly

without the need of dealing with command-line tools. We also ex-

tended KNIME to use NGS specific file types. This improves work-

flow robustness enabling automated checks of tool configuration

parameters and versions. To organize the required software

binaries, we developed a lightweight binary management system

accessible via the internal preference page. Thus, distributed nodes

do not need to include the underlying executables, which simplifies

keeping track with frequently updated software packages. The bin-

ary manager (See manual section 6) obtains necessary executables

and integrates them into the workflow, minimizing repetitive node

configuration.

NGS datasets are typically very large. Parallelizing the work-

flows and controlling data and results is crucial. Therefore we de-

signed and tested our toolkit to work with corresponding KNIME

extensions like openBIS (Bauch et al., 2011), for storing and manag-

ing datasets, or the KNIME parallel chunk environment and cluster

execution, for high-performance computing.

2.2 High-throughput executor
In the analyses of large datasets, even established tools are prone to

spurious premature termination. This aborts the entire workflow and

requires extensive human intervention to ensure that all of the parallel

executing nodes/samples finish successfully. To reduce this effort as

much as possible, we developed the High-Throughput Executor

(HTE) as extension of the standard KNIME NodeModel. The HTE

model collects process termination data of our nodes (e.g. error logs,

execution time) and stores them in a local database provided by the

system. Depending on the configuration and the process termination

status, it automatically retries the execution of the failed node. The

database allows the user to keep track and reduce the effects of unex-

pected software behaviour caused by for instance insufficient memory

or randomly occurring errors. Additionally, the HTE model ensures

by dedicated lock-files that not the entire workflow, but only those

nodes are re-executed that depend on failed previous steps.

3 Discussion

Analysis of Big Data is often difficult to maintain and reuse as it de-

pends on the correct application of multiple processing steps. As a

solution, compiling the necessary tools into standardized graphical

workflows makes the analysis pipeline more explicit, transparent

and adaptable and can therefore stimulate collaboration between

computational and wet lab biologists. The publication of scientific

results together with the generating workflows furthermore has the

potential to improve representation, reproducibility and dissemin-

ation of findings substantially.

We have presented a modular toolkit for the construction of

NGS data processing workflows based on the KNIME environment

that, in several ways, extends generic solutions e.g. the SeqAn

KNIME library (Döring et al., 2008). First of all, our toolkit com-

prises a set of nodes for individual NGS processing steps that can be

combined into various workflows to serve as an extensible basis for

many advanced NGS projects. The provided nodes and derived

workflows are suitable for experts as well as less experienced users

due to their integrated automatic parameter validation and compre-

hensive node descriptions accessible through the KNIME user inter-

face. The modularity of our nodes allows fast and easy workflow

adjustments by adding nodes or creating alternate paths. NGS pro-

jects are now characterized by their huge data volume and their

need for massive parallel data processing. To improve the smooth

handling of such Big Data workflows, we also provide a set of cru-

cial technical KNIME extensions. These improve the robust setup,

maintenance and configuration of workflows as well as their reliable

execution and debugging with minimal human intervention. Taken

together, KNIME4NGS can substantially lower the effort for scien-

tists entering into the areas of NGS and Big Data.

Conflict of Interest: none declared.
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9.2 Effect of Epstein-Barr viral miRNAs on CD4+ and CD8+ T
cells

Infection with Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) affects most humans world- wide and persists life-long

in the presence of robust virus-specific T-cell responses. In both immunocompromised and some

immunocompetent people, EBV causes several cancers and lymphoproliferative diseases. EBV

encodes at least 44 microRNAs, most of which are expressed in EBV-transformed B cells. How-

ever their functions are largely unknown. Within two related projects, in which I conducted

bioinformatic analysis of the available NGS data sets, we investigated the effect of the viral

miRNAs on CD4+ and CD8+ T cells.

EBV miRNAs inhibit antiviral CD4+ T cells

EBV miRNAs collectively and specifically suppress release of proinflammatory cytokines such as

IL-12, repress differentiation of naive CD4+ T cells to Th1 cells, interfere with peptide processing

and presentation on HLA class II, and thus reduce activation of cytotoxic EBV-specific CD4+

effector T cells and killing of infected B cells.

Our findings suggest that by rapidly expressing miRNAs, which are themselves nonimmunogenic,

EBV counteracts recognition by CD4+ T cells and establishes a program of reduced immuno-

genicity in recently infected B cells, allowing the virus to express viral proteins required for

establishment of life-long infection.

CD8+ T cells surveillance is reduced by EBV miRNAs

Based on the findings received on CD4+ T cells, we investigated whether EBV miRNAs also

counteract surveillance by CD8+ T cells. Here we found that EBV miRNAs strongly inhibit recog-

nition and killing of infected B cells by EBV-specific CD8+ T cells. This is achieved throughout

multiple mechanisms. EBV miRNAs directly target the peptide transporter subunit TAP2 and

reduce levels of the TAP1 subunit, MHC class I molecules, and EBNA1, a protein expressed in

most forms of EBV latency and a target of EBV-specific CD8 + T cells. Moreover, miRNA-mediated

down-regulation of the cytokine IL-12 decreases the recognition of infected cells by EBV-specific

CD8+ T cells.

These distinct pathways ensure that the viral miRNAs are able to evade surveillance of CD4+

and antiviral CD8+ T cells.
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INT ROD UCT ION
EBV is both ubiquitous and immunogenic. This oncogenic 
herpesvirus (IARC Working Group on the Evaluation of 
Carcinogenic Risks to Humans, 2010) has evolved multiple 
genes to fend off immune responses when its infection is es-
tablished (Hislop et al., 2002; Rowe et al., 2007; Ressing et 
al., 2008; Zuo et al., 2009; Qiu et al., 2011; Rancan et al., 
2015). Despite these measures, EBV-specific T cells consti-
tute a considerable fraction of the memory T cell repertoire 
of the latently infected human host (Hislop et al., 2002) and 
are essential in controlling latent EBV infection (Moos-
mann et al., 2010). In fact, immunocompromised patients 
have an increased incidence of EBV-associated malignancies 
(Gottschalk et al., 2005).

EBV infects nondividing B lymphocytes, activates them, 
and drives them to proliferate, thus amplifying the load of 
viral genomes. Once activated, infected B cells acquire prop-
erties of antigen-presenting cells. After infection, they rapidly 
present epitopes of structural proteins from incoming virus 
particles and transiently express lytic genes that are otherwise 

characteristic of EBV's productive cycle (Kalla and Ham-
merschmidt, 2012). This prelatent phase of infection includes 
expression of two genes coding for viral immunoevasins, 
BNLF2a and BCRF1 (Jochum et al., 2012), which inhibit 
the recognition of the infected cells by EBV-specific effector  
T cells and natural killer cells, respectively. These two viral 
proteins are insufficient, however, to overcome T cell recog-
nition (Jochum et al., 2012). Within 7–10 d, EBV establishes 
a latent infection in the infected B cells and expresses only 
few or no viral genes, which reduces their risk of becoming 
eliminated by the immune-competent host.

Thus, early infection could be EBV’s Achilles heel, a 
window when the infected cell expresses and presents many 
viral antigens to immune cells but is inadequately protected 
from the host's immune response. We have now established 
that EBV's miRNAs overcome this vulnerability; they protect 
newly infected B lymphocytes from immune eradication by 
CD4+ T cells, supporting EBV’s lifelong success.

EBV encodes at least 44 microRNAs (miRNAs; Barth et 
al., 2011), which are small RNA regulatory molecules of ∼22 
nt in length (Bartel, 2004). miRNAs encoded by herpesviruses 

Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) is a tumor virus that establishes lifelong infection in most of humanity, despite eliciting strong and 
stable virus-specific immune responses. EBV encodes at least 44 miRNAs, most of them with unknown function. Here, we show 
that multiple EBV miRNAs modulate immune recognition of recently infected primary B cells, EBV's natural target cells. EBV 
miRNAs collectively and specifically suppress release of proinflammatory cytokines such as IL-12, repress differentiation of 
naive CD4+ T cells to Th1 cells, interfere with peptide processing and presentation on HLA class II, and thus reduce activation 
of cytotoxic EBV-specific CD4+ effector T cells and killing of infected B cells. Our findings identify a previously unknown viral 
strategy of immune evasion. By rapidly expressing multiple miRNAs, which are themselves nonimmunogenic, EBV counteracts 
recognition by CD4+ T cells and establishes a program of reduced immunogenicity in recently infected B cells, allowing the virus 
to express viral proteins required for establishment of life-long infection.

Epstein-Barr viral miRNAs inhibit antiviral CD4+ T cell 
responses targeting IL-12 and peptide processing
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are reported to play important roles in cell proliferation, de-
velopment, immune regulation, and apoptosis in infected cells 
(Skalsky and Cullen, 2010). The EBV-encoded miRNAs have 
been found to control expression of several cellular genes with 
antiapoptotic functions, but they also reportedly down-regulate 
MICB (Nachmani et al., 2009), CXCL11 (Xia et al., 2008), and 
NLRP3 (Haneklaus et al., 2012) and thus interfere with innate 
immune responses and inflammation. Interestingly, MICB, a 
gene encoding a ligand for the activating receptor NKG2D 
expressed on T and NK cells, is also targeted by miRNAs of 
Kaposi sarcoma–associated herpesvirus and human cytomega-
lovirus (Nachmani et al., 2009; Grundhoff and Sullivan, 2011). 
These studies imply that certain miRNAs encoded by herpes-
viruses target pathways involved in innate immune recognition.

EBV’s miRNAs have been studied by several groups with 
established, EBV-infected cell lines obtained from biopsies of 
nasopharyngeal carcinoma and Burkitt’s lymphoma, or lym-
phoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) derived from infecting primary 
B lymphocytes with EBV in vitro (Dölken et al., 2010; Gott-
wein et al., 2011; Kuzembayeva et al., 2012; Riley et al., 2012; 
Erhard et al., 2013). High-throughput target screens using im-
munoprecipitation of the RNA-induced silencing complex 
(RISC) and deep sequencing have identified many potential 
targets of EBV miRNAs, but the catalogs of predicted targets 
assembled by different groups have a surprisingly small overlap 
(Klinke et al., 2014). This lack of consensus may be due to the 
accumulation of profound differences in gene expression be-
tween different long-term, cultivated EBV-infected cell lines 
that do not reflect the impact of EBV’s miRNAs in vivo.

To circumvent these problems, we developed an ex-
perimental approach using primary human B lymphocytes, 
and analyzed them during their initial days of EBV infection 
(Seto et al., 2010; Vereide et al., 2014). We infected the B lym-
phocytes with two EBV strains with and without miRNA 
genes, compared the gene expression in the infected cells, and 
examined them for their immune recognition.

We found that EBV-encoded miRNAs regulated sev-
eral immune pathways, which affected CD4+ T cell differen-
tiation and activation. In addition, key molecules important 
for interactions with CD4+ T cells were down-regulated. 
EBV miRNAs repressed the secretion of IL-12, which re-
sulted in suppression of type 1 helper T cell (Th1) differenti-
ation. Viral miRNAs controlled gene expression of HLA class 
II and three lysosomal enzymes important for proteolysis and 
epitope presentation to CD4+ T cells. Such a wholesale inhi-
bition of adaptive immune responses by multiple miRNAs 
of a single pathogen is unprecedented. Our findings explain 
the abundance of miRNAs in complex persisting viruses, and 
clarify how EBV can escape elimination for the lifetime of its 
host in spite of intense adaptive immune responses.

RES ULTS
EBV miRNAs control immune regulatory pathways
We searched for cellular targets of EBV's miRNAs, using an 
experimental system that closely mimics human infection 

in vivo. Two strains of EBV, a laboratory strain (wt/B95-8) 
that expresses 13 miRNAs, and its derivative (ΔmiR) that 
expresses none (Seto et al., 2010) were used to infect freshly 
isolated B lymphocytes from six donors. We used carefully 
titrated virus stocks and infected the cells with optimal doses 
of both viruses (Steinbrück et al., 2015). No differences in 
the percentage of infected cells were seen when comparing 
cells infected with wt/B95-8 versus ΔmiR EBV. RNAs were 
isolated on day 5 after infection and sequenced (available 
from GEO under accession no. GSE75776; see Materials and 
methods). Genes that were differentially expressed in cells 
infected with wt/B95-8 versus ΔmiR EBV were identified 
with those having an absolute z-score >1.6 (Fig.  1  A and 
Table S1). These genes included the published miRNA tar-
gets LY75/DEC205 (Skalsky et al., 2012) and IPO7 (Dölken 
et al., 2010). Genes that were consistently down-regulated 
in wt/B95-8 EBV-infected cells were grouped according to 
the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) 
pathway categories (Fig.  1 B). Down-regulated genes were 
predominant in pathways linked to apoptosis, cell cycle reg-
ulation, and p53 signaling, which were previously proposed 
to be regulated by EBV miRNAs (Seto et al., 2010; Feed-
erle et al., 2011a,b; Vereide et al., 2014). Unexpectedly, EBV's 
miRNAs also regulated a wide array of genes with functions 
in immunity, such as cytokine–cytokine receptor interactions, 
antigen processing, and HLAs and co-stimulatory molecules 
(Fig. 1, B and C; and Table S1). We immunoprecipitated RISC 
(RISC-IP) and found that 14.5% (±2.4% SD) of all miRNAs 
were of viral origin in wt/B95-8 EBV-infected cells, domi-
nated by miRNAs of the BHRF1 gene cluster (Fig. 1 D). No 
appreciable viral miRNA reads were found in cells infected 
with ΔmiR EBV (Fig. 1 D), suggesting that the B lympho-
cytes of six donors were free of EBV field strains. In wt/
B95-8 EBV-infected cells, we detected viral miRNAs as early 
as day 1 after infection, which reached high levels 5 days post 
infection (dpi; Fig. 1 E). In RISC-IP, detection of mRNAs 
was variable among infected B cells of the different donors, a 
phenomenon that was reported earlier using a related model 
of established infection and PAR-CLIP experiments (Skalsky 
et al., 2012; GEO accession no. GSE41437). Therefore, we fo-
cused our analyses on candidate mRNAs that were uniformly 
regulated in all samples (Fig. 1 C), and used RISC-IP results 
to confirm them (Table S1).

EBV miRNAs inhibit secretion of proinflammatory cytokines 
and antigen presentation
We confirmed that EBV's miRNAs regulate cytokines cen-
tral to immune function. Supernatants from B cells infected 
with the two strains of EBV were assayed for the levels of 
IL-6, IL-10, TNF, IL12B (IL-12p40), IL-12 (p35/p40), and 
IL-23 (p19/p40). We added CpG DNA, which stimulates 
TLR9, for the detection of IL-6 secreted from EBV-infected 
cells (Iskra et al., 2010). B cells infected with wt/B95-8 EBV 
secreted less IL-6, TNF, and IL-12p40 than B cells infected 
with ΔmiR EBV. In contrast, release of the anti-inflamma-
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Figure 1. EBV miRNAs affect major pathways of immunity. (A) A heat map of the most strongly regulated genes in wt/B95-8 or ΔmiR EBV–infected 
B cells of six donors (donor Ad1-Ad6) 5 dpi shows differentially expressed gene transcripts with absolute z-scores >1.6. Blue and red indicate down- and 
up-regulated transcripts, respectively, in wt/B95-8 compared with ΔmiR EBV–infected cells. (B) Shown are gene functions according to KEGG pathway cat-
egories with the identified pathways sorted by statistical significance. The sizes of the orange dots indicate −log10 P value scores. For each of the six donors, 
fold change values of differentially expressed transcripts are plotted. As in A, blue and red indicate down- or up-regulation by EBV miRNAs, respectively. 
Enrichment of specific pathways was estimated by a hypergeometric distribution test via the KEGG API Web service. (C) Inhibition of selected transcripts 
associated with adaptive immune responses is shown together with previously reported targets of EBV miRNAs and common housekeeping genes. Blue 
background shadings indicate genes down-regulated by viral miRNAs (Table S1). (D) Levels of indicated EBV miRNAs in B cells infected with wt/B95-8 or 
ΔmiR EBV–infected B cells of six donors (donor Ad1-Ad6) 5 dpi were quantified by RISC-IP-seq. Mean ± SD are shown. (E) Three miRNAs, which represent 
different primary miRNA transcripts in EBV-infected B cells, were quantified with stem-loop qPCR over time. One of two independent experiments is shown.
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tory cytokine IL-10 appeared to be unaffected by viral miR-
NAs (Fig.  2  A) consistent with our transcriptome analysis 
(Fig.  1 C). Secretion of IL-12 (p35/p40 or IL-12p70) and 
IL-23 (p19/p40), both of which contain the IL-12p40 sub-
unit (Szabo et al., 2003), encoded by the IL12B gene, was sig-
nificantly reduced in wt/B95-8 EBV-infected cells compared 
with ΔmiR EBV-infected cells (Fig. 2 A). Viral miRNAs also 
inhibited the secretion of IL-12p40 from PBMCs infected 
with wt/B95-8 EBV (Fig.  2  B). IL-12p40 secretion from 
PBMCs infected with ΔmiR EBV was reduced when B cells 
were removed from the PBMCs, indicating that B cells are 
the main contributors to release of IL-12p40 in PBMCs. Re-
markably, our transcriptome analysis revealed the consistent 
reduction of IL12B mRNA with EBV's miRNAs, reducing 
it by 80% in all six donors' B lymphocytes (Fig. 2 C). Quan-
titative RT-PCR confirmed this finding (Fig. 2 D).

Multiple EBV miRNAs target IL12B and prevent Th1 
differentiation of naive CD4+ T cells
We investigated whether IL12B was a direct target of 
EBV miRNAs. EBV's miR-BART1, miR-BART2, and  
miR-BHRF1-2 repressed the luciferase activity of the IL12B 
reporter (Fig. 3 A). The mutation of predicted binding sites 
of miR-BART1, miR-BART2, or miR-BHRF1-2 abro-
gated their ability to inhibit the IL12B reporter (Fig.  3  A 
and Fig. S1), confirming the direct control of IL12B by these 
miRNAs. We similarly analyzed miR-BART10 and miR-
BART22, which are present in field strains of EBV but not in 
wt/B95-8 EBV. For these miRNAs, mutations of their pre-
dicted target sites only partially relieved inhibition (Fig. 3 A 
and Fig. S1), suggesting the presence of additional binding 
sites in the IL12B transcript. In summary, these experiments 
validated IL12B as a direct target of multiple viral miRNAs.

IL-12 is critical for differentiation of Th1 cells (Szabo et 
al., 2003). Therefore, we co-cultured naive CD4+ T cells with 
autologous EBV-infected B cells (Fig. 3 B). Relative to ΔmiR 
EBV, wt/B95-8 EBV-infected B cells repressed Th1 differenti-
ation (Fig. 3, C and D). An antibody that neutralizes the func-
tions of IL12B, but not an isotype control antibody, suppressed 
Th1 differentiation when T cells were co-cultured with ΔmiR 
EBV-infected cells (Fig. 3 E), indicating that IL-12, secreted 
from EBV-infected and activated B cells, was responsible for 
generation of Th1 cells. Thus, EBV miRNAs suppress the re-
lease of IL-12 from infected cells and thereby interfere with 
formation of Th1 cells, which are important antiviral effectors.

Viral miRNAs directly and indirectly 
control antigen presentation
Having shown that EBV miRNAs interfere with CD4+  
T cell differentiation, we turned our attention to molecules 
that are involved in recognition of infected cells by specific 
CD4+ T cells. We quantified levels of surface proteins with a 
role in HLA class II antigen presentation (Fig. 4). All three sub-
classes of HLA class II (HLA-DR, HLA-DQ, and HLA-DP) 
tested were reduced in wt/B95-8 relative to ΔmiR EBV- 

infected B cells (Fig. 4, A and B), as were many co-stimulatory 
and adhesion molecules 5 and 15 dpi (Fig. 4 C). MHC class I 
molecules were also affected, but to a lesser extent.

Among the many co-receptors and adhesion mole-
cules down-regulated in cells infected with wt/B95-8 EBV 
(Fig. 4 C), we searched for direct targets of EBV miRNAs but 
found only CD40 and FAS in RISC-IPs (Table S1), which 
we could not confirm in subsequent luciferase assays using 
miRNAs encoded by wt/B95-8 EBV. Interestingly, the viral 
latent membrane protein 1 (LMP1) activates the CD40 path-
way, inducing important immune co-receptors (Kieser and 
Sterz, 2015), but several viral BART miRNAs were reported 
to control LMP1 expression (Lo et al., 2007; Riley et al., 2012;  
Verhoeven et al., 2016). We tested these findings in our model 
of newly infected B cells, and found reduced but highly 
variable levels of LMP1 transcripts (Fig.  4  D) and protein 
(Fig. 4 E) in B cells infected with wt/B95-8 EBV compared 
with ΔmiR EBV 5 dpi. We identified miR-BART3 and miR-
BART16 as inhibiting LMP1 in reporter assays (Fig.  4  F). 
miR-BART3 is encoded in wt/B95-8 EBV, whereas miR-
BART16 (Fig. 4 F) is only present in field strains of EBV. We 
also tested miR-BART1 and miR-BART17, which were re-
ported together with miR-BART16 to target LMP1 3′-UTR 
(Lo et al., 2007), but failed to confirm that miR-BART1 and  
miR-BART17 target LMP1 (Fig. 4 F). Collectively, our re-
sults showed that viral miRNAs limit LMP1 gene expression 
and thereby indirectly inhibit surface expression of some im-
mune co-receptors and adhesion molecules.

Viral miRNAs target lysosomal enzymes  
and inhibit antigen processing
According to our transcriptome analysis, genes encoding 
lysosomal enzymes actively involved in MHC class II pep-
tide processing (Blum et al., 2013) were inhibited by EBV  
miRNAs (Fig. 1 C). These included IFI30 (coding for IFN-γ–
regulated thiol reductase GILT), LGMN (coding for asparag-
ine endopeptidase AEP alias legumain), and CTSB (coding 
for the peptidase cathepsin B). Expression of all three genes 
was reduced by EBV miRNAs (Fig. 1 C), which we verified 
by quantitative RT-PCR (Fig.  5  A). We found that EBV’s 
miR-BART1, miR-BART2, and miR-BHRF1-2 could di-
rectly regulate IFI30, LGMN, and CTSB gene expression 
via their 3′-UTRs in luciferase reporter assays (Fig. 5 B and 
Fig. S1). Importantly, the knock-down of these three genes 
(Fig. 5 C) resulted in reduced antigen presentation of exog-
enously loaded protein (Fig.  5  D). Collectively, our results 
show that EBV miRNAs interfere with processes involved in 
MHC class II antigen presentation at multiple levels, includ-
ing lysosomal protein degradation, HLA class II expression, 
and co-stimulatory molecule expression.

EBV miRNAs inhibit recognition of infected B cells  
by EBV-specific CD4+ T cells
Next, we asked whether these multiple levels of regulation ulti-
mately resulted in reduced MHC class II–mediated recognition 
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of EBV-infected cells by antiviral CD4+ T cells. CD4+ T cells 
from EBV-positive individuals were enriched for EBV-spe-
cific T cells by repeated stimulation with irradiated wt/B95-8 
EBV-infected autologous LCLs. The EBV-specific CD4+  
T cells were then co-cultured with autologous B cells that had 
been infected with the two EBV strains 5 d earlier (Fig. 6 A, 
top). Release of IFN-γ by EBV-specific CD4+ T cells was sub-
stantial when co-cultured with ΔmiR EBV-infected cells as 
targets, but was consistently reduced when co-cultured with 
wt/B95-8 EBV-infected B cells at all cell ratios tested (Fig. 6 B). 
Activation of EBV-specific CD4+ T cells, measured as IFN-γ 
release, was observed in autologous and partially matched but 
not in HLA-mismatched conditions (Fig. 6 C and Table S2), 
indicating that the activation was HLA class II-restricted.

We also tested an antigen-specific CD4+ T cell clone 
(Fig. 6, A [bottom] and D) directed against the FGQ pep-
tide, an epitope derived from the viral glycoprotein gp350 
(Adhikary et al., 2006). We observed dramatically reduced 
T cell activities with target B cells infected with wt/B95-8 
EBV compared with ΔmiR EBVs 5 dpi (Fig.  6 D). T cell 
activities were much reduced at 15 dpi, but a difference 
between wt/B95-8 and ΔmiR EBV-infected target cells 
remained detectable. Weak recognition on day 15 is in ac-
cordance with gp350 protein being delivered as a compo-
nent of the virion (Adhikary et al., 2006) but not synthesized 
during prelatency or latency (Kalla et al., 2010). Interest-
ingly, expression of cell surface HLA class II levels peaked 
between 4 to 10 dpi (Fig. 6 E) suggesting the importance of 

Figure 2. EBV miRNAs inhibit secretion 
of proinflammatory cytokines. (A) B cells 
infected with wt/B95-8 or ΔmiR EBV for 4, 
11, or 18 d were cultivated for an additional 
4 d to determine levels of selected cytokines 
by ELI SA (n = 3). CpG DNA was added where 
indicated. Paired samples from individual do-
nors are connected by solid lines. P values 
were calculated by a paired two-tailed t test. 
<16, under the detection limit (16 pg/ml); *, P 
< 0.05. (B) PBMCs or PBMCs depleted of B cells 
(n = 3) were infected with either wt/B95-8 or 
ΔmiR EBV, and concentrations of IL-12p40 in 
the supernatants of the infected B cells after 
5 d were determined by ELI SA. (C) Shown 
are scatter plots of transcriptomes of B cells 
from six donors infected with wt/B95-8 or 
ΔmiR EBV for 5 d. Fold changes of transcript 
levels are indicated as blue or red dots, indi-
cating down- and up-regulated transcripts, 
respectively. The individual IL12B transcripts 
are highlighted by red circles and the calcu-
lated fold changes (x-values) are provided. (D) 
Transcript levels of IL12B were measured with 
quantitative RT-PCR in RNA preparations of B 
cells infected with wt/B95-8 or ΔmiR EBV for 
5 d (n = 4). **, P < 0.01.
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viral miRNAs that counteract CD4+ T cell recognition in the 
early days of infection.

EBV-specific CD4+ T cells have cytolytic activity 
(Adhikary et al., 2006). In allogeneic, partially HLA-matched 
conditions, EBV-specific CD4+ T cells consistently showed 
stronger cytolysis of target B cells infected with ΔmiR EBV 
than cells infected wt/B95-8 EBV (Fig. 6 F).

Collectively, we have discovered that EBV miRNAs in-
hibit the recognition and elimination of infected B cells by 
HLA class II–restricted CD4+ T cells. Apparently, EBV uti-

lizes multiple miRNAs to interfere with proinflammatory 
cytokines, antigen processing, and epitope presentation of the 
infected B lymphocyte to evade EBV-specific and antiviral 
CD4+ T cells responses early after infection.

DIS CUS SION
EBV infects its human hosts for their lifetime, residing in 
nonproliferating B cells largely invisible to the host's immune 
response (Thorley-Lawson, 2005). EBV, to be the successful 
pathogen that it is, however, must both establish a latent in-

Figure 3. EBV miRNAs inhibit IL12B directly and prevent Th1 differentiation. (A) HEK293T cells were cotransfected with miRNA expression vectors 
and luciferase reporter plasmids carrying a wild-type or mutated 3′-UTR (Fig. S2) as indicated (n = 3). The luciferase activities were normalized to lysates 
from cells cotransfected with the wild-type 3′-UTR reporter and an empty plasmid. wt, wild-type 3′-UTR; mut, mutated 3′-UTR; ∅, empty plasmid. P-val-
ues were calculated by an unpaired two-tailed Student’s t test. *, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.001, with respect to the luciferase activity of the wild-type reporter 
cotransfected with empty plasmid. (B) Schematic representation of the steps for experiments shown in C and D. Primary B cells sorted from adenoids or 
PBMCs were infected with either wt/B95-8 or EBV ΔmiR EBV and co-cultured with autologous naive CD4+ T cells, which were stimulated with αCD3/αCD28 
antibody-conjugated beads for 7 d. Th1 differentiation was assessed by intracellular staining of T-bet and IFN-γ after stimulation with PMA/ionomycin for 
5 h. (C and D) Naive CD4+ T cells were cultivated for 7 d with autologous, newly infected B cells and αCD3/αCD28 antibody-conjugated beads at indicated 
ratios (n = 5–6). Proliferating PMA- and ionomycin-restimulated Th1 cells were quantified by intracellular T-bet (C) and IFN-γ (D) staining. (D, left) Repre-
sentative flow cytometry analyses; (right) summary of all experiments. Solid lines indicate paired samples from five to six individual donors. (E) Naive CD4+ 
T cells were cocultivated with wt/B95-8 or ΔmiR-infected B cells at a B/T cell ratio of 1:1 (n = 8) as shown in (B). An anti-IL12B antibody was administered 
at a concentration of 5 µg/ml, and an irrelevant antibody of the same isotype was used as a control. Solid lines indicate paired samples from individual 
donors. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01.
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fection and produce and disseminate progeny virus, all in the 
face of robust innate and adaptive immune responses.

Such responses include EBV-specific CD4+ T cells, 
which have an important role in controlling EBV infection 

and disease. For example, patients with EBV-associated tu-
mors treated with virus-specific T cell preparations showed 
better clinical responses if the preparations contained larger 
fractions of CD4+ T cells (Haque et al., 2007; Icheva et al., 

Figure 4. EBV miRNAs control cell surface levels of HLAs and co-receptors. (A) FACS panels show the expression profiles of three HLA class II gene 
families and HLA class I protein on B cells on 5 dpi. One representative example is shown as a histogram for each condition. (B and C) Cell surface expression 
of HLA molecules (B) and of co-stimulatory and adhesion molecules (C) was measured after immunostaining for proteins inhibited by EBV miRNAs. Ratios 
(wt/B95-8 divided by ΔmiR EBV–infected B cells) are shown as median fluorescence intensity (MFI). Means ± SD of experiments with infected B cells from 
5–10 donors are shown. P-values were calculated by a paired two-tailed Student’s t test. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001. (D) Viral gene expression 
obtained from the transcriptome data shown in Fig. 1 C was quantified for exons to analyze splicing variants precisely. The y-axis shows natural-log values 
(n = 6) with paired samples from individual donors connected by solid lines. Statistical significance was assessed with the repeated-measurements ANO VA. 
*, adjusted P < 0.01. (E) Cell lysates were prepared from B cells infected with wt/B95-8 or ΔmiR EBV for 5 d and analyzed by Western blotting for expression 
of LMP1 and tubulin. An example (top) and the quantification of all results (bottom) are shown. Protein levels were measured relative to tubulin and LMP1 
levels in ΔmiR EBV-infected cells were set to 100%. Mean ± SD are shown (n = 8). (F) Dual luciferase reporter assays with LMP1 3′-UTR are shown (n = 3). 
P-values were calculated by an unpaired two-tailed Student’s t test. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001.
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2013). CD4+ T cells target a wide repertoire of EBV antigens 
from all phases of latent and lytic infection (Adhikary et al., 
2007; Long et al., 2011). CD4+ T cells with specificity for 
structural EBV proteins play a prominent role: they are a uni-
versal component of the T cell repertoire, rapidly detecting 
EBV-infected B cells and killing them directly (Adhikary et 
al., 2006, 2007). Several EBV proteins expressed during its 
lytic phase can inhibit recognition of EBV-infected cells by 
CD4+ T cells (Ressing et al., 2015). The broad-ranging func-
tions of the host shut-off gene product BGLF5 include re-
duction of HLA class II molecules on the cell surface during 
EBV’s lytic, productive phase (Rowe et al., 2007). The late 
glycoprotein gp42, encoded by BZLF2, was shown to asso-
ciate with HLA class II and to hinder recognition by CD4+ 
T cells sterically (Ressing et al., 2003). Both mechanisms are 
unlikely to be operational in newly infected B lymphocytes, 
because the two viral proteins appear not to be expressed in 
the prelatent phase (Kalla et al., 2010). Viral IL-10, encoded 
by BCLF1, is an immunomodulatory protein expressed early 
in infection, but its effects on B cell elimination by CD4+  
T cells were limited (Jochum et al., 2012). Two additional viral 

gene products reported to affect CD4+ T cell recognition, 
BDLF3 (Quinn et al., 2015) and BZLF1 (Zuo et al., 2011), 
may act during EBV primary infection, because BDLF3 is 
in the virus particle (Johannsen et al., 2004) and BZLF1 has 
been found to be expressed early during infection (Wen et 
al., 2007; Kalla et al., 2010). BDLF3 transcripts were present 
at very low levels, only, whereas BZLF1 transcripts were not 
mapped in our RNA-Seq analysis. Thus, how EBV infection 
escapes detection and elimination by EBV-specific T cells 
during the early phase of infection has remained uncertain.

Here, we present an answer to this question and show 
that EBV uses its large repertoire of miRNAs to target CD4+ 
T cell differentiation and recognition of infected cells. It ap-
pears that EBV’s immunoevasive strategy uses miRNAs, 
which are themselves nonimmunogenic (Boss and Renne, 
2011), rather than viral proteins which themselves would 
be antigenic. EBV induces a state of reduced immunoge-
nicity in infected and recently activated B cells with viral  
miRNAs, which allows the virus to express its latency-associ-
ated antigens avoiding the recognition and elimination by CD4+  
T cells. Because activated B cells are professional antigen-pre-

Figure 5. Viral miRNAs inhibit two lyso-
somal endopeptidases and a thiol reduc-
tase needed for antigen presentation. (A) 
Transcript levels of IFI30, LGMN, and CTSB 
encoding GILT, AEP, and CTSB, respectively, 
were measured with quantitative RT-PCR (n = 
3). P-values were calculated by a paired two-
tailed Student’s t test. *, P < 0.05. (B) HEK293T 
cells were cotransfected with different miRNA 
expression vectors and luciferase reporter 
plasmids carrying 3′-UTRs as indicated (n = 
3). The luciferase activities were normalized to 
lysates from cells cotransfected with the wild-
type 3′-UTR reporter and an empty plasmid. 
wt, wild-type 3′-UTR; mut, mutated 3′-UTR; 
∅, empty plasmid. P-values were calculated by 
an unpaired two-tailed Student’s t test. *, P < 
0.05; ***, P <0.001, with respect to the lucifer-
ase activity of the wild-type reporter cotrans-
fected with an empty expression plasmid. (C) 
Transcript levels after RNAi knock-down of 
lysosomal enzyme-encoding genes were in-
vestigated. DG-75 cells were transduced with 
commercial siRNAs directed against GAP DH, 
IFI30, LGMN, or CTSB as indicated and tran-
script levels were quantified with RT-PCR. 
Means of three technical replicates are shown. 
(D) DG-75 cell transduced with siRNAs di-
rected against three lysosomal enzymes as in 
(C) were loaded with purified influenza M1 
protein and co-cultured with M1-specific 
CD4+ T cells (epitope LENL; HLA-DRB1*1301-
restricted) for 1 d. After another 16 h, IFN-γ 
secretion was assessed by ELI SA. One of two 
independent experiments is shown as means 
of three technical replicates. 
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Figure 6. EBV miRNAs inhibit recognition and killing of infected B cells by EBV-specific CD4+ T cells. (A) Overview of the co-culture experiments 
used in B–F. Primary B cells sorted from adenoids or PBMCs were infected with either wt/B95-8 or ΔmiR EBV and co-cultured with polyclonal (top) or 
monoclonal (bottom) EBV-specific CD4+ T cells. Polyclonal antiviral CD4+ T cells were selected through stimulation (once in every two weeks) with irradiated 
LCLs infected with wt/B95-8 EBV. (B) Polyclonal EBV-specific CD4+ T cells were co-cultured for 16 h with autologous B cells that had been infected 5 d ear-
lier. Levels of secreted IFN-γ were quantified by ELI SA (n = 3). Several B/T cell ratios were used as indicated. Means ± SD are shown. (C) Autologous, partially 
HLA-matched, or mismatched (mis.) B cells infected with wt/B95-8 or ΔmiR EBV (n = 3; Table S2) were cocultivated with polyclonal EBV-specific CD4+ T 
cells and secreted IFN-γ was quantified by ELI SA after 16 h. The B/T cell ratio was 1:1. Matched HLA class II alleles are indicated. Means ± SD are shown. 
<16 is under the detection limit (16 pg/ml); ∅, only T cells; n.a., not applicable. (D) The gp350-specific CD4+ T cell clone, epitope FGQ (HLA-DRB1*1301), was 
used as effector cells together with autologous B cells from donor JM (Table S2) as targets. B cells had been infected for 15 d with the two EBV strains as 
indicated and were used at an B/T cell ratio of 1:1. After 16 h of co-culture, levels of secreted IFN-γ and GM-CSF were quantified by ELI SA. Means ± SD are 
shown. (E) MFIs measured in flow cytometry analysis of cell surface HLA-DR in primary B cells infected with wt/B95-8 EBV from two different donors were 
calculated. (F) Killing of EBV-infected B cells by EBV-specific CD4+ T cells was analyzed at various B/T cell ratios by Calcein release assays. A representative 
experiment with partially matched EBV-infected target B cells (left; n = 3) and a summary of all independent experiments with partially matched B cells 
(right) are shown. Paired samples from individual donors are connected by solid lines. Means ± SD are shown. P-values were calculated by a paired two-
tailed Student’s t test. **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001.
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senting cells and express multiple immune-activating molecules 
(Wiesner et al., 2008), the need for EBV to control its host cell is 
more urgent than for other complex viruses that do not rely on 
professional antigen-presenting immune cells for their life-cycle.

In our experiments, recognition of early-stage infected 
B cells by CD4+ T cells was strongly inhibited by multiple 
mechanisms, pointing to the biological importance of the 
immunoevasive functions of viral miRNAs. First, IL12B is 
dramatically repressed in wt/B95-8 EBV-infected B cells 
compared with ΔmiR EBV-infected B cells, leading to the 
down-regulation of three IL-12 family cytokines, IL-12B 
(IL-12p40), IL-12 (p35/p40), and IL-23 (p19/p40). At least 
five different viral miRNAs control the fate of the IL12B 
transcript, targeting multiple sites within its 3′-UTR, in-
dicating its critical role in immune regulation by EBV-in-
fected B cells and a redundancy or even cooperativity of viral  
miRNAs. Interestingly, the miRNAs controlling IL12B orig-
inate from different viral transcripts (Barth et al., 2011), sug-
gesting a robust control of IL12B in all phases of EBV’s life 
cycle and in the many cell types EBV infects, which show 
different patterns of miRNA expression (Cai et al., 2006; Qiu 
et al., 2011). Repression of IL12B may not only reduce CD4+ 
T cell differentiation, as shown here, but also regulate T cell 
effector functions (Curtsinger and Mescher, 2010).

Second, lysosomal proteolysis is regulated. Transcripts 
of lysosomal endopeptidases, AEP and CTSB, and a thiol re-
ductase, GILT, which are involved in proteolytic degradation 
and HLA class II epitope generation (Blum et al., 2013), are 
direct targets of the miRNAs miR-BART1, miR-BART2, 
and miR-BHRF1-2. An siRNA-mediated knock-down of 
these three genes in human B cells reduced their recognition 
by clonal epitope-specific CD4+ T cells (Fig. 5, C and D; Mi-
losevic et al., 2005) suggesting an important role of the three 
lysosomal enzymes in antigen processing and presentation via 
MHC class II molecules in human B cells.

Third, HLA class II surface levels are down-regulated 
in B cells infected with wt/B95-8 EBV (Fig. 4 B). We also 
tested if EBV miRNA targeted MHC class II molecules di-
rectly. miRNAs encoded in wt/B95-8 EBV failed to inhibit 
consistently four HLA-DRB1 alleles tested in dual luciferase 
reporter assays and also lacked functional miRNA-binding 
sites. Thus, the reduction of HLA class II molecules is likely 
indirect and may be a consequence of altered lysosomal pro-
cessing of epitopes. Such phenomena might be particularly 
important early during infection when the EBV-activated 
B cells present antigenic peptides of virion components 
(Fig. 6 D) and the expression of HLA class II molecules peaks 
at the cell surface (Fig. 6 E). Together, these findings demon-
strate that EBV miRNAs redundantly and robustly inhibit 
specific immune functions in newly infected B cells that 
may otherwise metabolize viral proteins into HLA class II- 
presented peptides for recognition by antiviral CD4+ T cells.

A limited number of observations have been made 
before on immunomodulatory functions of EBV miRNAs. 
The RNAs encoding the innate immune effector molecules 

MICB (Nachmani et al., 2009) and NLRP3 (Haneklaus et al., 
2012) have been found in cell lines to be inhibited by EBV's 
miRNAs. They were not down-regulated in our experiments 
(Fig. 1 C, Table S1, and GSE75776), which examined their 
levels during early infection of primary B cells. Our studies 
with primary B cells likely avoided the adaptive changes that 
arise during long-term culturing in vitro.

It is not immediately apparent why B lymphocytes release 
proinflammatory cytokines upon infection with EBV. One 
explanation is based on two viral, noncoding RNAs, termed 
EBERs, which are contained in virions and are transcribed in 
all EBV-infected cells. EBERs are known to trigger the endo-
somal TLR3 receptor or the cytosolic RIG-I sensor signaling 
pathway and induce type I interferon and IL-6 synthesis in 
infected B cells (Samanta et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2007; Iwakiri et 
al., 2009), which might lead to the expression of proinflamma-
tory cytokines found in higher concentrations in the superna-
tants of B cells infected with ΔmiR than with wt/B95-8 EBV.

Interestingly, LMP1, a viral membrane protein that is 
predominantly expressed in the latent phase but also early 
upon B cell infection, activates the CD40 pathway, and in-
duces IL-6, adhesion molecules, and important immune 
co-receptors (Kieser and Sterz, 2015). Several viral BART 
miRNAs have been reported to control LMP1 expression 
(Lo et al., 2007; Verhoeven et al., 2016). We confirmed that 
miR-BART16, which is not in the wt/B95-8 EBV strain, 
and miR-BART3, which was not previously known to tar-
get LMP1 directly, do target it (Fig. 4 F). In addition, miR-
BART3 was recently reported to reduce LMP1 protein levels 
in HEK 293T cells (Verhoeven et al., 2016). We failed to 
identify direct targets among the many co-receptors and ad-
hesion molecules down-regulated in cells infected with wt/
B95-8 EBV (Fig. 4 C). It is possible that, on average, BART 
miRNAs repress LMP1 levels in cells infected with wt/B95-8 
EBV, and thereby indirectly inhibit surface expression of some 
immune co-receptors and adhesion molecules, further reduc-
ing immune recognition of EBV-infected B lymphocytes.

EBV induces proliferation of the B cells it initially infects, 
and fosters their survival. We have found that EBV encodes 
miRNAs that regulate multiple facets of a host's adaptive im-
mune response in newly infected B cells. EBV-infected B cells 
lacking viral miRNAs are deficient both in regulating these 
responses and in other miRNA-dependent functions, includ-
ing an inhibition of apoptosis (Seto et al., 2010). These latter 
defects have precluded comparisons of B cells newly infected 
with wt/B95-8 or ΔmiR in humanized mouse models. In in-
fection experiments with these mice, we observed defects in 
persistence after infection with ΔmiR EBV compared with 
wt/B95-8 EBV, possibly resulting from a combination of de-
creased survival and enhanced immune control (unpublished 
data; C. Münz, personal communication).

Collectively, our studies of a model that closely mimics 
physiological infection in the early phase show that EBV's 
miRNAs interfere with CD4+ T cell control through mul-
tiple mechanisms. They inhibit the secretion of cytokines, 
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inhibit antigen processing and presentation, inhibit the dif-
ferentiation of CD4+ T cells, and counteract recognition and 
elimination of infected B cells by EBV-specific CD4+ effector 
T cells. The breadth of EBV's use of its miRNAs to inhibit 
adaptive immune responses is unprecedented and contributes 
to its efficient establishment of a lifelong infection.

MAT ERI ALS AND MET HODS
Patient samples
Surgically removed adenoids and PBMCs were obtained 
from anonymous patients and anonymous volunteer blood 
donors, respectively, from Munich, Germany. The use of this 
human material was approved by the local ethics committee 
(Ethikkommission bei der LMU München) in writing.

Separation of human primary cells
Human primary B and T cells were prepared from adenoidal 
mononuclear cells (MNCs) or PBMCs by Ficoll-Hypaque gra-
dient centrifugation with Pancoll (PAN-Biotech). B cells, CD4+ 
T cells, CD8+ T cells, and naive CD4+ T cells were separated from 
adenoidal MNCs or PBMCs using MACS separator (Miltenyi 
Biotec) with CD19 MicroBeads, CD4 MicroBeads, CD8 Mi-
croBeads, and Naive CD4+ T cell Isolation kit II, respectively.

Cell lines and cell culture
Burkitt’s lymphoma cell lines Raji (EBV-positive), DG-75 
(EBV-negative), HEK293-based EBV producer cell lines 
(Seto et al., 2010), infected human primary B cells, and T cells 
were maintained in RPMI-1640 medium (Thermo Fischer 
Scientific). HEK293T cells were maintained in DMEM me-
dium. All media were supplemented with 10% FBS (Thermo 
Fischer Scientific), penicillin (100 U/ml; Thermo Fischer Sci-
entific), and streptomycin (100 mg/ml; Thermo Fischer Sci-
entific). Cells were cultivated at 37°C in a 5% CO2 incubator.

Preparation of infectious EBV stocks and infection 
of human primary B cells
Infectious EBV stocks were prepared as previously described 
(Seto et al., 2010). In brief, EBV producer cell lines for ΔmiR 
(p4027) and wt/B95-8 (p2089) EBV strains were transiently 
transfected with expression plasmids encoding BZLF1 and 
BALF4 to induce EBV’s lytic cycle. We collected supernatants 
3 d after transfection, and debris was cleared by centrifugation 
at 3,000 rpm for 15 min. Virus stocks were titrated on Raji 
cells as previously reported and used at a multiplicity of in-
fection (MOI) of 0.1 Green Raji units (Seto et al., 2010) for 
infecting primary B lymphocytes with an optimal virus dose 
(Steinbrück et al., 2015). For virus infection, primary B cells 
were cultivated with each virus stock for 18 h. After replace-
ment with fresh medium, the infected cells were seeded at an 
initial density of 5 × 105 cells per ml.

RNA-Seq and RISC-IP
At 5 dpi of human primary B cells, we extracted total 
RNAs with TRIzol (Thermo Fischer Scientific) and Di-

rect-Zol RNA MiniPrep kit (Zymo Research) from six dif-
ferent donors (Ad1–Ad6; Fig.  1) for RNA-Seq, according 
to the manufacturers’ protocols. In parallel, we performed 
RISC immunoprecipitation (RISC-IP) as described previ-
ously (Kuzembayeva et al., 2012). In brief, lysed cells were 
incubated with anti-Ago2 antibody (11A9)-conjugated 
Dynabeads (Thermo Fischer Scientific), washed, and copre-
cipitated RNA was extracted. The cDNA libraries were pre-
pared (Vertis Biotechnologie AG). For RNA-Seq, total RNAs 
were depleted of rRNAs by Ribo-Zero rRNA Removal kit 
(Illumina), fragmented by ultrasonication, and subjected to 
first strand synthesis with a randomized primer. For RISC- 
IP, RNAs were poly (A)-tailed, ligated with an RNA adapter 
at 5′-phosphates to facilitate Illumina TruSeq sequencing, and 
subjected to first strand synthesis with an oligo-(dT) primer. 
The cDNAs were PCR-amplified and sequenced with an  
Illumina HiSeq2000 instrument at the University of Wiscon-
sin Biotechnology Center DNA Sequencing Facility.

Analysis of deep sequencing
For RNA-Seq, processing of paired-end reads (poly-A 
tail filtering, N-filtering, and adapter removal) was done 
using FastQC and R2M (RawReadManipulator). Reads 
were mapped to the human genome (hg19 ‘core’ chromo-
some-set) by STAR (Dobin et al., 2013) and feature counts 
per transcript were determined using featureCounts and  
GEN CODE version 19 annotations, together with EBV’s 
annotation (available from GenBank under accession 
no. AJ507799). To screen differentially regulated genes 
by viral miRNAs, we used a simple but efficient scor-
ing algorithm based on donor/replicate-wise fold changes 
ranks. For each gene g and replicate k, we calculate the 
gene-specific rank score as

   r  g   =   1 __ m     ∑ 
k=1

  
n
     r  gk  , 

where n is the number of all replicates, m the number of all 
genes/transcripts, and rgk is the rank of gene g in sample k. To 
select highly differentially expressed genes, we transformed 
the rank score into a z-score and selected all transcripts with 
an absolute z-score >1.6.

For RISC-IP the mapped reads were normalized using 
size factors estimated with the R package DEseq2 and fil-
tered for reads mapped to annotated 3′-UTR regions using 
GEN CODE version19. To identify local quantitative differ-
ences in the read enrichments on 3′-UTRs between wt EBV 
compared with ΔmiR EBV-infected B cells, we calculated a 
donor-wise relative enrichment score. For each genomic po-
sition p, the relative expression esp was calculated as

  e  s  p   =   
 e  tp   _____  e  tp   +  e  cp     ×  n  pu  , 

where etp is the enrichment value of sequenced reads at po-
sition p in wt/B95-8 EBV-infected cells and ecp the local en-
richment value in ΔmiR EBV-infected B cells, respectively. 
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The normalization factor npu = etp/max(eu) was introduced 
to correct for local maxima in the UTR sequence of inter-
est, where max(eu) is the maximum enrichment value in the 
UTR sequence u. Finally, we used a Gaussian filter to mini-
mize local noise. To select 3′-UTRs bound by viral miRNAs, 
we set the threshold as follows: enrichment score >0.6 for a 
stretch of >20 nt in the 3′-UTRs in two or more donors. 
To quantify viral miRNAs incorporated into the RISC in 
infected cells, we mapped reads from the RISC-IP Seq to 
miRNA entries registered in miRBase 21 and calculated frac-
tions of each viral miRNAs out of total miRNA read counts.

KEGG enrichment pathway
Enrichment of specific pathways was estimated by performing 
a hypergeometric distribution test via the KEGG API Web 
Service. All calculations were done using Matlab (Mathworks).

ELI SA
To detect cytokine secretion from infected B cells, 106 cells 
were seeded in 6-well plates at 4 or 11 dpi, cultivated for 
4 d with cyclosporine (1 µg/ml; Novartis). Supernatants 
were harvested and stored at −20°C. ELI SAs for IL-6, IL-10, 
IL12B (IL-12p40), IL-12, IL-23, and TNF were performed 
following the manufacturer’s protocols (Mabtech). For IL-6 
and IL-10, CpG DNA were added as previously described 
(Iskra et al., 2010) to stimulate infected B cells. ELI SA for 
IFN-γ levels was performed following the manufactur-
er’s protocol (Mabtech).

To detect IL-12p40 secretion from PBMCs or PBMCs 
depleted of B cells using the MACS separator and CD19 
MicroBeads (Miltenyi Biotec), the cells were infected with 
either wt/B95-8 or ΔmiR EBV at MOIs of 0.1 Green Raji 
units (Steinbrück et al., 2015). After 5 d of incubation, super-
natants were collected and ELI SA for IL-12p40 levels was 
assessed following the manufacturer’s protocol (Mabtech).

Luciferase reporter assays
The 3′-UTRs of IL12B (Ensembl ENST00000231228), 
IFI30 (Ensembl ENST00000407280), LGMN (Ensembl 
ENST00000334869), CTSB (Ensembl ENST00000353047), 
and LMP1 (available from GenBank under accession no. 
AJ507799) were cloned downstream of Renilla luciferase 
(Rluc) in the expression plasmid psiCHE CK-2 (Promega). 
To construct the viral miRNA expression vectors, we cloned 
TagBFP (Evrogen) under the control of the EF1α promoter 
into pCDH-EF1-MCS (System Biosciences). Single miR-
NAs of interest were cloned downstream of the TagBFP-en-
coding gene. Viral miRNAs were obtained by PCR from the 
p4080 plasmid (Seto et al., 2010). 50 ng of the psiCHE CK-2 
reporter and 150 ng of the pCDH-EF1 miRNA expressor 
plasmid DNAs were cotransfected into 1 × 105 HEK293T 
cells by Metafectene Pro (Biontex). After 24 h of transfection, 
we measured luciferase activities with the Dual-Luciferase 
Assay kit (Promega) and the Orion II Microplate Luminom-
eter (Titertek-Berthold). The activity of Rluc was normal-

ized to the activity of Fluc (Firefly luciferase) encoded in the 
psiCHE CK-2 reporter plasmid. We performed in silico pre-
diction of EBV miRNA-binding sites on 3′-UTRs primarily 
with TargetScan (Garcia et al., 2011) and used RNAhybrid 
(Rehmsmeier et al., 2004) to screen for 6mer binding sites 
(Bartel, 2009). We performed site-directed mutagenesis with 
overlapping oligo DNAs and Phusion polymerase (NEB).

Quantitative RT-PCR
To quantify mRNA levels RNAs were reverse-transcribed 
with SuperScript III Reverse transcription (Thermo Fischer 
Scientific) and quantitative PCR was performed with Light-
Cycler 480 SYBR Green I Mix (Roche) and LightCycler 480 
Instrument II (Roche) according to the manufacturers’ in-
structions. The following primers were used for the detection: 
HPRT1 5′-TGA CCT TGA TTT ATT TTG CAT ACC-3′ and 
5′-CGA GCA AGA CGT TCA GTC CT-3′; HMBS 5′-CTG 
AAA GGG CCT TCC TGAG-3′ and 5′-CAG ACT CCT CCA 
GTC AGG TACA-3′; IL12B 5′-CCC TGA CAT TCT GCG 
TTCA-3′ and 5′-AGG TCT TGT CCG TGA AGA CTC TA-
3′; IFI30 5′-CTG GGT CAC CGT CAA TGG-3′ and 5′-GCT 
TCT TGC CCT GGT ACA AC-3′; LGMN 5′-GGA AAC 
TGA TGA ACA CCA ATGA-3′ and 5′-GGA GAC GAT CTT 
ACG CAC TGA-3′; CTSB 5′-CTG TGG CAG CAT GTG 
TGG-3′ and 5′-TCT TGT CCA GAA GTT CCA AGC-3′.

To quantify miRNA levels, stem-loop qPCRs were 
performed with TaqMan MicroRNA Reverse Transcrip-
tion kit (Thermo Fischer Scientific) and TaqMan Universal 
Master Mix II (Thermo Fischer Scientific) according to the 
manufacturer’s protocols. RNU6B was used for normaliza-
tion. Following TaqMan MicroRNA assays, specific primers 
(Thermo Fischer Scientific) were used for detection: ebv-
miR-BART2: 197238_mat; ebv-miR-BART3: 004578_mat; 
ebv-miR-BHRF1-3 197221_mat; RNU6B: 197238_mat.

Establishment of EBV-specific effector T 
cells and T cell clones
EBV-specific CD4+ T cell clones were established from 
polyclonal T cell lines that were generated by LCLs or 
mini-LCL stimulation of PBMCs, as previously described 
(Adhikary et al., 2007).

Flow cytometry and antibodies
After immunostainings with fluorophore-conjugated an-
tibodies, single-cell suspensions were measured with LSR-
Fortessa or FAC SCanto (BD) flow cytometers and the  
FAC SDiva software (BD). Acquired data were analyzed with 
FlowJo software Ver. 9.8 (FlowJo). The following fluoro-
phore-conjugated antibodies reactive to human antigens were 
used: anti–human IFN-γ APC (4S.B3, IgG1; BioLegend), an-
ti-CD40 PE (5c3, IgG2b; BioLegend), anti–ICOS-L (B7-H2) 
PE (2D3, IgG2b; BioLegend), anti–PD-L1 (B7-H1) APC 
(29E.2A3, IgG2b; BioLegend), anti-CD86 (B7-2) PE (37301, 
IgG1; R&D Systems), anti-CD54 (ICAM-1) APC (HCD54, 
IgG1; BioLegend), anti–HLA-ABC APC (W6/32, IgG2a; 
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BioLegend), anti-CD80 PE-Cy5 (L307.4; BD), anti-FAS 
(CD45) PE (Dx2, IgG1; BioLegend), anti–HLA-DR unla-
beled (L234, IgG2a; BioLegend), anti–HLA-DQ unlabeled 
(SPV-L3, IgG2a ; AbD Serotec), anti–HLA-DP unlabeled 
(B7/21, IgG3; Abcam), anti–mouse F(ab')2 APC (polyclonal, 
IgG; eBioscience), isotype IgG1 PE (MOPC-21; BioLegend), 
isotype IgG2b PE (MPC-11; BioLegend), isotype IgG1 APC 
(MOPC-21; BD), isotype IgG2a APC (MOPC-173; BioLeg-
end), and isotype IgG2b APC (MG2b-57; BioLegend).

Western blotting
We lysed cells with RIPA buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 
150 mM NaCl, 0.1% SDS, 1% NP-40, and 0.5% DOC) and 
boiled the extracts with Laemmli buffer. Proteins were sepa-
rated on SDS-PAGE gels (Carl Roth) and transferred to nitro-
cellulose membranes (GE Healthcare) using Mini-PRO TEAN 
Tetra Cell (Bio-Rad Laboratories). Membranes were blocked 
for 30 min with Roti-Block (Carl Roth), followed by antibody 
incubation. Secondary antibodies conjugated with horseradish 
peroxidase were used (Cell Signaling Technology) and exposed 
to CEA films (Agfa HealthCare). Protein levels were quantified 
with the software ImageJ. The following primary antibodies 
reactive to human proteins were used: anti–human Tubulin 
(B-5-1-2; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.). The monoclonal 
antibody (1G6-3) reactive to the EBV protein LMP1 was pro-
vided by E. Kremmer (Institute of Molecular Immunology, 
Helmholtz Zentrum München, München, Germany).

RNAi knock-down and recognition by 
M1-specific CD4+ T cells
4 × 105 DG-75 cells were incubated in 1 ml Accell Delivery 
Media (GE Healthcare) and 1 nmol siRNAs directed against 
GAP DH, IFI30, LGMN, CTSB, or combinations thereof for 
48 h. Influenza M1 protein purified as previously described 
(Nimmerjahn et al., 2003) was added to the medium, and the 
cells were further incubated for 24 h and co-cultured with 
M1-specific CD4+ T cell clone E5 for 16 h (Milosevic et al., 
2005). IFN-γ levels were detected with ELI SA.

T cell differentiation and recognition
Th1 differentiation was assessed by co-culture of sorted naive 
CD4+ T cells and infected B cells 5 dpi. 1 × 105 naive CD4+ 
T cells stained with CellTrace Violet (Thermo Fischer Sci-
entific) and 0.5 or 1 × 105 infected B cells were cultured 
in 96-well plates with Dynabeads Human T-Activator CD3/
CD28 (Thermo Fischer Scientific) and cultivated for 7 d. The 
neutralizing antibody against IL12B (C8.6; BioLegend) or the 
corresponding isotype control antibody (MOPC-21; BioLeg-
end) were added for certain experiments at 5 µg/ml. Cells 
were restimulated with PMA and ionomycin (Cell Stimula-
tion Cocktail; eBioscience) for 5 h and treated with Brefeldin 
A and Monensin (BioLegend) for 2.5 h before fixation. Th1 
population was measured by intracellular IFN-γ staining with 
FIX and PERM Cell Fixation and Cell Permeabilization kit 
(Thermo Fischer Scientific) and subsequent flow cytometry 

analysis. The Th1 population was defined as IFN-γ+ T cells 
in the fraction of proliferating T cells identified via CellTrace 
Violet staining. EBV-specific effector T cells’ activities were 
measured with ELI SA and Calcein release assays. For IFN-γ 
detection from T cells, effector and target cells were seeded 
at 5 × 104 cell per ml (1:1 ratio) each and co-cultured for 
16 h in a 96-well plate (V bottom). IFN-γ levels were de-
tected with ELI SA. IFN-γ concentrations <16 pg/ml were 
considered as not detected.

T cell cytotoxicity assays
Primary infected B cells were purified by Ficoll-Hypaque 
gradient centrifugation, and 5 × 105 target cells were la-
beled with calcein at 0.5 µg/ml. After three washing steps 
with PBS, target and effector cells were co-cultured in a 
96-well plate (V bottom) with different ratios in RPMI red 
phenol-free medium to reduce background signals. After 
4 h of co-culture, fluorescence intensity of the released cal-
cein was measured by the Infinite F200 PRO fluorometer 
(Tecan). As controls, spontaneous calcein release of target cells 
cultivated without effector cells and cells lysed with 0.5%  
Triton-X100 were used to define the levels of no and fully 
lysed target cells, respectively.

Statistical analysis
We used Prism 6.0 software (GraphPad) for the statistical 
analysis. A two-tailed ratio Student’s t test was applied un-
less otherwise mentioned.

Online supplemental material
Fig. S1 shows the predicted miRNA-binding sites and 
mutations tested in 3′-UTR reporter assays. Table S1, 
available as an Excel file, lists the gene transcripts controlled 
by viral miRNAs. Table S2 lists the HLA allele information 
of donors used in co-culture experiments. Online 
supplemental material is available at http ://www .jem .org /
cgi /content /full /jem .20160248 /DC1.
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Infection with Epstein–Barr virus (EBV) affects most humans world-
wide and persists life-long in the presence of robust virus-specific T-cell
responses. In both immunocompromised and some immunocompe-
tent people, EBV causes several cancers and lymphoproliferative dis-
eases. EBV transforms B cells in vitro and encodes at least 44microRNAs
(miRNAs), most of which are expressed in EBV-transformed B cells,
but their functions are largely unknown. Recently, we showed that
EBV miRNAs inhibit CD4+ T-cell responses to infected B cells by
targeting IL-12, MHC class II, and lysosomal proteases. Here we in-
vestigatedwhether EBVmiRNAs also counteract surveillance by CD8+

T cells. We have found that EBV miRNAs strongly inhibit recognition
and killing of infected B cells by EBV-specific CD8+ T cells through
multiple mechanisms. EBV miRNAs directly target the peptide trans-
porter subunit TAP2 and reduce levels of the TAP1 subunit, MHC class
I molecules, and EBNA1, a protein expressed in most forms of EBV
latency and a target of EBV-specific CD8+ T cells. Moreover, miRNA-
mediated down-regulation of the cytokine IL-12 decreases the recog-
nition of infected cells by EBV-specific CD8+ T cells. Thus, EBVmiRNAs
use multiple, distinct pathways, allowing the virus to evade surveil-
lance not only by CD4+ but also by antiviral CD8+ T cells.

adaptive immunity | immune evasion | herpesvirus | CD8 T cells |
microRNA

Epstein–Barr virus (EBV) is a ubiquitous herpesvirus that in-
fects the majority of the human population worldwide. Al-

though EBV infection persists for life, most carriers remain
asymptomatic due to a stringent control by virus-specific immu-
nity. An important component of this immunity is EBV-specific
CD8+ T cells, which often expand to high numbers in healthy
carriers or after primary infection. Conversely, the absence of
EBV-specific CD8+ T cells predicts the emergence of EBV-
associated disease in patients after stem cell transplantation
or when afflicted with AIDS (1–3). Dangerous EBV-mediated
complications can be reversed or prevented by transfer of EBV-
specific T cells (4, 5), which further confirms the important role
of continuous T-cell control of EBV infection. Among EBV-
specific T cells, CD8+ T cells predominate; about 0.05–1% of all
CD8+ T cells in healthy donors are typically specific for EBV
latent antigens and about twice as many for lytic antigens (6, 7).
EBV predominantly infects B cells and establishes a latent in-

fection before production of progeny virus becomes possible (8).
Four distinct programs of EBV latent infection have been defined
according to their expression profiles of latent viral genes (9–11).
One of these programs, known as latency III or the “growth
program,” is characterized by the expression of a restricted set of
approximately eight viral proteins, which activate B cells and drive
their proliferation, thus increasing the viral reservoir. Latency III
is found in EBV-associated malignancies in immunosuppressed
patients (9) and likely reemerges continuously in healthy carriers
(9, 12), indicating that its control is critical for the health of an
EBV carrier. Only at a later stage of infection (13) can the virus

enter its lytic phase in infected cells to produce progeny virions, a
phase requiring expression of the majority of viral proteins. Some
of these lytic-cycle viral proteins are immunoevasins that interfere
with CD8+ T-cell recognition: the TAP inhibitor BNLF2a (14, 15);
the G protein-coupled receptor BILF1 that associates with MHC
class I/peptide complexes, diverts them from the exocytic pathway
and the cell surface, and induces their lysomal degradation (16,
17); and the protein BGLF5 that reduces MHC I expression and
CD8+ T-cell recognition as a consequence of its generalized host-
shutoff function (18, 19). Recently, BDLF3 was identified as an
additional lytic-cycle protein that targets MHC molecules for
degradation (20). BNLF2a is also expressed early after infection in
the prelatent phase (13 for a recent review) and reduces CD8+

T-cell recognition in the first days of infection but does not impair
T-cell recognition in established latency (21, 22). It is unclear,
though, how latently EBV-infected B cells escape elimination by T
cells, in particular during the latency III program that is charac-
terized by a considerable antigenic load and an activated state
expected to increase the immunogenicity of B cells (23). In latency
III, MHC I, MHC II, and T-cell–coactivating molecules are highly
expressed (24, 25), but nonetheless many epitopes are suboptimally
recognized by CD8+ T cells (26, 27). Therefore, it is likely that
unknown immunoevasive mechanisms operate in these latently
infected B cells.

Significance

Most humans are infected for their lifetime with Epstein–Barr
virus (EBV), which can cause cancer and other EBV-associated
diseases. Infected individuals develop strong immune responses
to this virus, in particular cytotoxic CD8+ T cells, but viral in-
fection is never cleared nor is EBV eliminated from the body. This
suggests that certain viral molecules might prevent effective
elimination of EBV-infected cells by CD8+ T cells. EBV is rich in
genes coding for microRNAs, many with unknown function. We
show that viral microRNAs interfere with recognition and killing
of EBV-infected cells by CD8+ T cells. Multiple mechanisms and
molecules are targeted by microRNAs to achieve this immune
evasion. Therefore, targeting of viral microRNAs may improve
antiviral immunity and therapy.
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A hallmark of EBV is its array of 44 microRNAs (miRNAs)
(28–31), which is the largest number of miRNAs identified in a
human pathogen to date. Many EBV miRNAs have no known
function. A function of viral miRNAs in innate immunity was sug-
gested earlier by findings showing that some regulate the inflamma-
some component NLRP3 (32), the natural killer group 2D (NKG2D)
ligand MICB (33), and the chemokine CXCL11 (34).
Recently, we found that multiple viral miRNAs limit the

control of infected B cells by CD4+ T cells early in EBV infection
(35). Several viral miRNAs reduce secretion of IL-12, expression
of HLA class II molecules, and expression of lysosomal enzymes
important for antigen presentation to CD4+ T cells. EBV
miRNAs also regulate many molecules of potential importance
in HLA class I presentation and CD8+ T-cell recognition (35).
These findings have led us to determine if viral miRNAs inhibit

surveillance of EBV by CD8+ T cells. We have found that viral
miRNAs do prevent virus-specific activation of CD8+ T cells and
killing of infected B cells; we have also delineated the mechanisms
underlying this viral evasion of the immune response.

Results
EBV MiRNAs Support Survival of Infected B Cells in the Presence of
CD8+ T Cells from EBV-Positive Donors. We used in vitro infection
of primary human B cells as a simple but representative model of
EBV infection (Fig. 1A) to evaluate if EBV miRNAs counteract
immune surveillance by EBV-specific CD8+ T cells. B cells (CD19+)
isolated from peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from
EBV-positive donors were infected with two EBV strains: the lab-
oratory strain B95-8 (WT/B95-8), expressing 13 viral miRNAs, and
its derivative ΔmiR, expressing no viral miRNAs (36). Twelve hours
later, autologous CD8+ T cells were added, and the cells were
cocultured for 4 wk (Fig. 1B), when cell viability was tested in MTT
assays. Surviving cells were further analyzed by flow cytometry for
their identification (Fig. S1).

In the absence of T cells, we observed robust proliferation of B
cells infected with ΔmiR or WT/B95-8 EBV (Fig. 1B). In the
presence of T cells, the survival and outgrowth of infected B cells
was decreased. A strong reduction of viable cells was achieved by
fewer CD8+ T cells for cells infected with ΔmiR EBV than cells
infected with WT/B95-8 EBV (Fig. 1B). Flow cytometry analyses
showed that B cells represented the viable cells in most of the
cultures (Fig. S1). These results indicated that EBV miRNAs
protect EBV-infected B lymphocytes from eradication by anti-
viral CD8+ T cells under these conditions.

EBV MiRNAs Inhibit Recognition, Killing, and Expansion of EBV-Specific
CD8+ T Cells. Earlier studies had shown that B-cell survival could
be compromised in cells infected with the ΔmiR EBV devoid
of miRNAs, because some viral miRNAs contribute to EBV-
associated cellular transformation in the early phase of infec-
tion (36–38). To evaluate a possible role of viral miRNAs in
controlling immune functions of EBV-specific CD8+ T cells, we
established polyclonal EBV-specific CD8+ T cells from different
donors. Sorted primary CD8+ T cells were stimulated every 2 wk
with irradiated lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs), which had been
established by infecting primary autologous B cells with WT/
B95-8 EBV (Fig. 2A). For T-cell effector assays, EBV-specific
CD8+ T cells established in this way were cocultured with B cells
that had been infected with WT/B95-8 or ΔmiR EBV 15 d ear-
lier. T-cell activation was quantified by measuring IFN-γ con-
centration in the cell culture supernatants after 16 h or by
determining cytolysis of infected cells after 4 h. We observed
significantly reduced IFN-γ secretion in response to cells in-
fected with WT/B95-8 relative to cells infected with ΔmiR EBV,
both in autologous (Fig. 2B and Table S1) and HLA-matched
conditions (Fig. 2C). Importantly, T cells were not activated by
HLA-mismatched infected B cells or in B-cell–free cultures, in-
dicating that the observed activation was HLA-restricted and
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Fig. 1. EBV miRNAs support infected B cells to abrogate CD8+ T-cell responses. (A) Schematic overview of the experimental system. (B) CD19+ B cells were
isolated from PBMCs of three different EBV-positive donors and infected with WT/B95-8 EBV or ΔmiR EBV stocks. Twelve hours later, infected B cells were
extensively washed to remove free virions. In 96-well microtiter plates 32,000 EBV-infected B cells were seeded per well and CD8+ T cells isolated from the
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EBV-specific (Fig. 2C). In cytotoxicity assays, we found that the
viral miRNAs inhibited killing of infected B cells by EBV-spe-
cific CD8+ T cells at all B:T cell ratios and at any HLA-matched

conditions tested (Fig. 2D). It did not matter whether EBV-specific
CD8+ T-cell cultures had been generated by expansion with
ΔmiR or WT/B95-8 EBV-infected B cells; in each case, ΔmiR
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EBV-infected B cells were better recognized than B cells infected
with WT/B95-8 EBV (Fig. 2E).
Because clonal expansion is essential for effective antiviral T-cell

responses, we also investigated the selective expansion of EBV-
specific CD8+ T cells in response to autologous B cells infected
with either WT/B95-8 or ΔmiR EBV (Fig. 2F). From PBMCs of 10
donors, we sorted CD8+ T cells and stimulated them twice on day
0 and day 10 with irradiated autologous B cells, which had been
infected for 15 d with WT/B95-8 or ΔmiR EBV. Total numbers of
CD8+ T cells obtained at days 10 and 20 (after one or two stim-
ulations) were significantly higher after expansion with ΔmiR
EBV-infected cells compared with WT/B95-8 EBV-infected cells
(Fig. 2F). In the same setting, we also analyzed the expansion of
EBV-specific CD8+ T cells that were specific for five different
epitopes from EBV proteins latent membrane protein (LMP)2A,
EBV nuclear antigen (EBNA)1, and EBNA3A (Fig. 2G). We con-
sistently found increased expansion in response to ΔmiR EBV-
infected cells for each of these specificities (Fig. 2G). Together,
our data suggest that viral miRNAs in EBV-infected B cells reduce
clonal expansion of a wide range of antiviral CD8+ effector T cells.

EBV MiRNAs Inhibit MHC Class I Antigen Processing and Presentation
Pathways. We screened cellular transcripts targeted by EBV
miRNAs and likely critical in fending off antiviral CD8+ T cells.
To identify potential targets, we performed high-throughput
screening with primary B lymphocytes infected with the different
EBV strains and a combination of RNA and RNA induced si-
lencing complexes-immunoprecipitation (RISC-IP) sequencing
(35). With this approach, we identified IL12B and three genes
(IFI30, the IFN-γ-regulated thiol reductase GILT; LGMN, the
asparagine endopeptidase AEP alias legumain; and CTSB, the
peptidase cathepsin B) encoding lysosomal enzymes and impor-
tant for CD4+ T-cell differentiation and antigen processing as
direct targets of viral miRNAs (35). Here, we focused on genes
consistently inhibited by EBV miRNAs and known to play a role
in antigen processing and presentation and cytokine–cytokine re-
ceptor interactions or are considered cell adhesion molecules
according to the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes
(KEGG) pathway categories (Table 1). A subset of corresponding
mRNAs was also enriched in our RISC-IP sequencing analysis
(Table 1), indicating that these mRNAs were most likely direct
targets of EBV miRNAs. Interestingly, TAP1 and TAP2 were
significantly down-regulated in RNA-sequencing (RNA-Seq) ex-
periments, and TAP2 was also found enriched in RISC-IP sequenc-
ing (Table 1). The TAP1/TAP2 heterodimer mediates transport of
antigenic peptides into the ER lumen, where they are loaded onto
MHC class I molecules. The presentation of many EBV epitopes
depends on TAP (39), and thus we delineated the mechanisms by
which EBV miRNAs regulate it.
First, we verified the regulation of TAP1/2 expression by viral

miRNAs. Fifteen days post infection expression of TAP1 and
TAP2 was reduced in B cells infected with WT/B95-8 EBV com-
pared with ΔmiR EBV both at the level of transcript (Fig. 3A) and
protein (Fig. 3B). As a control, we verified that IPO7 (Importin-7),
a known target of EBVmiR-BART3 (40), was also down-regulated
(Fig. 3 A and B). Because RISC-IP (Table 1) in combination with
the in silico target algorithm TargetScan (41) predicted that the
3′UTR of TAP2 was directly targeted by EBV miRNAs, we per-
formed dual luciferase reporter assays to test this assumption. We
cotransfected HEK293T cells with a luciferase reporter plasmid
containing the 3′UTR of TAP2 and single expression plasmids,
each of which encoded one viral primary miRNA.
The expression of exogenous miR-BHRF1–3 significantly de-

creased the luciferase activity of the TAP2 reporter (Fig. 3C, Left).
A mutation within the 3′UTR in the seed-matching region abol-
ished this inhibition completely, demonstrating that TAP2 is a di-
rect target of miR-BHRF1–3 (Fig. 3C). Similarly, miR-BART17,
which is expressed in EBV field strains but not in the WT/B95-8

strain, targeted the 3′UTR of the TAP2 directly at one of two
predicted sites (Fig. 3C; predicted seed sequences are provided in
Fig. S2A). In contrast, we did not observe a regulation of the TAP1
3′UTR by any viral miRNA present in WT/B95-8 EBV (Fig. 3D).
This result suggested that TAP1 may not be a direct target of
EBV miRNAs, consistent with our RISC-IP data (Table 1). A
parallel dual luciferase reporter assay performed for IPO7 served
as a positive control together with miR-BART3 in these assays
(Fig. S2B).
Next, we quantified the levels of classical HLA class I (HLA-A,

-B, and -C) cell-surface expression on WT/B95-8 or ΔmiR
EBV-infected B cells during the course of infection. Steady-state
surface levels of HLA class I molecules are a function of TAP
activities, as HLA class I molecules lacking peptides are unsta-
ble. We consistently observed a slight reduction by 10–20% of
overall surface MHC class I molecules in cells infected with WT/
B95-8 relative to ΔmiR EBV during the entire observation pe-
riod (Fig. 3E). By assaying individual HLA class I alleles, we
found that HLA-B*07, B*08, and B*40 allotypes were reduced
by 20–30%, whereas HLA-A*02 levels were not reduced (Fig.
3F). This finding is consistent with the known preference of
HLA-A*02 (but not of the other allotypes investigated here) to
bind highly hydrophobic peptides, some of which reach the ER
independently of TAP (42). Dual luciferase reporter assays were
performed for HLA-B*07 and B*08, but direct targeting by
miRNAs could not be demonstrated (Fig. S2C).

EBV MiRNAs Control Multiple Facets of Viral Immune Evasion. These
results suggested that EBV miRNAs impose allele-specific con-
trols of HLA molecules, namely affecting HLA-B allotypes. We
therefore asked if HLA-B allotype-restricted antigen presentation
is directly controlled by viral miRNAs (Fig. 4). We cocultured
infected B cells and CD8+ T-cell clones specific for the IED or the
FLY epitope, both of which are derived from the viral LMP2
protein (Fig. 4A). Presentation of the B*40:01-restricted IED
epitope is dependent on active TAP transportation (39), whereas
the HLA-A*02:01–restricted epitope FLY is highly hydrophobic
and presented TAP-independently (26). In a time course experiment

Table 1. Selected genes (cytokine–cytokine receptor
interaction, antigen processing and presentation, and cell
adhesion molecules) and their regulation by EBV miRNAs in
RNA-Seq and RISC-IP experiments

Gene symbol Mean of log-twofold change z score RISC-IP

IL12B −2.3108 −2.5002 Yes
CD274 −0.6644 −2.3705 No
CD80 −0.9250 −2.3533 No
ICAM1 −0.6553 −2.3351 No
TAP2 −0.4012 −2.1261 Yes
TNF −0.6389 −2.0936 No
CD40 −0.4912 −2.0739 Yes
CD58 −0.5088 −2.0568 No
RFX5 −0.3576 −1.9605 No
PSME1 −0.3338 −1.9373 No
CTSB −0.4520 −1.9370 Yes
PSME2 −0.4680 −1.9335 No
CD86 −0.4486 −1.8001 No
TAP1 −0.3426 −1.7800 No
ALCAM −0.4300 −1.6637 No
ICAM3 −0.5567 −1.6273 No
ERAP2 −0.2923 −1.6048 No
IPO7 −0.2826 −1.6870 Yes

Genes were identified by mRNA sequencing of WT/B95-8 vs. ΔmiR-
infected B cells, ranked by z score, and where indicated, confirmed by RISC-
IPs as described in Tagawa and coworkers (35). IPO7 served as a positive
control.
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with B cells infected with either WT/B95-8 or ΔmiR EBV, we ob-
served reactivity of the clonal T cells as early as 5–7 d post infection
(Fig. 4 B and C). EBV miRNAs significantly reduced the activation
of the IED-specific T-cell clone (Fig. 4B) as expected from the

down-regulation of the TAP complex and subsequent reduction of
HLA-B molecules. Surprisingly, the activation of the FLY-specific
T-cell clone was also strongly reduced (Fig. 4C) even though FLY is
a TAP-independent peptide and presented via HLA-A*02:01, which
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Fig. 3. EBV miRNAs reduce TAP and MHC class I levels in infected B cells. (A) Transcript levels of TAP2, TAP1, IPO7, and IL12B were assessed by quantitative
RT-PCR in EBV-infected B cells 15 d post infection (dpi). IPO7 is a known target of viral miRNAs and is used here as positive control. GUSB was used as negative
control. Transcript levels were quantified relative to the mean of the housekeeping genes HPRT1 and HMBS (35) and were normalized to the transcript level
of ΔmiR EBV-infected cells. Data are shown as mean values and SD of seven donors. (B) Protein levels of TAP1 and TAP2 were assessed by Western blot
analyses in EBV-infected B cells 15 dpi. β-Actin served as negative and IPO7 as positive controls. Representative examples (Top) and protein levels relative to
Tubulin (Bottom) are shown. The results were normalized to the protein levels of ΔmiR EBV-infected cells, set to 100%. Data are shown as mean values and SD
of three to seven donors. (C and D) EBV miRNAs directly regulate TAP2 but not TAP1. HEK293T cells were cotransfected with miRNA expression vectors and
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The luciferase activities were normalized to lysates from cells cotransfected with the wild-type 3′UTR reporter and an empty plasmid in place of the miRNA
expression plasmid. Data are shown as mean values and SD of three to four replicates. mut, mutated 3′UTR; WT, wild-type 3′UTR; ∅, empty plasmid. (E and F)
Cell surface expression levels of total HLA class I (Left) and specific HLA class I allotypes (Right) of B cells infected with the indicated EBV strains for 15 d were
measured by flow cytometry. Ratios (%) of WT/B95-8 divided by ΔmiR EBV-infected B cells are shown. Data are shown as mean values and SD of experiments
with 5 to 10 different donors. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001.
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was not affected by the expression of EBVmiRNAs (Fig. 3F). These
experiments strongly supported the presence of additional immu-
noevasive mechanisms that affect recognition of the FLY epitope.
To address the possibility that LMP2A/B gene expression may be
regulated by EBV miRNAs, we evaluated the gene transcript levels

by quantitative RT-PCR in infected B cells 15 d post infection and
found LMP2A/B unaffected by viral miRNAs (Fig. 4D). In contrast,
LMP1, a known target of EBVmiRNAs (43, 44), was down-regulated
as expected (Fig. 4D). Similarly, LMP2 protein levels did not
depend on viral miRNAs (Fig. 4E), substantiating the conclusion
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that EBV miRNAs regulate the activation of LMP2A/B epitope-
specific T-cell clones without affecting the viral source of the
epitopes they recognize.
In contrast to LMP2A, EBNA1 transcripts appeared to be

under the control of viral miRNAs (Fig. 4D) (35), also resulting
in decreased levels of EBNA1 protein 15 d post infection (Fig.
4E). We therefore tested the recognition of the HPV epitope of
EBNA1 presented by the HLA-B*35:01 allele in a time course
experiment (Fig. 4F). After only 1 day post infection, the HPV-
specific T-cell clone was clearly activated but only when challenged
with ΔmiR EBV-infected B cells. Later on, B cells infected with
either virus presented the HPV peptide, but ΔmiR EBV-infected
B cells were preferentially recognized (Fig. 4F). Regulation of TAP
(Fig. 3 A–C); lower surface levels of the presenting HLA-B allele,
which might be down-regulated similar to other HLA-B allotypes
(Fig. 3F); and reduced levels of EBNA1 gene expression (Fig. 4E)
may all have contributed to this result.
The analysis of EBNA1 epitope presentation did not reveal

why TAP-independent LMP2A-derived peptides presented via
HLA-A*0201 were under the control of viral miRNAs (Fig. 4C).
We speculated that other costimulatory molecules or proin-
flammatory cytokines (35) may be responsible for this TAP-
independent immunoevasive function. In particular, IL-12, which
contributes to the activation of effector T-cell functions (45), was
a possible candidate because it is a direct and prominent target
of at least five different EBV miRNAs 5 d post infection (35)
and was also down-regulated at the transcript level 15 d post
infection (Fig. 3A). To address this possibility, we neutralized
IL-12 secreted from EBV-infected B cells with a suitable anti-
body and measured IFN-γ secretion by the FLY-specific T-cell
clone (Fig. 4G). IL-12 neutralization dramatically reduced the
activation of the T cells cocultured with ΔmiR EBV-infected
cells. T-cell activation with WT/B95-8 EBV-infected target cells
was also affected but to a lesser extent. Very similar results were
observed with polyclonal EBV-specific CD8+ T cells cocultured
with HLA-matched infected B cells (Fig. 4H), showing that
miRNA-mediated regulation of IL-12 was globally decreasing
recognition by CD8+ T cells. This effect, which was clearly evi-
dent for EBV-specific CD8+ T cells, was mild with EBV-specific
CD4+ T cells (Fig. S3).

Discussion
In this study, we show that EBV miRNAs inhibit surveillance
of EBV by CD8+ T cells. Viral miRNAs reduce virus-specific
proliferation, cytokine production, and killing of infected cells by
CD8+ T cells with various EBV latent epitope specificities. We
identified several mechanisms for this inhibition. First, miRNAs
target TAP2 directly, down-regulate the entire TAP complex,
and reduce HLA allotypes that preferentially present TAP-
dependent epitopes. Second, miRNAs repress EBNA1, which
limits the level of a protein but is essential during most forms of
EBV latency. Third, miRNAs diminish IL-12 release by infected
B cells, reducing the virus-specific activity of EBV-specific CD8+

T cells. Thus, EBV miRNAs limit surveillance by CD8+ T cells
through multiple mechanisms, likely contributing to the main-
tenance of lifelong infection.
It is an attractive hypothesis (35) that T-cell immunoevasion in

latency would be most economically achieved by miRNAs due to
their nonantigenicity. This hypothesis is now fully substantiated
by our present findings that EBV miRNAs interfere with several
steps of antigen presentation preventing CD8+ T-cell recognition
of latently infected B cells. These results are complementary to
our previous findings documenting that EBV miRNAs regulate
multiple pathways important for differentiation and activation of
antiviral CD4+ T cells in the first days of infection (35). That
study also provided some evidence that CD4+ T-cell recognition
is also regulated later, as the structural protein gp350 could be
detected by CD4+ T cells in cells 15 d post infection but only

when miRNAs were absent (35). The mechanisms of regulation
we identified in that context—that is, regulation of MHC II,
lysosomal enzymes, and IL-12—are likely relevant in latency as
well and may explain why EBNA-specific CD4+ T cells are
generally impaired in recognizing LCLs (46). The present study
focused on established latency, but because we observed a strong
miRNA regulation of EBNA1 recognition by CD8+ T cells al-
ready on days 1, 2, and 3 after infection, the hypothesis that EBV
miRNAs generally suppress CD8+ T-cell recognition already in
the first days of infection during prelatency (13, 22, 47) deserves
closer investigation in the future.
An overview of EBV miRNAs that directly target pathways

involved in CD8+ and/or CD4+ T-cell recognition of infected B
cells is provided in Table 2. As large subsets of viral miRNAs
are expressed in all phases of EBV’s life cycle (48), it appears
plausible that viral miRNAs inhibit these target molecules
globally. For example, miRNAs miR-BART1, miR-BART2, and
miR-BART22, which target IL-12 (35), are all highly expressed
not only in latency III but also in EBV-infected germinal center
B cells (latency II) and memory B cells (latency 0/I) from healthy
donors as well as different types of EBV-associated cancer cells
(34, 48, 49). Therefore, miRNA-mediated reduction of IL-12
could lead to decreased T-cell activation and recognition at
different stages of infection and malignant disease. Among TAP-
regulating miRNAs, miR-BHRF1–3 is predominantly expressed
initially upon infection and in latency III in vitro (36), but miR-
BART17 also shows expression in memory B cells and cancer
cells (48), suggesting that EBV miRNA-mediated TAP regula-
tion could likewise be important in vivo.
Although EBV-specific immunity is likely to operate at different

stages of latency and lytic replication to control viral infection,
the question of interest is whether latency III, in its own right, is
a target of EBV-specific immunosurveillance by T cells. For
immunosuppressed patients, it appears clear that T-cell deficiency
favors appearance of latency III malignancies (3), that adoptive
T-cell therapy can prevent this (4, 5), and that T-cell therapy fails
if the EBV strain in question does not express crucial CD8+ T-cell
epitopes in a latency III protein (50). Regarding infection in im-
munocompetent carriers, there were early arguments against a
T-cell surveillance of latency III (51), but later studies showed
that latency III-associated CD8+ T-cell epitopes are in fact
under a selective pressure that depends on the frequency of
HLA class I allotypes in a population (52, 53). Cumulatively,
these reports suggest that EBV-specific CD8+ T-cell surveil-
lance of latency III is an important aspect of infection control
in vivo.
In this work, we have analyzed expansion of EBV-specific

T cells, cytokine secretion, and cytolysis to study the interference
of EBV miRNAs with CD8+ T-cell functions. We found such

Table 2. Direct targets of EBV miRNAs with immune functions

Function Gene (protein) EBV miRNAs

Antigen processing CTSB (Cathepsin B) BHRF1–2
BART2–5p

LGMN (AEP) BART2–5p
IFI30 (GILT) BART1–5p

BART1–3p
Peptide transport TAP2 (TAP) BHRF1–3

BART17
Cytokines IL12B (IL-12p40)* BHRF1–2

BART1–3p
BART2–5p
BART10-3p
BART22

*Component of IL-12 (p35/p40) and IL-23 (p19/p40).
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interference for T cells specific for five out of five epitopes from
three different antigens (LMP2A/B, EBNA1, and EBNA3A).
Because this collection contained epitopes with different HLA
class I restrictions, derived from different categories of antigen
(nuclear vs. transmembrane proteins) and with different processing
requirements (TAP-dependent or -independent, proteasome-
or immunoproteasome-dependent), our data indicate that the
cumulative functional impact of miRNAs allows latently in-
fected B cells to hide from CD8+ T cells in general. Our
findings with polyclonal CD8+ T cells of complex composition
corroborated our view.
miRNAs mediate their effects through direct binding to their

target transcripts such as TAP2, for example (Fig. 3C). Because
the recognition of TAP-independent epitopes is also inhibited by
miRNAs, other mechanisms must contribute to the reduced pre-
sentation of the TAP-independent LMP2 epitopes CLG (Fig.
2G) and FLY (Fig. 4). Only a minority of all CD8+ T-cell epi-
topes (including those of viral origin) are expected to be TAP-
independent (42), and the importance of TAP is reflected by the
many herpesviruses that have evolved their own TAP-inhibitory
proteins (54, 55). A broad impact of TAP regulation on the im-
munological status in latency is also suggested by our observation
that viral miRNAs do not affect global levels of HLA-A2, which is
capable of presenting highly hydrophobic peptides that are more
likely to be TAP-independent (39, 56), but do reduce levels of the
HLA class I allotypes tested (HLA-B7, B8, and B40). These
and most HLA class I allotypes are less likely to present TAP-
independent epitopes, because they require the presence of polar
or charged anchor residues in the peptide (57, 58).
Another effect of EBV miRNAs, suppression of IL-12, seems to

act globally on the function of antigen-specific T cells. Although
IL-12 was originally identified as a product of EBV-infected LCLs
(59), its role in EBV-specific CD8+ T-cell immunity has remained
obscure. In addition to its well-known function in promoting Th1
differentiation (60), IL-12 was shown in mouse and human studies
to promote CD8+ T-cell functions such as proliferation, cytolysis,
and IFN-γ production (60, 61) through STAT4 signaling, up-
regulating T-bet, and increasing IL-2 sensitivity (62, 63). In our
experiments, blockade of IL-12 fully reverted the effect of the
miRNA deletion for polyclonal EBV-specific CD8+ T cells (Fig. 4
G and H) but unexpectedly had only a minor effect on polyclonal
EBV-specific CD4+ T cells (Fig. S3). The reason for this differ-
ence is not clear yet, but one possibility may be a differential re-
quirement for costimulatory signals (64). However, as we have
shown (35), EBV miRNAs affect CD4+ T-cell responses through
IL-12 regulation already at the level of differentiation from naive
T cells and thus act on both major classes of T cells. Because we
found IL-12 to be the gene product most strongly down-regulated
by EBV miRNAs, control of this cytokine appears to be central to
the maintenance of EBV infection.

Materials and Methods
Patient Samples. PBMCs and surgically removed adenoid biopsies were
obtained from volunteer blood donors and patients from the Department of
Otorhinolaryngology of the Universitätsklinikum der Ludwig-Maximilians-
Universität München, respectively. The local ethics committee (Ethikkom-
mission bei der Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München) approved the use
of this human material. Informed consent was not required because the
biopsies originated from disposed tissues from anonymous donors who
underwent routine surgery.

Human Primary Cells, Cell Lines, and Cell Culture. Human primary B and T cells
were prepared from adenoidal mononuclear cells (MNCs) or PBMCs as described
(35). The EBV-positive Burkitt’s lymphoma cell line Raji, HEK293-based EBV
producer cell lines, infected human primary B cells, LCLs, and isolated T cells
were cultivated as described in SI Materials and Methods.

Preparation of EBV Stocks and Infection of Human Primary B Cells. Stocks of
recombinant EBV strains were essentially prepared and quantitated as de-
scribed (65). Details can be found in SI Materials and Methods.

In Vitro Model of EBV Infection (B-Cell Outgrowth Assay). B cells (CD19+) were
isolated from PBMCs of EBV-positive donors and infected withWT/B95-8 orΔmiR
EBV strains. After 12 h, the infected B cells were extensively washed to remove
free virions. CD8+ T cells isolated from the same donors were cocultured at B:T
cell ratios ranging from 8:1–1:2 (seeding 32,000 B cells per well). B cells cultivated
without T cells served as control. Cells were refed weekly. After 4 wk, the cultures
were analyzed for viable cells in MTT assays as previously described (22).

Establishment of EBV-Specific Effector T Cells and T-Cell Clones. EBV-specific
CD8+ T-cell clones were established by limiting dilution from polyclonal
T-cell lines that were generated by stimulating PBMCs with LCLs infected
with WT/B95-8 or from specific T cells directly obtained from peripheral
blood cells by peptide stimulation, IFN-γ capture (Miltenyi Biotec), and
magnetic isolation (66, 67). Likewise, EBV-specific CD4+ T cells were gener-
ated by repetitive stimulation of sorted CD4+ T cells with autologous LCLs
infected with WT/B95-8 EBV as described previously (66).

EBV-Specific T-Cell Recognition. EBV-specific effector T-cell activities were
measured with IFN-γ ELISA and calcein release assays. For IFN-γ detection from
T cells, effector and target cells were cocultured at a 1:1 ratio (5 × 104 cell per
well) for 16 h in a 96-well plate (V bottom). IFN-γ levels were detected with
ELISA following the manufacturer’s protocol (Mabtech). IFN-γ concentrations
below 16 pg/mL were regarded negative. Neutralization of IL-12 was per-
formed with an antibody (2.5 μg/mL), which was added directly to the co-
culture and is directed against the p40 subunit of IL-12 (C8.6; BioLegend). An
analogous isotype control antibody (MOPC-21; BioLegend) was used as a
control.

T-Cell Cytotoxicity Assays. EBV-infected B cells were purified by Ficoll-Hypaque
(PAN-Biotech) gradient centrifugation, and 5 × 105 target cells were labeled with
calcein (Invitrogen) at 0.5 μg/mL. After three washing steps with PBS, target and
effector cells were cocultured in V bottom 96-well plates with different ratios in
RPMI without Phenol Red (PAN-Biotech). After 4 h of coculture, fluorescence
intensities in supernatants were measured by the Infinite F200 PRO fluorometer
(Tecan). As controls, spontaneous calcein release of target cells cultivated with-
out effector cells and cells lysed with 0.5% Triton-X100 (Carl Roth) were used to
define the levels of no and fully lysed target cells, respectively.

T-Cell Expansion Assay. CD8+ T cells were isolated from PBMCs of EBV-positive
donors. We stimulated 1 × 106 CD8+ T cells with 1 × 105 autologous irradi-
ated B cells (infected for 15 d) and 20 U/mL IL-2. Cells were restimulated
every 10 d. At 10 and 20 d after the first stimulation, T cells were stained
with unlabeled HLA/peptide pentamers (Proimmune) for 20 min at 37 °C.
Counterstaining was done with CD8 and CD3-specific antibodies and Pro5
fluorotag (Proimmune) on ice for 30 min. T-cell numbers were determined
using calibrated APC-beads as volume standard by flow cytometry (68).

Luciferase Reporter Assays. Details of the reporter plasmids and the technical
aspects of the dual luciferase reporter assays can be found in SI Materials
and Methods.

Quantitative RT-PCR. Isolation of RNAs and their analyses by PCR are described
in SI Materials and Methods.

Western Blotting. Cell lysis and antibodies used to detect viral and cellular
proteins of interest can be found in SI Materials and Methods.

Flow Cytometry and Antibodies. Techniques and antibodies used to detect
various surface molecules are described in detail in SI Materials and Methods.

Statistical Analysis.Weused Prism 6.0 software (GraphPad) for statistical analysis,
and the two-tailed ratio t test was applied unless otherwise mentioned.
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CHAPTER 9. FURTHER PROJECTS AND PUBLICATIONS

9.3 DEUS: an R package for accurate small RNA profiling based
on differential expression of unique sequences

Until today, the accurate analysis of small RNA populations remains an unsolved problem. Due

to the special characteristics of these short RNA sequences major obstacles arise when these

sequences map to multiple locations in the genome, align to regions that are not annotated or

underwent post-transcriptional changes. In this project, that was conducted in collaboration with

several related institutes, we designed and implemented an R package for small non-coding RNA

(sncRNA) profiling and applied it on 150 human and mouse samples.

The underlying analysis strategy is based on differential expression of unique sequences without

prior mapping of reads to a reference genome. DEUS summarizes reads according to their actual

nucleotide sequence which allows a concise analysis of the generated count matrix without

ignoring reads that cannot be mapped to known feature locations. After differential expression

analysis, all sequences are annotated against user defined feature databases. Finally, the complete

set of sequences are clustered by similarity which allows feature-based interpretation similar to

other tools but additionally provides unique insight into potential processing and editing steps

among members of the same cluster.

This approach circumvents problems that typically arise when using commonly-used mapping-

based approaches. Using the available sequencing data, we could show that these issues can

ultimately lead to data loss and inaccurate results. The validation on 150 sequencing samples

additionally revealed that multi-mapping is predominant in tissues with a potential carrier

function, such as plasma, sperm and exosomes when compared to somatic cell types and colorectal

cancer cell lines.

In summary, DEUS provides an unprecedented way to profile and visualize sncRNA data and

considerably improves the analysis of sncRNA-seq data, being applicable in various existing

pipelines and returning intuitively interpretable results.
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1 Introduction

A general approach to analyze small non-coding RNAs (sncRNA)

data encompasses the evaluation of differential expression between

conditions of interest. For this purpose, several software packages,

such as miRDeep (Friedländer et al., 2008), tDRmapper (Selitsky

and Sethupathy, 2015), sRNAnalyzer (Wu et al., 2017) and

sRNAtoolbox (Rueda et al., 2015), have been developed. A com-

mon step shared by these sncRNA profiling tools is the alignment of

reads to a reference genome, followed by their annotation, feature

count quantification and the subsequent statistical evaluation be-

tween experimental conditions (Anders et al., 2013). However, the

analysis of the expressed sncRNA populations poses several hurdles

because short reads are more likely to map to multiple locations in

the genome, or map to genomic coordinates that are not annotated

and may deviate from the originating feature sequence due to editing

and post-transcriptional processing steps. Here, we present our

method that analyzes differential expression of unique sequences

(DEUS) for profiling sncRNA sequence data without relying on read

mapping.

2 Implementation

Our pipeline starts with the identification of unique reads in each of

the input FASTQ files to generate a typical RNA-seq count matrix,

but utilizing the actual read sequence instead of the gene feature as

identifier. The count table is then used as input for DESeq2 (Love

et al., 2014) analysis to calculate statistically significant read count

differences between samples from different experimental conditions.

Adjusted p-values for the differentially expressed (DE) unique

sequences are calculated according to the Independent Hypothesis

Weighting method (Ignatiadis et al., 2016) using the means of nor-

malized counts as covariate. DE unique sequences are subsequently

annotated by BLASTn (Altschul et al., 1990) searches against user

defined BLAST databases. Subsequently, the CD-Hit clustering algo-

rithm (Fu et al., 2012; Li and Godzik, 2006) is applied to classify

significant DE reads into subgroups of similar sequences based on

the percentage of sequence identity and the length of the overlapping

sub-sequences as defined by the user. This additional information

can be used to inspect significant sequences in groups that indicate

similar biological origin. Finally, a comprehensive summary table is

generated by combining results from differential expression analysis,

BLASTn annotation and cluster assignment (Supplementary Table

S1). To easily explore the content of the table the user can define an

individual set of terms that represent feature classes of interest. The

given terms will be integrated as columns each containing the num-

ber of BLAST hits that match the corresponding term. DEUS also

automatically generates plots to visualize the expression intensities

versus fold changes of the identified sequences and the distance of

the expression profiles of the samples in analysis. Additionally, we

implemented an extended approach that performs clustering and

summarizes sequence counts prior to differential expression analysis

to provide further insights on a more general level (see

Supplementary Material). We implemented each of the described

steps as customizable functions in the R package DEUS. This modu-

lar design allows the user to customize our pipeline, tailored to the

specific needs of the project.

3 Discussion

In accordance with Johnson et al. (2016), we found that sncRNA

datasets from various mouse and human biomaterials are plagued

by substantial amounts of multi-mapping reads (61.5 6 20.1%) and

noticeable amounts (44.7 6 17.2%) of reads that map to regions of

the genome that are not annotated (Supplementary Fig. S1 and

Supplementary Table S2). Consequently, it requires dedicated meth-

ods that account for these issues. DEUS deviates from mapping-

based small RNA profiling methods in several aspects (Fig. 1a). As

DEUS is not relying on mapping it facilitates sncRNA profiling even

when a reference genome is not available. Further, it includes all

reads in analysis even those that were mapped to loci lacking feature

annotation and those that cannot be mapped, for example, due to

extensive RNA editing events (Fig. 1b). DEUS circumvents the chal-

lenge of correctly assigning multi-mapping reads to their originating

feature by representing multiple putative mapping positions by mul-

tiple annotations per unique sequence. Due to the use of unique

sequences, DEUS inherently detects discrete sequence or length var-

iations. The information about sequence variations would otherwise

be hidden in read counts grouped on feature-level or lost if varying

reads could not be mapped. To allow feature-based result interpret-

ation despite sequence-based data analysis, DEUS clusters highly

similar sequences (Fig. 1a). This compression of resulting DE

sequences to sequence clusters reduces the number of result entities

Fig. 1. Major differences between mapping-based and DEUS small RNA

profiling strategies. (a) Schematic representation of the workflow of map-

ping-based pipelines compared with DEUS. (b) Schematic representation of

scenarios that result in data distortion or data loss when applying mapping-

based sncRNA profiling strategies. Mapping-based workflows ignore reads

that map to non-annotated genome regions (depicted as reads between the

two features) and foster data distortion as variant-specific read counts are

usually summed up during subsequent feature counting even if these reads

align at different spatial coordinates of the same genomic feature (depicted

as reads mapped to feature 1) or exhibit discrete variations in nucleotide se-

quence or sequence length (depicted as reads mapped to feature 2)
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in a range from about 40% up to 80%. In combination with the

extended differential expression analysis, the use of sequence clus-

ters improves the overall signal detection power and provides a se-

cond data perspective that includes single sequence and cluster-level

analysis.

In summary, DEUS provides an unprecedented way to profile

and visualize sncRNA data. DEUS clearly diverges from mapping-

based analysis strategies, hampered by substantial data loss and dis-

tortion of feature counts. We believe that our DEUS pipeline consid-

erably improves the analysis of sncRNA-seq data, being applicable

in various existing pipelines and returning intuitively interpretable

results.
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3.14 Enriched GO terms for the three GO categories (Molecular function, Cellular com-

ponent, Biological process). Microtubule, actin and motor protein related terms are

marked with a red ∗. For each category the respective GO ID and number of candidate

genes falling into this category (n) are given. Hatched bar indicates that the group
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3.16 Damaging genetic variants in genes of the neuronal cytoskeleton. For the 288 samples
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